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SUMMARY

This report provides, in a single reference document, an engineering summary

of selected technical data on airframe icing conditions, methods of detecting,

preventing, a•rd removing ice from airframes in flight, and methods of testing

ice protection systems to ensure their adequacy. An aircraft engineer can use

this report to design aclequate ice protection systems for any type aircx-aft for

any flight mission profile.

The work done in preparing this report covered a survey, study, analysis,

and summary of the vast amount of technical literature on airframe icing

available in the world today. Key technical data on airframe icing was selected

and summarized for the report. Results of the work provide a design engineer

with the follcwing:

a. Complete statistical data on the earth' s icing weather conditions that

can be used as design criteria for airframe ice protection systems.

tb. An explanation of the physics of airframe ice collection.

- c. A disbcssion of known methods of airframe ice protection, an

"" formulas and data to be used in their design.

d. Selected specific applications of ice protection systems to conventional

aircraft a& rframes.

e. Data on known methods and systems for detection of airframe icing.

f. Various methods of testing ice p.-otection systems and aircraft for

adequacy.
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INTRODUCTION

Increased use 3( light and heavy aircraft of fixed- and rotary-wing types in

private and businm-ss transportation has extended their operation into all weather

conditions. But to date only civil aircraft certificated by the Federal Aviation

Agency to Civil Air Regulation Part 4b (CAR 4b) have ice protection systems

designed, manufactured, installed, and proved adequate in natural icing conditions.

The cost of providing aircraft with proved adequate ice protection is high.

Cost of adequate ice protection systems for airline transport aircraft carrying

passengers and cargo has been considered a necessary expense in the production

of these aircraft - to provide an acceptable level of flight safety Inicing condi-

tions. But, until this report, the specialized engineering data and technology

available in the organizations of CAR 4b aircraft manufacturers has not existed

in a consolidated form readily available to all aeronautical desimn engineers.

The Federal Aviation Agency contracted with General Dynamics/Convair for

the preparation of a summary engineering report on airframe icing data that can

be used by airframe design engineers in providing aircraft with adequate ice pro-

tection systems and pro'ing the adequacy of systems. The report is divided into

six sections-

ScetLon I discusses statistical icing data to be used aIs design criteria for

fee protection systems.

Section 2, concerned with the physics of ice collection, presents formulas

andl charts for dete'rminting the rate, size, and shape of ice formations on

aircra ft.

LX



8ecdon 3 discusses the known methods of ice protection and presents

formulas and data to be used In designing ice protection systems.

Section 4 shows specific applications of ice proteLion systems to light air-

craft, transports, and rotorcraft.

Section 5 presents data on detection of icing and on ice protection system

instruments and controls.

Section 6 dlscuspes methods of testing ice protection systems and aircraft

for adequacy. Included are data on icing tunnel testing, dry-air flight test-

iag, flMgot testing in natural icing, and flight in simulated icing.

The symbols used to deno&t various parameters are defined in each section, and

are consistent throughout the section. They are not, however, consistent from

one section to another. In using the equations presented here, special care

must be taken to use the definition appropriate for the particular section.

This technical report is an adequate single reference document for airframe

design engineers to use in designing airframe ice protection systems. New and

different airframe protection systems, m,.thods, and test procedures that are

as good or better than those given :ere ,nay exist and certainly will exist in the

future.

The adequacy of the ice protection system on each type of aircraft must be

proved in the mission icing environment the design engineer established for the

aircraft.

Protection of aircraft power plants is not covered in this report. The power

plant ice protection system is designed as an integral part of the power plant and

tested for adequacy by the power plant manufacturer. Ice protection for power

plant air induction systems is included; this protection is designed and tested by

the airframe manufacturer.

x
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1.1 SUMMARY

This section of the report presents statistical icing data for use in designing iee

protection equipment. Ice forms on the forward-facing surfaces of an aircraft

when it flies through clouds of supercooled water droplets. The droplets freeze

almost instantaneously upon impact with the aircraft. resulting in formation of

ice. The rate and extent of ice formation are important factors in the design

of ice prevention and removal equipment. For a given flight speed and altitude,

and a particular aircraft configuration, the rate of formation is dependent on

the liquid water content of the cloud, water droplet diameter and ambient

temperature.

Icing conditions are generally encountered in the altitude range from 3.000

to 24,000 rt. :Zing may also be experienced at altitudes from sea level to

-1. 000 ft., and occasionally at altitudes from 24, 000 to as high as 44,000 ft. or

more. Iiigh-altit:ide icing encounters are rare, and normally result In very

little ice formation because the liquid water content Is low.

Icing clouds fall into two general categories: stratus and cumulus, Con-

tinuous icing for distances up to 200 mi. is found with stratus clouds (however.

maximum cloud depth Is 6,500 ft.). Liquid water contents are moderate (0.1

to 0. 9 gmrnm 3) and the water droplet mean diameter will be in the 5 to 50-iic-

ron range (one micron is one millionth of a meter). Ambient temperature can

vary from -22@ to 32? F, with values above 0* F being most common.

Intermittent icing results from flight through cumulus clouds which have a

horizontal extent of about three to six mi. Liquid water contents normally vary
3 3

from 0. 1 to 1.7 gm m . with occasional peak values as high as 3.9 •m/m or

more for very short distances (at the core of ascending currents in, an actively

growing cumulus cloud). Temperature, altitude ar:d droplet dia.hter ranges

are similar to those for stratus clouds; however, the most ikely altitude for

cumulus clouds is 10,000 ft. compared with 5.000 ft. for stratus.

1-7



Typical values from CAR 4b for use in desigrn of evaporative &ntl-lcing

systems would be:

3
0.43 gm/mr liquid water content

+ 15* F ambient temperature

20 microns mean droplet diameter

For de-icing systems or "running wet" anti-icing systems, typical design

values from CAR 4b would be:

0.23 gm/m3 liquid water content

00 1 ambient temperature

20 microns mean droplet diameter

For turbine engine and engine inlets, typical intermittent icing values from

CAR 4b to be considered for the design of running wet anti-icing systems are:

1.7 gm/m3 liquid water content

-4° F ambient temperature

20 microns mean droplet diameter

3 mi. per encounter

Freezing rain must also be considered fo.- possible effects on static ports,

expoaed control cables, etc. Values to be considered are:

0. 15 gm/m3 liquid water content

25° to 3r F ambient temperature

1,000 microns - water drop size

100 mi. - horizontal extent

The maximum ice accretion on an unheated component is also shown.

Thicknesses of 2.3 to 5 in. are possible (for a 1 per cent probability) for an

1/8-in. dinmeter cylinder. For larger bodies or components the maximum

thickness wou~d be correspondingly smaller.
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Methods for calculating ice accretion rate for specific flight icing condi-

tions (and airframe geometry) are shown in Section 2 of this report.

The presence of ice crystals or ice crystals plus liquid water can be a

problem for turbine engines. Current test criteria are shown, and involve

concentrations of 1 to 8 gm/m3 for time durations of 30 minutes to 30 seconds.

respectively.

1.2 INTRODUCTION

The formation of ice on aircraft has been a problem since the early days of

aviation. Aircraft carrying U.S. mail were often forced down by ice accretion

on wings, tail and propellers. If the aircraft was undamaged, ice was re-

moved from the canvas-covered surfaces and propeller, and the flight was

continued. Later, pneL -atic-boot wing and tail de-icers were developed,

followed by fluid and thermal anti-icing systems, and by cyclic electric and

hot gas de-icing. Design of these systems, however, is dependent on a know-

ledge of the icing cloud characteristics. This section of the report is con-

cerned with definition of icing cloud parameters, specificaliy directed toward

the values commonly used for design of systems for ice prevention and re-

moval. Bocause of the great variability of cloud systems, these design stan-

dards have been established by considering statistical icing data. This data

was, of course, influenced by the methods of gathering the data; therefore,

care and Judgement must be exercised in its use.

Formation of ice on aircraft surfaces results from flight through clouds of

supercooled water droplets; i. e., very small water drops suspended in the air

at temperatures below freezing. The supercooled droplets freeze on contact

with the foiward-facing aircraft surfaces (such as the wing. tail and propeller

leading edges, windshields, air inlets and nose of the fuselage). The super-

cooling process is influenced by a large number of factors such as drop size,

ambient temperature, presence of nucleating agents (dust) etc. For this

reason, any approach to the problem of defining icing cloud physics must

1-9



consider statistical data.

The amount of ice accumulated and its shape are functions of the airfoil or

body shape, flight speed, and properties of the icing c~oud in terms of liquid

water content, drop size, temperature, horizontal and/or vertical extent and

altitude. Design of systems to remove or prevent ice formation is dependent

upon Liowledge of these factors, as well as tolerance to ice buildup on un-

protected surfaces. A summary of available data on the characteristics of

icing clouds and probability of encountering icing is presented in this section.

Most of the data is obtained from the NACA. statistical icing reports, which

include icing encounters by commercial, military and icing research aircraft.

bome foreign data is also included. For additional guidance, the various de-

sign standards currently in uwe by the FAA, the military, and by foreign de-

signers are presented. All these design standards have met the test of useful-

ness; that is, systems designed aLd tested to these requirements have been

found adequate for routine flightp, through icing. Specific recommendations

for design icing values are not made, as this is a function of the particular air--

craft, ite operating characteristics or mission, operational techniques, the

needs of the specific customer or aircraft operator, and the risk level con-

sidered appropriate. However, the report does present the necessary informa-

tion for selection of icing design criteria once the aircraft and operational

factors are defined.

The terminology used in the succeeding portions of the report may be un-

familiar, and deserves some explanation. The cloud liquid water content is

expressed in grams of liquid water per cubic meter of air, and includes only

the water in supercooled droplet form (it does not include the water in vapor

form). Typical ranges of values are 0. 1 to 0. 8 gm/m3 for layer type clouds,

and 0. 2 to 2.5 gm/m3 for cumulus clouds. Droplet size is expressed in microns.

Typical icing cloud droplet diameters are 10 to 40 microns. (Freezing rain

may involve droplets as large as 1,000 microns, or one millimeter.) Cloud
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temperature may vary from -40° F to 320 F (below -40° F, supercooled water

droplets rarely exist). Horizontal extent used for design purposes may vary

from 20 to 200 mi. for layer type clouds (stratiform), whereas two to six mi.

is often used for cumuliform clouds. Specific relationships of these variables

and the probabilities of occurence are presented.

Ice crystals and snow usually do not present a hazard to an aircraft, since

the particles are dry and do not adhere to the surfaces. In certain cases in-

volving engine inlet ducting of considerable length or with abrupt turns, flow

reversals, partly heated areas, etc., concentrations of ice crystals can be a

problem. Mixed conditions (ice crystals plus liquid water) may be a problem

for airframe surfaces. Data is presented on frequency of encounter with ice

crystals, and on current standards in use for testing engines in both ice crys-

tal and mixed ice crystal/liquid water conditions.

Additional data has been solicited and is presented for icing at both very

low and very high altitudes to supplement the NACA data that is confined, for

the most part, to altitudes of 3,000 to 22,000 ft.

The droplet diameters quoted herein and in other sections of this report

are volume median diameters; i.e., half the volume of water in a given sample

is contained in drops larger than the quoted value, and half in drops smaller.

Data is also presented on the frequency and severity of encounters with

freezing rain. Although the water drops associated with freezing rain are

quite large (as compared to icing clouds), the liquid water content is usually

quite low. Aircraft capable of operating in normal icing conditions usually will

experience no difficulty with flight through freezing rain. Freezing rain should

be considered in the design and location of air inlets and vents, control surface

horns and linkage, antenna masts, etc. , that may build up ice under these

conditions.
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1.3 STATISTICAL ICING DATA

1.3. 1 NACA STATISTICAL ICING DATA - The National Advisory Committee

for Aeronautics (now NASA) and cooperating groups conducted research on

natural icing conditions for a period of many years. Early work was performed

by specially equipped research aircraft using a rotating multicylinder to mea-

sure icing intensity. Later data was obtained by mounting icing rate meters on

commercial and military aircraft; thus, obtaining icing data related to routine

flight operations. This data (Ref. 1-1 to 1-16) forms the major part of icing

statistical data, rd is the basis for most U.S., Canadian and Britisn commer-

cial and military deign criteria. For this reason, the significant results of

the various reports are presented in this section as Figures 1-1 to 1-20 and in

Tables 1-1 to 1-5. Discussion of these figures and tables follows.

As mentioned in the Introduction, icing cloud types can be placed in two

broad classifications: layer type clouds (stratiform) and cumuliform clouds.

Stratiform clouds are characterized by moderate liquid water content (0. 1 to

0.8 gm/m3 ), maximum probable cloud depth of 6,500 ft., mean effective drop-

let diameters of 10 to 40 microns, temperatures of 320 to -22* F, altitudes of

3,000 to 22,000 ft., and horizontal extent of 20 to 200 mi. Variation of cloud

properties with altitude for a specific stratus cloud is shown in Figure 1-1, as

obWalred from Ref. 1-1. Within the cloud, free air temperature decreases with

altitude, but liquid water content (LWC) increases, reaching a maximum at or

near the top of "se cloud. This is in agreement with adiabatic lifting theory

(Figure 1-2), which predicts an increase in LWC as cloud temperature (and

capacity to hold water in vapor form) decreases. Droplet diameter also in-

creases (in the statistical sense) with increasing altitude. Flight in layer clouds

can result in icing conditions of long duration, and form the criteria most ofter

used for design of Ice protection systems for suc! air rame components as wings,

empennage, propellers, windshields, etc.
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Flight through cumuliform clouds can result in short-duratlon exposure to

high liquid water contents. This represents a condition of sp( lal interest for

turbine engines and engine inlets. Typical isolated cumulifor-n clouds may vary

from two to six miles in horizontal extent, with LWC of 0. 2 co 2. .j gm/m3 or

more, and mean droplet diameters of 15 to 50 microns or lrger. The maximum

water content of a cloud containing only a single cell is likely to be at the cloud

center at a height above the freezing level as shown in Figure 1-3a (From Ref.

1-17). Droplet size and LWC tend to increase with cloid height as shown in

Figure 1-3b. The drop sizes quoted are volume mean values, as defined previ-

ously. Measurements shown in Figure 1-3a and 1-Ja are for two separate typical

cumulus clouds; other cumulus clouds may have greater or smaller LWC and drop

size values, or may be composed of multiple cells rather than single cells.

Statistical data indicates that max!mum vetues of drop size and LWC are not

likely to occur simultaneously. This is sh:wn in Figure 1-4a and 1-4b. In

Figure 1-4a, the maximum LWC of 0.9 gm/m3 for stratiform clouds occurs at

a drop size of 10.5 microns, whe:eas the maximum drop size of 50 microns

involves only 0. 18 gm/m 3. A somewhat similar trend can be seen for ,nunuli-

form clouds in Figure 1-4b. The rate of ice accretion is quite similar for these

two extreme combinations of LWC and drop size, although the shape of the ice

accretion would vary somewhat.

Liquid water content also tends to decrease with decreasing ambient tem-

perature, as shown in Figure 1-5. Note that for stratiform clouds the maximum

LWC compares favorably with a theoretical limit based on two-thirds the LWC

of a 3, 000-ft. elud, calculated by adiabatic lifting theory (Figure 1-2). (For

a detailed discussiou and equations on adiabat'½ lifting theory, see Ref. 1-1.)

The data for cumulus clouds shows less correlation betueen LWC and tempera-

ture. In both cases, however, no icing was found below -156F. The minimum

temperature established by laboratory tests for existence of supercooled water

droplets is -40 0 F. At extreme low temperatures, virtually all water is con-
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vrrted to ice crystala, and icing is not likely to be a problem. (Ice crystals and

snio' ., ) • a problem, however, for air inlet systems having extreme bends or

flow reiv.e'sl curves.)

Droplet diameter does not show a definito correlation with temperature

(Figure 1-6). For design purposes, a diameter of 20 microns is most often used

to calculate water catch with LWC and temperature appropriate to the specitic

flight operation. A diameter of 40 microns is often used to calculate the maxi-

mum droplet Impingement limits.

The probability of excet ,ýg specific values of LWC, drop size and tem-

perature (depression below freezing) Is shown in Figures 1-7 through 1-9. The

plots are in terms of eteedance probability; i.e., the probability that the given

parameter will be eqwualled or exceeded. A probability of 10 per cent, for example,

means that the given parameter will be exceeded in one out of 10 icing encounters.

For layer type clouds, the liquid water content for 10 per cent exceedance is
3 3

0.5 to 0.6 gm/m , whereas it is 1.18 gm/mi for cumuliform clouds. For the

same probability, the mean effective drop diameter is 18 to 21 microns, and the

maximum 23 to 27 microns. The temperature for this same probability level is

50 to -46F, depending on the particular data source.

Because of the horizontal variations of cloud structure, the average LWC

for a long-duration encounter is substantially lower than the av#srage for short-

duration encounters. This is shown in Figure 1-10, where the maximum value
3 a

for a 40-mi. encounter is 0. 8 gm/m , whereas for 200 ml. it is 0.3 gm/mr

This variation is also shown In Figure 1-11 in dimensionless form. For cumu-

liform clouds, the LWC for a six-mi, cloud is 0.85 of the water content for a

three-mi. cloud. For layer clouds, the LWC for a 40-mi. distance is 0.64 of

that for 10 ml., and at 150 mi. is only 0.32 of the 10-mi. value. The proba-

bility of encountering icing conditions in excess of specific distances is shown

in Figure 1-12. From this data, it can be seen that 90 per cent of all encoun-

ters arc for a distance of less than 53 mi., and 99 per cent are less than 123 mi.

These variations of LWC with distance are of interest primarily for pre-

dicting the amount of ice accumulation on unprotected components for various

flight platis.
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The altitude range in which icing can be expected is also of interest, as

many current aircraft cruise above the icing level and encounter icing only

during climb, descent and low-level hold. As shown in Figure 1-13a, low-

level icing rarely occurs below 0° F. At higher levels (up to 22, 000 ft.). the

minimum icing temperature is -22? F. Icing encounters above 22,000 ft. are

rare. The icing envelope for cumuliform clouds is somewhat more narrow than

for stratiform clouds, as shown in Figure 1-13b. The minimum altitude for cumu-

liform clouds is 4, 000 ft., and the maximum (for this data) is 24, 000 ft. The

temperature range is more restricted for cumuliform clouds at a given altitude

than for stratiform clouds. The icing envelopes shown here have been used as a

basis for the CAR 4b try.sport category airworthiness requirement, as will

be shown later. Some additional data on low-level and extreme high-level icing

has been obtained and is presented in succeeding sections of this report. The

frequency of encounter versus altitude can be seen in Figure 1-14 (which is a

crossplot of previous data). Stratiform icing encounters are most likely at low

altitudes (3, 000 to 6, 000 ft.), whereas cumuliform cloud encounters are more

prevalent at 8,000 to 12. 000 ft. The maximum cloud depth for layer type clouds

is 6, 500 ft. (Figure 1-15) and would be found where there is a double layer of

clouds. Maximum single layer cloud depth is likely to be less than 3. 500 ft.

Maximum cloud depth is of particular interest for climbout and descent. where

the icing cloud cannot be avoided (whereas for level flight it is often possible to

fly over or under the cloud).

For some types of icing studies. it may be convenient to define an average

or most probable icing temperature versus altitude (Figure 1-16). At sea

level, the most probable icing temperature is 26' F decreasing to -11' F at

20,000 ft. At the higher altitudes (16,000 to 24.000 ft.) the probable icing

temperature is very c'ose to the NACA standard day tvmpera',re.

The probability of encountering icing when zlying IFR .irstrument flight

rules) is of particular interest. It may be seen ini Figure 1-17 that at ambi,.nt
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temperatures of 140 to 3r F (where icing is encountered most frequently) about

40 per cent of the flights through clouds will result In ice accumulation. At

lower temperatures, the frequency of icing in clouds is much lower: about six

per cent at -22" F.

The probability of accumulating a specific amount of ice is of special in-

terest for" ,arts of an aircraft that do not have icing protection. The data of

Figure 1-18 shows that a maximum accretion during climbout and descent is

0.4 in., whereas for continuous icing the maximum amounts are 3. 5 to 5 in.,

depending on the data source. (The 0.4-in. maximum during climb and descent

was based on data from jet fighter aircraft. For aircraft with lower rates of

climb and descent, the maximum value may be higher. Values of ice accretion

for specific rates of climb and probabilities are shown in NACA TN 4314, Ref.

1-16.) These values are based on the rate of accretion on a 1/8-in. diameter

probe (icing rate meter) which would have a collection efficiency of nearly 100

per cent regardless of airspeed or drop size. For bodies of larger size with

a greater leading edge radius, the collection efficiency at stagnation and, thus,

the maximum thickness may be substantially less.

Rate of ice formation and ice shWpe are affected by many factors, including

LWC. drop size, air speed, temperature, body size and 0 hape. Nevertheless,

the data of Figure 1-18 does indicate the or&er of magnitude that might be anti-

cipated for various levels of probabilities. Methods of predicting ice size and

shape are reported in detail in Section 2.

At a combination of higher speed, ambient temperature and LWC, there is

a limiting temperature above which the water will not freeze completely, but

will run off. This is shown in Figure 1-19. As the ambient temperature ex-

o..ds the givs arves, water will freeze only partly or not at all. and calcu-

lations of too accretion must consider this factor. (Further discussior. of this

subject is oontained In Section 2.)
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1. 3. 2 LOW-ALTITUDE ICING DATA - Most of the data presented in the pre-

vious section is based on altitudes in the range of approximately 3. 000 to

24,000 ft. Concern has been expressed as to the severity of low-altitude icing,

particularly with respect to light aircraft that might op rate in the low-altitude

regime. Data was obtained from William Lewis of the NASA Lewis Research

Center on low-altitude icing (Ref. 1-18). This data (Figure 1-20) and adiabatic

lifting theory show that the liquid water content is reduced at low altitude. In

terms of height above the ground, maximum values for 1.000, 3.JOO. and r 4100
3

ft. are 0.24, 0.65. and 0.8 gm m respectively. Thus. design use of the

liquid water contents for normal operational altitudes will produce systeras

that are more than adequate for very low altitude operation.

Freezing rain at low altitudes can be a problem also. and is discussed

separately in Paragraph 1. 3, 5.

1.3. 3 IIIGH-ALTITUDE ICING - The data presented in Paragraph 1.3., 1

covers several hundred icing encounters, but is obtained primarily from, air-

craft having operational ceilings of about 22, 000 ft. The adv-nt of turbine

powered aircraft with high-altitude capabilities has raised the question of

whether the temperature - altitude icing envelopes established previously are

adequate. Data was solicited from various sources; however, the only response

was from the Boeing Company (Ref. 1-19). A considerable number of reports

of icing encounters were collected by Boeing from operation of B-52 type

bombers, KC-135 tanker aircraft, and 707 commercial jet transports. These

are plotted in Figure 1-21. Also included in Figure 1-21 are the icing envelopes

bases on the NACA data of Ref. 1-1 through 1-15 (and used for the FA.A com-

mercial transport criteria). Data from NACA TN 4314. (Ref. 1-16) which wAs

obtained from icing encounters during climb and descent by a jet interceptor

squadron. is also included.

From the data presented it may be seen that icing encounters above 24. 000

ft. are rare, as are icin.g encotinters beloA -22 F. It aocs appear that the

1
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I temperature range of the icing envelopes could be increased by about 10' F at

the higher altitudes.

With one exception, the high-altitude icing encounters are reported am

"light" icing; this is in agreement with previous data showing reduced LWC with

lower temperature.

Two data points are found at t,,peraturee well be_!x -40" F: however, the

n-,tation with tae Boeing data states that the temperatures were probably mea-

sured in dry air afteL the icing encounter. (Temperature in clouds may be

several degrees warmer than the adjacent ar.) Lxistl' ! of water in super-

cooled droplet form at temperatures below -40" F is very unlikely.

Based on the data available, it appears that htigh-altitude icing is infrequent

and when encountered is not likely to be of a severe nature. An al-rcraft having

ice protection systems designed to oope with the i., q cordt'"..as defined in

paragrspi 1. 3. 1 will probably have no difficultie.; when ic Ing ! s encountered

at high altitudes. Exceptions to this statement miy occur where extreme con-

dltions are deliberately sougk, as In the I ,F "Project Rough Rider." For

routine commercial and military operation, the statements are considered

applicable.

1, 3.4 FCREIMN DATA -- Searcn of fo, eign literature has not produced a large

am•imt ef statisticas icing data (of the type published in the NACA reports).

Some recent data has been summarized in a report by R. F. Jones, published

by the World Meteorolog•cal Organtation (Ref. 1-20). The maximum and

mean liquid water contents reported by the USSR are of interest, a: repi-sent-

Ing a •ifferent area of the Northern hemisphere than the NACA data. In Figure

1-22, the mear liquid water contents for stratiform clouds are shown to range

from 0. 1 to 0.34 Km/m3, de-reusing slightly with decreasing ambient temperatures
3

(0 to -25"C0. The maximum values range from 0.15 to 1. 1 ga m 3wt a

sharV reduction In water c atent as temperature decreases.
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For cumuliform clouds, the mean liquid water contents shown (Figure 1-23)

are surprisingly small, ranging from less than 0.3 gm/n3 at 0' C to as little

as 0. 1 gm/m3 at -25° C (-12o F). Maximum values, however, vary from less
3 3than 0.1 gm/m3 to 1.55 gm/m3

Little data is available on the statistical frequency of icing encounters for

areas other than the continental USA and certain areas (,f the North Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans. One approach to the problem is outlined in a report by

R. W. Jailer in which icing probabilities for the northern hemisphere are pre-

dicted by means of frequency data on low pressure areas and freezing level

altitudes (Ref. 1-21). The assumption is made that the frequency of clouds

and below freezing temperature is proportional to the icing frequency. In the

chart for January, (Figure 1-24) it may be se6n that the frequency varies from

0.01 (southeast USA) to 0. 05 (Great Lakes area) for the continental USA. Values

up to 0. 07 are seen in the Aleutian Islands area.

Consideration of both References 1-20 and 1-21 supports a conclusion that

the data presented previously (in NACA reports) should be adequate for design

of ice protection for aircraft flying in any region.

1.3. 5 FREEZING RAIN - Flight through freezink rain can have adverse

effects on aircraft performance and on function of its instruments. Quantitative

data on freezIng rain encounters In flight are virtually non-existent; however.

reports from aircraft that have encountered free-Ang rain are not at all rare.

According to NACA TN 1855 (Ref. 1-2, Table 1-5) freezing rain is charne-

teriz7ed by large droplet size (1. 000 microns), temperatures of 25 to 320 F,

3altitudes of 0 to 5,000 ft. , and liquid water content of 0. 15 gm/mr (which cor-

Lresponds to a rainfall rate of 0.1 in. /hr.). Horizontal extent may be as much

as 100 mi.

The large droplet sizes found In flight through freezing rain can result in

ice accumulations on parts of aireratt zhat might normally be ice-free.

!
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Static vents (air speed, fuel, etc.) can ice over in freezing rain. On light air-

craft, exposed control cables "d mass balances could accumulate ice. In any

new aircraft design, the effects of freezing rain should be corsidered in addi-

tion to the current design procedures for normal (small droplet) icing conditions.

The frequency of freezing rain must be deduced from ground level observa-

tions reported in Ref. 1-22 (since no flight data other than those of Table 1-2

can be found), The time frequency of rainfall rate is shown in Figure 1-25 for

rain and freezing rain/snow, plotted against the parameter of annual precipita-

tion/number of days with precipitation. For rain and freezing rain and snow

combined, the maximum frequency is 3.15 per cent for 0.06 in./hr. and 1.8

per cent for 0. 12 in. /hr. The corresponding maximum frequencies for freez-

ing rain and snow (combined) are Ci. 47 per cent (for 0. 06 in. /hr.) and 0. 015

per cent (fr 0.12 in. /hr.). From this data it can be seen that the suggested

data of NACA TN 1855 (based on 0. 1 in. /hr.) represents a realistic value forI-esign purposes.

1. 4 CURRENT DESIGN STANDARDS

1.4.1 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR COM&ERCIAL TRANSPORTS - Civil Aero-

nautics Regulation, Part 4b (Ref. 1-23) has icing envelopes defined for use in

the design and certification of commercial transport aircraft. This data is

based on the NACA reports presented previously (TN 1855, 2569 and 2738,

Ref. 1-2, 1-8, and 1-10, respectively). Current experience with aircraft de-

signed and certifIed to these standards indicates that the standards are adequate.

The data is preoented in terms of LWC, drop size, temperature, horizontal

extent and altitude. Icing is divided into two classes: continuous maximum

(layer type clouds) and intermittent maximum (cumulus clouds).

LMquid water content is plotted versus mean effective drop diameter in

Figure 1-26 for ambient temperatures of 320 to -220 F. These values are to

be considered for sea level to 22,000 ft., with a maximum vertical extent of
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6,500 ft. The data is for a standard distance of 20 mi. (horizontal extent of up

to 200 mi. are possible - the effect of distance on LVC is shown in a later

figure). The usual practice has been to design airframe anti-icing systems

for a droplet diameter of 20 microns, with consideration of 40-micron

droplet impingement limits for determination of maximum area to be pro-

tected. Choice of ambient temperature depends on the type of system

being designed. Typical choices might be 250 F for an evaporative anti-icing

system for low !fight speeds, 15° F for evaporative anti-icing at higher

speeds, 00 F for running wet anti-icing or cyclic de-icing (avoiding icing

flight at lower temperatures), and -22* F for running wet anti-icing or

cyclic dc-icing where limitations on operation at low temperature are not

acceptable.

An envelope of ambient temperature and altitude for continuous icing is

shown in Figure 1-27 and is intended for use with Figure 1-26 to establish

operating condirions for design purposes. This figure was derived from NACA

TN 2569 (Ref. 1-8), and the data has been presented previously in Figure 1-13a.

The average LWC decreases with increasing distance, as shown in Figure

1-28, in terms of a liquid water content factor, F, (which has a value of 1.0

at 20 milesl versus distance. Most designs are based on LWC associated with

the •0-mi. distance; however, where components are not protected, the maxi-

mum amount of ice that could accumulate is of interest. The relative amount

of ice collected versus distance can be derived from Figure 1-28, and is shown

in Figure 1-29 versus distance. The maximum amount of ice accumulation is

seen to b- more than three times that for a 20-mi. encounter. From a proba-

bility viewpoint, encounters of more than 150 to 175 mi. are unlikely (see

Figure 1-12); for this distance the ice accumulation is three times that for the

standard 20-mi. distance.

Liquid water content, drop size, temperature and distance are defined for

maximum intermittent icing in Figures 1-30 through 1-32. Intermittent icing
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Is founj in f1ight thbroh cumulus clouds and is characterized by high liquid water

ocntents (up to 3.9 gm/m3 ) for short dixtwes (0.3 to 6 miles). The primary use

for this data is in design of tuiblne engine inlets (or other critical air Inlets) whret

a srdden exposure to high liquid water content might overwhelm the anti-,iclng

system and cause engite operating ploblems. Normal anti-icing design practice

is to provide at least running wet (surface temperature of 350F) protection for

intermittent conditions if the toe formed during such an encounter would otherwiseI preset a significant hazard to safe flight. The amount of rumback icing will

normally be small and acceptable because of the short duration; however an

evaluation should be made for eaoh new airframe and engine inlet application.

1.442 MILITARY AIRFRAME AN""M-ICING DESIGN SPECIFICATION - Air-

fr-e thermal anti-icing systems for military aircraft have in recevt years been

designed to meet the requirements of USAF specification bIL-A-9482 (Ref. 1-24).

The meteorological conditions of this document for evaporative &Wt Icing are

&nbient temperature, + 15OF; liquid water content, 0.5 g/m/3 ; and mean

effective droplet diameter of 20 microns. Duration or horizontal extent of icing

=Wttimns are not specified. These values are to be used in the design of

ortirative thermal anti-icing systems and are esmilar to the maximum contlnuouR

oonditiovs of the FAA regulations. If the operational speed of the aircraft is in

the order o( 450 kt. or more (see Figure 1-33), anti-leirg systems usually .ive

been deleted, as icing would ordinarily occur only during loiter Pnd descent.

Loiter and descent times are urually of very short duration and, therefore, may

not be considered for design purposes. (This Is not true for commerc& a~iafl.

however, where holding times of 30 min. are not tmovumnon.) A• s military

aircraft capable of !lgh speeds has a larja exc*ss of power avaCir-Ak at low speeds,

so that the drag ass-1ated with wing awi W1 icibi is not a significant problem.

Additional data contained In MIL-A-9482 it rmlative to system design details

and Is discuvusd separately in Section 3.

1.4.3 MILITARY ENGINE DESIGN SPECIFICATION, MIL-E-5007B - The

meteorological criteria used for design of engine inlet guide v=. anti-icing
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systems for military turbine engines are found in MIL-E-5007B (Ref. 1-25).

Two specific conditions are called out: Condition I has a liquid water content

of 1.0 gm/m3 at -4' F with a 15-micron drop size. For Condition II, the

values ar ) 2.0 gm/mr. + 23 F aid 25 microns. These conditions are normally

uced for design and static testifig of rwnning wet anti-icirg systems for inlet

guide vanes and compressor nose cones. No specific time duration is called

out; however, the conditions are quite similar to those of the "maximum inter-

mtttent" conditions of the FAA regulations.

A comparison of the various design standards is shown in Paragraph 1. 4,4

1.4.4 PR171SH CIVIL TRANSPORT DESIGN CRITERIA - The British Civil

Airworthtness Requirements (Ref. 1-26) contain standards for iquid wter

content similar to those shown previously for the FAA transport regulation.

The liquid w iter content (Figure 1-34) for maximum contin,ovs icing i6 identi-

cal to that of the FAA regulation values for 15-micron dreps except that tbh

drop size it 20 microns rather than 15. In tina respect, the 'Briish require-

ments are slightly more severe than the FAA s•.andard. The U. S, illitary

standard (0.5 gim, 15. F and 20 microns) is also shcwn for comparison, ind

falls between the FAA and British sta•dards.

IT,* maximum intermittent condition of the British CAR is identical to the

FAA regulation. for the standard distance of three Miles (Figure 1-5). The

U.S. military engine specification values are also shown for comparison. In

the British regulation, the intermittent condition is considered to exist for

three miles with "continu-cu maximum" icing gaps of three miles up to 30, 000

"ft. Above 30,006 ft., the gaps are conr-dered to be '.v miles of clear air (see

Table 1-5).

The similarity between British and U.S. civil air regulations is not coin-

cidental; arh based on NACA icing data, with sligh2y different interpreta-

tions of the data.

1
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1.4.5 USSR STANDARDS - The design standards used for Soviet aircraft

(Ref. 1-27) may be of interest for aircraft operating in various areas of Europe

and Asia. The only data found is summarized in Figure 1-34 in terms of LWC

versus temperature for a 16-micron mean drop size and 15-minute duration

(flight speed is not specified). At 140 F the LWC is identical to the British

requirement (but 20-micron droplet diameter) and the FAA requirement (at

15-micron drop diameter). At higher and lower temperatures, the USSR stan-

dards for LWC are higher than the corresponding U.S. and British standards.

Anti-icing systems designed to U.S. and British standards would at most show

a small amount of runback under the Soviet design conditions.

1.4.6 FREEZING RAIN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS - Search through various

literature sources (see Table 1-1 and Figure 1-25) indicated that the proposed

values of NACA TN 1855 would rarely be exceeded. These are shown in Table
3

1-1. as 0.15 gm/m . 25 to 320 F, 1,000-micron drop diameter, and altitude

range of sea level to 5,000 ft. Horizontal extent (maximum) is 100 mi. The

possible effects of freezing rain should be considered for components not

usually protected - such as air speed static vents, fuel tank vents, exposed

control horns, cables, etc.

1.4.7 ICE CRYSTALS - Flight through clouds of ice crystals, snow or mix-

tures of ice crystals and liquid water is not uncommon, as shown by Table 1-2.

During one year of operation, 23.6 per cent of the total time in visible moisture

was in 'nixed" snow and liquid water, and 32.5 per cent was in snow; more than

half of the encounters involved ice crystals or snow to some degree. Dry snow or

or ice crystals are not usually a problem. The exceptlc w have been in the case

of turbine engine inlets of great length and curvature. Concentrations of ice

crystals at bends or flow reversal points can result in intermittent shedding into

the engine, resulting in engine flameout. This problem may be aggravated by

areas of ducting that may be warm from contact with hot sections of the engLae.
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Little quantitative data can be found on ice crystal concentrations, as the

subject has not received intensive flight research comparable to the icing field.

Most of the flight and laboratory testing in ice crystal environments has been

conducted in the United Kingdom. Standards in use for turbine engine design and

testing are shown in Table 1-6. The engine must operate satisfactorily in ice

crystals of 1. 0 gm/m 3 for thirty minutes and for shorter times at concentrations

up to 8. 0 gm/m 3 . A second "mixed" condition is also used, which includes 0. 5

to 1. 0 gm/m 3 liquid water with a corre,,ponding decrease in ice crystal content.

Tests are usualty conducted at (r to -5* C, because this represents the highest

concentration of ice crystal•.

Flight through clouds of ice crystals calls for careful exercise of good

judgment by the aircraft pilot. Normally, the ice protection systems should not

be turned on, as the airframe and engine surfacea will remain clean. In a

"mixed" cloud, ice may accumulate and require use of Lhe ice protection equip-

ment, The capacity of thermal systems may be exceeded, howvever, and it may

be necessary to escape the icing condition as rapidly as possible.

It has been speculated that reports of excessive icing (e. g., Ref. 1-20)

might be the result of flight in mixed clouds with anti-icing systems overtaxed

by the increased heat needed first to melt the ice crystals, then to warm and

evaporate the water. Documented evidence of severe airframe icing problems

in Clouds of ice crystals or mixed clouds is lackirg, however. As long as the

engine continues to deliver the required thrust, operation in ice crystals is not

likely to present severe problems.
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Table 1-1

Recommended Values of Meteorological Factors for Consideration in

the Design of Aircraft Ice Prevention Equipment.

(Based on NACA TN 1855; Maximum Instantaneous COass Deleted)

Liquid
Air Water Drop Pressure
Temp. Content Diameter Altitude

Class ( F) (gm/m 3 ) (Microns) (1,000 Ft.) Remarks

11-M 32 2.5 10-15
Intermit- 14 2.2 10-20 Horizontal extent -

tent, - 4 1.7 12-30 3 miles

Maximum -22 1.0 20 15-30 Characteristic - Ifigh
-40 0.2 15-30 liquid water content

32 1.3 8-15 Applicable-to: Any
14 1.0 8-20 critical component of

- 4 0.8 30 10-30 the airplane where ice

-22 0.5 15-30 accretion, even though
-40 0.1 15-30 slight and of short

duration, could not be
tolerated

32 0.4 8-15 Example-: Iduction
14 0.3 8-20 system (particularly

- 4 0. 2 50 10-30 turbine engine inlets)

-22 0. 1 15..30
-40 0. 1 15-30

1I-N 32 0.8 20 8-12

Intermit- 14 0. 6 20 8-15
tent, - 4 0.4 18 12-20
Normal -22 0.1 15 15-25

-40 0. 1 13 15-25



Table 1-1
(Cont' d.)

Liquid
Air Water Drop Pressure
Temp. Content Diameter Altitude

Class (" F) (gmn/m3) (microns) (1,000 Ft.) Remarks

m-M 32 0.8 Horizoatal extent -
Continuous 14 0.6 Continuous
Maximum - 4 0.3 15 3-22 Charactertotic:

-22 0.2 Moderate to low liquid
-40 0.05 water content for an

indefinite period

32 0.5 Applicable to: All
14 0.3 comrmments of the air-

- 4 0.15 25 3-22 plane. i. e . every part
-22 0.10 of the airplane should
-40 0.03 t- examined with the

question - "Will this
32 0.15 part be affected
14 0.10 seriously by accretions

- 4 0.06 40 3-22 during continuous fltgig
-22 0.04 in icing conditions?"
-40 0.01 Example: Wing and

tail surfaces

M-N 32 0.3
Continuous 14 0.2 15 3-22
Normal - 4 0.1

-22 0. I

IV-M 25- Horizotgal et,,fn
Freezing 32 0.!5 11000 0-5 1 130 mi.
Rain Characteristic, Very

large drop# at oear-
freezing temoeratures

Note. Based on 0. 10 in. hr. rainfall rate and low vaiues of
liquid water conteid
Applicable to. Comiz
nents of the airplane

for which no prov- :
tion would be %•upp!e•td

gExam~ 4e FLkt gtI
si.atic pressurie air-
sored vents
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Table 1-2

Frequency of Encounter With Various Types of Meteorological

Conditions During The 1948 Operation

Per cent of total
No. of Per cent time in continuous
min. of total or intermittent

Cerditlon condition flight time visible moisture

Clear Air 6,523 61.1

Liquid cloud
Continuous 209 2.0 5.0

Intermittent
Clear air predominant 504 4.7 12.1

About one-half clear 368 3.5 8.9
Cloud predomLiant 325 3.0 7.8

Subtotal, liquid 1,406 13.2 33.8

Mixed snow and liquid cloud
Liquid predominant

Continuous 180 1.7 4.3

intermittent 384 3.6 9. 2
Snow predominant

Continuous 310 2.9 7.5

Intermittent 108 20. 286

Subtotal, mixed 982 9.2 23.6

Snow
ContinuouE 1.122 10.5 27.0
Intermittent 228 _21 _5..

Subtotal. snow 1.350 12.6 32.5

Rain 335 3.1 8.1
Rain and snow 30 0.3 0.7

Freezing rain 13 0.1 0.3

Freezing ,ain and liquid cloud 41 0.4 1.0

Subtotal, rain 419 3.9 10.1

Total 10,680 100.0 100.0

Source: NACA TN 1904 (Ref. 1-7)
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Table 1-3

Comparison of Values of Liqaid Water Content for Pacific Coast
Cumulub Clowds, P w 0. 001, With Correspomding V -lues for

Intermittent Maximum Conditions Listed in NACA TN 1855

ULquid Water Conteut (gm/m3)

TN 18.55 -

Temperature Drop Diameter Recommended TN 2738 -
F Microns DeBign Values Probability Analysis

32 20 2.5 2.46

32 30 1.3 1.50

32 50 0,4 C.42

14 20 2.2 2ý 30

14 30 1.0 1.35

14 50 0.3 0.37

- 4 
20 

1,7 
1.45

- 4 50 0. 2 0.15

-22 20 1.0 0.37

-22 30 0,5 0.15

-22 50 0.1 0

-40 20 0.2 0

-40 30 0.1 0

-40 50 0.1 0
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Table 1-4

Comparison of Weighted Average Values of Liquid Water Content for
Layer Clouds, Pe - 0.001, With Corresponding Values for Con-

tinuous Maximum Conditions LiFted in NACA TN 1855

Liquid Water Content (gm/m )

TN 1855 -
Tewperature Drop Diameter Recommended TN 2738 -

0F Microns Design Values Probability Analysis

32 15 0.80 0.77

32 25 0.50 0.49

32 40 0.15 0.20

14 15 0.60 0..5i0

14 25 0.30 0.28

14 40 0.10 0.08

- 4 15 0.30 0.17

- 4 25 0.15 0.09

- 4 40 0.06 0.02

-22 15 0.20 0.02

-22 25 0.10 0.01

-22 40 0.04 0.003

-40 15 1 0.05 0

-40 25 0.03 0

-40 40 0.01 0
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Table 1-5
British Civil Airworthiness Requirements

(Reference 1-29)
Continuous Maximum (D 4-7 & D 5-_)

Temperature 3 Drop Size,
OC LWC - gm/m3 Microns Altitude - Ft.

0 0.8 20 SL - 20, 000
-10 0.6 20 3,000 - 27,500
-20 0.3 20 3.000 - 30,000
-30 0.2 20 3,000 - 30,000

icing layer thickness is 6,500 ft. maximum
(Note: Contiuomm maximum vdues are identical to Table 1-1, Class Ifl-M,
excep that droplet size is 20 microns instead of 15)

Intermittent Maximum () 5-5)

Temperatm'e Drop Size,
C- / Microns Altitude - Ft.
0 2.5 20 10,000 -20,000

-10 2.2 20 10,000- 27,500
-20 1.7 20 15,000 - 30,000

-30 1.0 20 15t 000 - J5, 000
-40 0.2 20 15,000 - 40,000

Up to 30, 000 ft. - three mi. duration, with three-mi. gaps of "continuous

maximum" condition. Between 30, 000 and 40, 000 ft. the gaps are 20 mi. of
clear air. (Note: Intermittent maximum values are identical to Table 1-1,
Class 1I-M values)

For powerplant, 30 min. of operation is required in a combination of "inter-
mittent" and "continuous" maximum icing, with one-half mile at approximately

double the LWC of the "intermittent" condition (see following tabulation).

Inst. 4 taneous Maximum

Temperature Drop Diameter Altitude Horizontal Extent
_ _ _C LWC - gm/m3 Microns Feet Miles

0 5.0 20 10, 000 - 20,MO0
-10 4.0 20 10,000 - 27,500 Continuous

-20 3.0 20 15,000 - 30,000 for

-30 2.0 20 15, 000 - 35,000 1/2 mile
-40 0.5 20 15,000 - 40,000
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Table 1-6

Ice Crystal Concentration Standards

(Supplied by the National Research Council of Canada.)

Maximum Total Maximum

Ambient Concentration Concentration

Temperature Altitude (ice crystals in Liquid Form Extent
CC 1,000 Ft. plus LWC) gm/mrn gm/m 3  Mi.

0 to -20 10 to 30 8 1 0.5

5 1 3

2 1 50

1 0.5 Indef.

-20 to -40 15 to 40 5 0 3

2 0 10

1 0 50

0.5 0 Indef.

-40 to -60 20 to 45 2 0 3

1 0 10

0.25 0 Indef.

-60 to -80 30 to 60 1 0 3

0.50 0 10

0.10 0 Indef.
b

Thirty minutes exposure is considered for the "indefinite" extent.

NOTES (Ref 1-29)
1. In the present state of knowledge, it is not possible to say how much of the
"total free water contents" tabulated exist in the form of water and how much as

j ice crystals, because supercooled water has been shown to exist at temperatures
down to -400C. Furthermore the percentage of ice crystals and water may vary
considerably in any one cloud.J 2. From present information it appears that the worst condition for engine and

intake icing in mixed water/ice crystals occurs when there is a small quartity
of water present.

3. The following assumptions may reasonably be made for design purposes:
a. Below -200C all the water present may be assumed to be in the form

of ice crystals.

b. Of the tftal free water shown in the 0°C to -20 0 C range, not more than
1 gm/m should be taken as water and the remainder as ice crystals,

except where the total water content is shown as I gm/m 3 , when half

should be considered as water and half ice crystals.
c. When the extent of the condition is shown as "indefinite," it is acceptable

to show that the airplane functions satisfactorily during 30 minutes
continuous exposure to the conditions.
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gm/cm2 hr. I I '
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Figure 1-8. Eyceedance Probability fo'r Drop D~iameter (From
NACA TN 14264, 2306 and- 2738, Ref. 1-5, 1-9 and 1-10).
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Strati form clouds I NACA TN 2569
- mminCumuliform clouds]j (Ref. 1-8)

Encounters during 4-0limbout and
letdown (NACA TN 4314) Ref. 1-16
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Figure 1-14. Icing Encounter Frequency Versus Altitude
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-C AR 4b maximum continuous 0 Light Boeing
--n~CAR 4b maximum intermittent 0 Moderate data

0~ Severe (Rf1-9
A~ Not stated(Rf1-9
x NASATN4314(Ref. 1-16)
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Figure 1-21. Comp.arison of CAR -1b Icing Evei.sWith Ilepw'rtelt Icing
Encounters (Fromi Rot'ilig Co. RIata. iief. 1 19).
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Pressure altitude range S.L. to 22,000 Ft.
Maximum vertical extent 6,500 ft.
Horizontal extent,, standard distance of 20 mi.

Source: NACA TN 1855
Class 111-M continuous maximum
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Mean effective drop diameter-microns

Figare 1-26. Continuous maximum Atmospheric icing Condition~s -

Stratiform Clouds. LWC Versus Mean Effective Drop
Diameter (From CAR 41)).
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Pressure altitude range Source of data:
4,000 to 22,000 ft, NACA TN 1855 (Ref 1-2)

Horizontal extent, standard Note: Dashed lines
distance of 3 miles indicate possible extent

of limits
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Note: Dashed lines
Source of data: indicate possible
NACA TNl 2569 extent of limits
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Figure 1-31. Intermittent Maximumi A-ti-nsphcur~u Icing Cond~itions -

Cumuliform Clouds. Ambient 'I emlvsratiru X ersus
Pressu.re Altitude (From CAR~ -11).
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;ý:[:::"]Curve A - Speed above which runback does
: :pot freeze

Curve B - Speed above which anti-Icing is
not required by MiL-A-9482

S.... : .. ,. ........ Ambient temperature 0 F 0 :: I:: : :F:

00 
CurveA Cj'' Curve

2 0 ,0 0 0 .... .. .t - -, -
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15,000 ..... 4'"........ .... ........•....
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Figure 1-33. Effect of Speedt Upon Requirements for Anti-Icing

(From MIL-A-9,182 USAP', Ref. 1-2-1).
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e British Civil Airworthiness Requirements:
o Maximum continuous Icing.I

20-mnicron drop size,, 30-min. duration.

13USSR Standards: 16-micron mean drop
size, 15-mm,. duration. (30 - micron
median dron size)

0 USA CAR 4b: 15-micron meanr effective
drop diameter, 20-mile standard distance.

USA CAR 4b: 20-micron meat e'ffective
4.C) drop diameter.

X USAF MIL-A-9482: 20-micron mean drop

~0.4

0.41

I- +

Flgure -34 C'pariouiof . S, Brtta an USR Clii ranpo%0.2cr~ br* 4,4-4-o~a o'ng
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B~ritish CAR and U.S. CAR 4b:
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2.1 SUMMARY

Ice can form on aircraft forward surfaces during flight through clouds at tempera-

tures below freezing. For a given icing condition (as defined in Section 1), the

rate and extent of ice accumulation is a function of flight speed and airfoil or

body geometry. This section of the report presents the formulas ard tabulations

of impingement data that will allow calculation of ice accretion rate and extent

for a large number of airfoils and geometric bodies. The ice collection rate for

nearly any object can be approximated from the data presented. These values

are needed for the design of the various types of ice protection systems, or to

consider the effects of ice accretion if the surface is not protected.

Typical ice accretion rate for a six-foot chord, 651-212 airfoil at 200 kt.,

10.000-ft. altitude, 150 F, 0.5 gm/m liquid water content. 20-micron droplet

diameter and 4 deg. angle of attack is 5.82 lb. /hr. -ft. span. The ice extent is

1.5 in. on the upper surface and 9. 2 in. on the lower surface.

Equations of motion are also presented so that droplet trajectories could be

calculated for the unique and/or critical application that may not be covered by

the gerieral data.

Graphs are also presented that will help determine whether a particular

flight and icing situation will result in accretion of ice. For example, at 20, F

ambiei.t a flight speed of more than 300 kt. is required to prevent the formation

of ice; whereas, at 00 F ambient a speed of more than 485 kt. is required.

If icL does form, the type of ice is of interest as aerodynamic effects vary

widely, dependent on ice shape. At moderate airspeeds (less than 250 kt.)and

high total air temperatures (25 to 32' F), glaze ice ("double horn" shape) is most

common, and can produce severe aerodynamic effects in terms of increased

drag and decreased max!mum lift coefficient. At moderate airspeeds and total

air temperatures below 10* F, rime ice is most common and has a relatively

streamlined shape. Lift and drag effects are much less serious (about one-third
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as great) for rime ice thma for glaze ice. At total air temperatures between

100 and 25' F, a mixed &laze-rime ice accretion i8 asually found.

Photographs and sketches of ice sh•.-s on typical airfoils are also

pi esented.

2.2 INTRODUCTION

Ice may form or, the unheated forward facing surfaces ot an aircraft flying

thrcugh clouds of supercooled water droplets. At low temperature, the water

droplets freeze immediately on impact with al.foil i ead. ,dges, forming rime

iLe (Figure 2-1 from Ref. 2-1). At higher tem.eratures, the water droplets

may flow over the surface for a short di t.ance before frýz-.Pirtg, resulting in

glaze ice (Figure 2-, . The size, shape and exvcn f ico fo1, ation depends

on the cloud liquid water content, the drop size and t 'lperotur, the flight

speed and angle of attack, airfoil or body goumetry, and duriti,.n of the icing

encounter.

Design of ice protection syetemc roquire • knowledge of rate of water

catch, impingement limits and - in certal, cases - impingement distribution.

FoJtunately, a large body of impingement dati exists, covering a wide range

of ai foill and geometric bodies. TVis se, ion of the report presents a sum-

mt y of all available data (of known accuracy) on droplet impingement (Ref. 2-2

through 2-25). The data may be useu in conjunction with the icing cloud data of

the pre.Aor section to determire rates of w-ater catch and impir.gement limits

tor specific flight conationa.

The data is preserved in correlated form to reduce the amount of informa-

ticw to a uianageeble level. Collection efficiency - defined an the ratio ot

water coliectec to the maximum ")ossible water catch - is correlated with A

j dimensionless inertia noarameter, K . Impingement limits (the distance from
0

stagnation to the end of the wo ,r impingement region on both upoer and low-r

surfaces) are also correlated with the K parameter. Collection efficieny at
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the stagnation point is shown for several bodies. Typical variation of water

catch efficiency versus surface distance is also shown for typical airfoils.

Equations and a method for calculating droplet impingement from the equa-

tions of inztion are also presented. Although impingement can be approximated

for most bodies from the correlated data, new problems may arise that would

call for calculation of droplet trajectories. The equations are based on the

assumption that pressure distribution around the body of interest is known

(from theory or wind tunnel tests).

Equations and methods of determining ice shapes on unprotected airframe

components are shown. The flight speeds above which icing will not occur are

shown versus ambient temperature. Typical ice shapes are also shown, as

well as plots to define the three basic types of ice accretion in terms of flight

speed, ambient temperature, liquid water content and droplet size.

The terms used in this report to describe the three types of ice are glaze,

intermediate and rime. The terms are in common use in icing literature and

by icing research and design engineers. The terminology commonly used by

aircraft pilots in reporting ice may differ; the following tabulation may help

clarify the discrepancies:

Ice Designation Ice Description

Ic'ngLiterature Pilots

Glaze Smooth film of ice covering leading edge
at temperatures just below freezing.

Glaze Mushroom Double-horn ice formations, hard clear
ice with rapid growth rate.

Intermediate Combination of glaze and rime ice; glaze
in forward areas, rime In aft areas.

Rime Spearhead Milky white appearance, lower density
ice with a relatively streamlined shape.
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2.3 SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE DATA

2. J.1 IMPINGEMENT COLLECT!ON EFFICIENCY VEPRUS K - The rate o!

water droplet imphiement for an airfoil ia ,taually expressed in pounds pe-

hour per foot of span and -may be caloulated from the general equation

WM= U. 39U Wt C (h/C) EM

For any given flight coadition and body geometry, the above ftctors will be

known except collection efficiency, E * For small objects at kgh speeds and

large droplet size, BM will h~ave a value of nearly 1. 0, because the water drop-

let trajectories are straight lines, For most cases, however, EM will have a

value less than 1. 0. and must be determined from known data on &Irfoils.

Collection efficiency is a function of flight speed, droplet site, body geom-

etry, ambient temperature and pressure. in the literature, E is presented
M

versus various dimentionless parameters - the method of presentation varies

widely among authors. In th,., report, EM is correlated with the dimensionless

inertia para,.eter K . Use of this parameter restlts in essentially a siigle-

valued curve of EM versus K for bodles of the same geoiretrical shape. The

error involved in use of the K oarameter for correlation of EM is less than ±10

per cent for most airfoils and bodies, for the normal range oi flight conditions.

In this report, EM is based upon the projected height (h), or upon the

projfrted area of the airfoil or body involved. As shown in Figure 2-2, EM is

equal to (you -1 o1 )/h, where YGu - Yo, is the part of the cloud swept out by

tha airfoil, and h is the pro iqcted height of the airfoil at the angle of attack

involved. In this definition, E cannot exceed 1.0. (In some parts of the

literature, E is besed on maximum thickness at 0 deg. angle of attack, result-

ing in collect!on efficiencies of more than 100 per cernt in many cases.) A plot

o" projected height versus angle of attack for various airfoils is shown in

Figure 2-3, for angles of attack of 0 to 12 deg. A flat plate is also shown for

comparison. At angles of attack greater than 2 deg., the thin airfoils approach
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\crv c!osely the flat platt, projected height.

The parameter K may be obtained graphically from Figures 2-4. 2-5 and0

2-6, or by use of the approximate equation

/i.5U\~06 d 1.6\
(-"7 15 U o /medl'

This equation yields a vdue of 1' that is correct within *5 per cent for droplet0

Reynolds numter'7. (Re, d) from 25 to 1,000,

Graphicalty, K may be determined by obtaining the droplet Reynolds num-0

ber from Figure 2-4, inertia parameter K from Figure 2-5, and the ratio A/As

from Figure 2 -. K is then found from the equationo

K = (X/A , )(K)0 s

A typical -ex×mple of the calculation of K , EM and rate of ice accretion follows:

Given the following data:

Airfoil. six-foGt chard NACA 651-212 (C = 6 ft.) - Airfoil designations
are NACA airfoil sections. The characteristics of various NACA
airfoils arc defined in "Theory of Wing Sections," I. H. Abbott

and A, E. vw.n Doenhoff. Dover Pablications, Inc., New York, 1959.

Flight speed, U . 200 kt.
0

t-.titUG1:, 10,OCO ft.

Ambient temperature, t . 15° F0

Droplet si,?e. d ied. 20 microns (mean effective diameter)
:3

Liquid wate-. content. W , 0.5 gm m

Angle of Attack, (1. 4 deg.

The olution is as follows-

Projected height, h/C = 0. 128 is found irom Figure 2-3

Uo (di) = 200 (20) = 4,000 (kt. x microns)
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Re, d = 114 is found from Figure 2-4 and U (d med) 4,000

C/U = 6/200= 0. 030 ft./kt.
0

K a 0.0077 from Figure 2-5 and C/U = 0.030
0

A/A 0. 332 from Figure 2-6 -id Re,d - 114
s

K = (A/A s)(K) = 0.332 (0.077)SO
K = 0.0256

0

Collection efficiency, EM, may be found from the plots of Figures 2-7 through

2-14. For the 65 -212 airfoil at K = 0.0256, the theoretical EM at a 4-deg.

angle of attack (Figure 2-10) is

SEM = 0. 200

The water catch is

WM = 0.379 Uo Wt C(h/C)EM

= 0.379 (200)(0.5)(6)(0.128)(0.200)
i = 5. 82 lb.!/hr. -ft. span

Some comment must be made concerning the data on collection efficiency

presenm;d in Figures 2-7/through 2-14. The airfoil data is plotted as EM

versu" K ;or angles of attack of 0, 2, 4, and 8-deg. (Some data at 5 deg. is

included on the 4 deg. plot, and some 10 and 12-deg. data is included on the 8

deg. plt.) Most of the data is theoretical, obtained from analysis of droplet

trajectories. Some data is experimental - obta•.ned by the dye-spray tech-

niques described in Ref. 2-2.

For some airfoils, both experimental and theoretical data are shown. In

most cases there is good agreement; however, one exception is the 65 -2121
airfoil. The experimental data shows a lower collection efficiency than the

theoretical over a large part of the K range. In this case, the theoretical data

may be used if a conservative answer Is desired, although experience has

chown that the experimental data is more representative of actual flight in

2-I
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natural icing, Also, experimental data for the 65 2-015 airfoil is 10 to 20 per

cent lower than theoretical.

The accuracy of the data shown is compromised to a small degree by the

use of the K parameter; however, plots shown are generally within *10 pero

cent of the original data for the practical range of Reynolds numbers from 100

to 251. For extremely critical cases - where better occuracy is considered

essential - the original data sources c-, h cm,.sulted (Ref. 2-2 thrcough 2-25).

"T se of the K correlation is considered justified by the small loss in accuracy0

versus the large condensation in data presentation made possible by its use. No

theoretical proof of the validity of the K correlation is available, but extensive0

use has been made of it in recent years for both theoretical studies and actual

design work. It was originally proposed by Dr. Langmuir, (Ref. 2-3) and has

subsequently been used by various investigators.

In using the K parameter for geometric bodies, great care must be takeno

in selecting the bod:' length value used for obtaining the impingement parameter,

K, - an intermediate step to determine K . For airfoils, the characteristico

length is the airfoil chord, C, in feet. For other bodies, the characteristic di-

mension may be the diameter; but in some cases body length, half body length

or radius have been used. Tables have been prepared showing the water catch

equation (Table 2-1) and characteristic body length (Table 2-2) for the various

shapes.

It should be noted that all the theoretical data is based upon uniform drop

size. A volume mean droplet size is normally used in design work, rather than

calculating the water catch for each of the several size ranges that make up an

icing cloud.

Use of a single mean drop size gives an adequate approximation of water

catch for most airfoils: however, for blunt bodies such as ellipsoids and cones,

serious error can result from use of uniform drop size. For critical applica-

tions involving blunt bodies or cones, water catch should be determined for the
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various drop sizes making up art icing cloud, and the results added to obtain

the total. Table 2-3 shows several typical droplet distributions. The experi-

mental data is based upon a water spray cloud having approximately a "D"
distribution (see Table 2-3). The parameter K is noted as K for the

0 Omed
experimental data, and is evaluated at the volume median droplet diameter.

The mean droplet size (often called the mean effective drop size) as used

in this report and nearly all icing literature is a volume median drop size. It

is defined as that diameter (for a given sample or cloud) for which half the

total volume of liquid water is contained in drops larger than the volume median

and half in drops smaller than the volume median.

2.3.2 IMPINGEMENT LIMITS VERSUS K 0- Impingement limits are plottedO

for most of the airfoils and b-rdies in Figures 2-15 through 2-25. The K param-

eter is the same as that used for collection efficiency. SU and SL are the

impingement limits, expressed as a ratio to airfoil chord length (or geometric

body length).

Impingement limits are determined by the maximum droplet size in the

cloud. Thus, for design purposes, 40 microns is often used to determine

impingement limits, whereas 20 microns is often used to calculate water catch.

For the experimental data, which was obtained from actual dyed water spray,

the mean effective drop size is used for water catch, and the maximum drop

size is used for determining impingement limits. K is evaluated using the

mean effective drop diameter for EM, but using maximum drop diameter for

SU and SL.

For example - using the case shown previously of a 65 1-212 sirfoil with a

six-foot chord at 200 kt. and 20-micron drop size:

K - 0.0256
0

SU - 0.021 (1.5 in.) from Figure 2-15

8 L = 0.128 (9.2 in.) from Figure 2-16
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For 40-micron drops,

Re,d = 228, from Figure 2-4

K = 0.300

A/A A 0.254S

K = 0.254 (0.300) = 0. 0762
0

SI = 0. 042 (3.0 in.)

S = 0. 230 (16.6 in.)

Note that this example is based upon arbitrarily selected values, for the purpose

of illustration only. For specific results applicabi,9 to aircraft. refer to Section

4 - Aircraft Applications. In a practical case (e. g., a cloud with a 20-micron

volume mean diametei- and a maximum diameter of 40 to 45 microns) most of

the ice-will be found within the 20-micron impingement limits. The amount of

ice catch on the surface between the 20 and 40-micron limits is small and may

or may not be ignored, depending upon the nature of the specific problem. and

the criticality of a small amount of ice on the area aft of the leading edge.

2.3.3 IMPINGEMENT DISTRIBUTION FOR TYPICAL AIRFOILS - The collec-

tion efficiency at stagnation is occasionally of interest, as it is the point of

maximum collection efficiency. A plot of : versus K is shown in Figure 2-260 o

for several bodies. Values for bodies other than those sho.Mn in Figure 2-26

may be found in the literature (Ref. 2-2 through 2-23).

Some design problems may require a general or specific knowledge of

impingement distribution over the collecting surface. Typical values are

shown in Figures 2-27 through 2-29 for three airfoils at 4 deg. angle of attack.

For other airfoils and bodies. distribution curves are available in the

literature. Space limitations do not allow inclusion of add!tional data in this

report.

The impingement distribution for an.v body can be approximated to a satis-

factory level for most uses. if E. S and S1. are known. from a knowledge of
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the typical distribution shape (Figures 2-27 through 2-29) and the fact that:

S

:hEM = d S/C
8 L

Knowing SU and 8 L, a curve of 1 versus S/C can be estimated, and the area

under the curves tested against EM; re-fairing the curve until the area under

the curve is equal to E Local water catch rates may then be calculated from

the equation

W = 0.379 P UoWt

2.3.4 AIRFOIL MATCHING PROCEDURES - In many cases, the contour of

the airfoil or body under consideration will not match exactly those designated

in the plots already presented. Where this is the case, either of two methods

(or a combination) may be used to obtain an engineering approximation of the

impingement characteristics of an airfoil or body.

One method is to approximate the contour of the forward portion of the air-

foil in question by that of an airfoil with known impingement characteristics.

The second is to match the pressure (or velocity) distribution of the airfoil of

interest with the pressure (or velocity) distribution of an airfoil having known

impingement characteristics.

The first method - that of matching the airfoil contour with airfoils of

known impingement characteristics - needs little explanation. The contour

match is most important in the region from stagnation to about 20 per cent

chord. The aft areas have less effect on impingement, and contour matching

is less critical for the regions beyond 30 per cent chord. The underlying theory

is that for a gi,;en set of flight parameters similar contours should yield simi-

lar pressure dlstributior. and, thus, similar droplet impingement.

In some eases, contour matching may not be adequate - ab in the case of

an engine inlet or a highly swept and/or tapered wing. In these cases a better
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approximation can be obtained b) matching experimental pressure distributions

for the body in question against pressure distribution for the bodies of known

impingement characteristics. This, of course, is a tedious process, but may
be necessary in the cases mentionc- (inlets and swept and/or tapered wings)

where simple two-dimensional airfoil data may yield an overly conservative or

incorrect value of water catch and impingement limits. Typical velocity distri-

bution for an airfoil is illustrated in Figure 2-30.

The pressure distribution may be calculated in terms of pressure coefficient

from known velocity distribution by using the equation
!2

C= I - (V/V0)2 (incompressible)
P; 0P; - Po

-C - . the pressure coefficient (incompressible), where

v is the surface velocity

p. is the surface pressure

v is the free stream velocityo

p is t., free stream pressure

q is the free stream dynamic pressure

in compressible flow, the pressure coefficient should be modified by the Prandtl-

Glauert equation (Ref. 2-24, pg. 180)

P(com .). rj _ V• , - 2

This correction becomes siigqificant at Mach numbers in excess of o). 25.

Wing sweep can have a significant effect upon water catch rates. A method

of converting straight-wing da:ta to swept-wing data is %hown in Ref. 2-25.

lInfortunately. this methcoi requires that the swept -wing airfoil be designated on

a plane perpendicular to the leading edtge.. w•h'reas, it is common aircraft design

practice to define the airfoil ir :he streamwist, plaru." Consequently. the
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usefulness of the report is rather limited. The best approach then would be to

match the swept-wing pressure distribution with pressure data on non-swept

airfoils of known impingement characteristics.

2.4 CALCULATION OF DROPLET TRAJECTORIES AND 1M.PITNGEMENT
FOR BODY OF KNOWN PRESURE DITRIBUTION

The impinement characteristics of most airfoils, bodies of revolution and

geometric shape can be approimated to a satisfactory level for engineering

design use from the data presented in the previous section. Fc- critical and/or

unique applications, it could be desirable in some cases to calculate the impinge-

ment for a body from the equations of motion for a body traversing a cloud of

water droplets. This section presents these equations in a form that would

allow computation of droplet trajectories for a body of known pressure distri-

bution. Pressure data is easily obuained for a body by theoretical or simple

experimental means (wind tunnel testingS. The calculation of droplet trajec--

tories can be extremely tedious and time consuming; however, the problem can

be set up and solved using modern high-speed electronic computers.

2.4.1 CALCULATION OF THE FLOW FIELD - The flow field ahead of the

body moving through an airstream must be known before droplet trajectory

calculations can be made. The surface pressure distribution of a body can be

obtained experimentally by wind tunnel or flight tests, or by theoretical means.

Once the pressure distribution is known, the flow field can be calculated by the

vortex distribution method. This consists of placing a sheet of vortices on the

airfoil surface of such strength that the velocities on the surface caused bv the

vortices are the same an the velocities obtained from wind tunnel or theoretical

studies. The principles o1 the method are presented in Ref. 2-26. Further

equations and methods of calculating the flow field may be found in Ref. 2-4.

The method and equations are not given In this report, as the referenced re-

ports are readily available and the subject is rather complex.
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2.4.2 DROPLET TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS - With a known flow field ahead

of and around the airfoil, as determined above, the droplet trajectories may be

calculated from the equations relating the inertia and drag forces on the water

droplets. These equations are presented below and were obtained from NACA

TN 2904 (Ref. 2-5).

For convenience in referring to NACA TN 2904, the nomenclaturc used in

the following equations and listed below is the same as that used in TN 2904.

a Droplet radius, ft. (1 ft. - 3.048 x 105 microns)

D Drag force, lb.

CD Drag coefficient fcf droplet in air, dimensionless

v Local vector difference between velocity of droplet and velocity of

air, fps 2ap j

Re Local Reynolds number with respect to droplet
dimensionless

p Viscosity of air, slugs/ft. -see.

a Density of air, slugs/cu. ft.

Pw Density of water, slugs/cu. ft.

Prime superscript - Applied where velocity terms are in fps

x subscript - Horizontal component

y subscript - Vertical component

u Local air velocity, ratio of the actual local air velocity to the free

stream velocity, dimensionless

v Local droplet velocity, ratio of the actual droplet velocity to the

free stream velocity, dimensionless

L Characteristic body length or dimension, ft.

t Time, see.

U Free stream velocity, fps

.7 Time scale, tU!L. dimensionless
2 p a 2 U

K Inertia parameter, - di(mensionless
9 -1.
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2apaU

Re Free stream Reynoidr number with respect to droplet
0 dimensionless A

These definitions are not to be used in other parts of this section of the report.

The drag force on a body (i.e., a droplet) in a fluid is

2-2
D- C 1/2pa ra v

D a

The Reynolds number of the body (droplet) in Re =

CDRe
Combining, the equation D 4 r aA v

is obtalned for a sphere (droplet) having a relative velocity, v, with

respect to the fluid.

The equation of motion of a water droplet in terms of its x component is:

dv ' C Re
43a3 p x D ra$(U -V

w dt 4x x

/ML2 P dv' C Re (U' - V' )2(awU x L D x x
9\-jA--L dl dt U2 2 4

In dimensionless terms, the equation of motion for the x component is:

d v CDRe
x D.1 - vI

dT 24 K x x

and for the y component

dv CDRe 1
__j - -(u -V)d -r = 24 K Uy - y

whereK .2 Pw aU

w9 K is the inertia parameter)

The Reynolds number, Ri, can be obtained in terms of the freestream

Reynolds numiner

2a PaU
iHe -

0 j
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such that

(Re ) f (u -v) 2+ (U -v )

The term CD Re/24 which defines the drag coefficient for a sphere is shown

in Table 2-4 from Ref. 2-6.

The path or trajectory of a water droplet approaching the body or airfoil

can be calculated using the preceding equations and the known flow field. As

can be seen in Figure 2-2, the droplet paths diverge near the airfoil. Trajec-

tories must be calculated :o determine the upper and lower limiting trajectories.

Above and below these limits, the water drops will not impinge on the airfoil.

Calculation of droplet trajectories can be made for various values of the

inertia parameter and droplet Reynolds number. From these trajectories, the

collection efficiency and impingement limits can be determined, as well as

local distribution of water catch over the surface. Equations for defining these

values are shown in succeeding sections.

2.4.3 OVERALL COLLECTION EFFICIENCY - The collection efficiency Is

defined as the ratio of actual water impingement to the maximum value that

could occur (straight-line trajectories).

In equation form for an airfoil (Figure 2-2):

You - Yot

M = h

where You is the .arting ordinate of the upper tangent trajectory, and yoI is

the starting ordinate for the lower tangent trajectory. In this equation, h is

the projected height of the airfoil. Note that in some early impingement re-

ports, collection efficiency may be based on maximum airfoil thickness rather

than on projected height. In this case, collection efficiencies of more than

100 per cent are possible.

For bodies of more complex shape, collection efficiency can be defined as

the frontal area defined by the starting ordinates of the tangent trajectories,
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divided by the projected area of the body (along 41he lone of flight). I
2.4.4 LOCAL COLLECTION EFFICIENCY -- The collection eff:ciency at any

point on the surfacc may oe deterwined if the curresponddng intermediate drop-

let trajectorles are known. The cquation is, I
dyo !

It irtay be noted, that
You - =01 f

a od L s

and that the overall collection efficiency

EM = I/h dS

Curves of impingement eficiency versus surface distance can be plotted,
using the equation '" = !N_, As a final check on the fairing of the curves, the

area under the curve can be olbained ;o determine the overall collection effi-

ciency and minor re-fairing madt as necessary to obtain agreement with EoM

as defined by Yo"u - Yo
h

2.4,5 IMPINGEMEN, AAMITS - The limits of impingemant on the upper and

lower &,jrface are obtained from the .p"r and iGwer tangent trajectories.

These values may be correlated as shown in pre';ious sections in terms of K

and Re, d or in terms of K . In mapy cases, better accuracy can be -'bta,:Ied0

by expanding the x ordinate of the trajectory plots to obtain a more accurate

deftnitloi, of the point of tangency. The lower surface limit on airfoils at an

angle of attack can be particularly difficult to define.

2,5 ICE SHAPES ON UNPROTECTED SURFACES f
Ice shapes on airfoils and bodies are classified in icing Iterature as "glaze"
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I and "rime"; however, many ice shapes will be a mixture of the two. See Para-

graph 2. 2 for discussion of ice classifications. Rim(,_ ice is found at combina-

tions of low temperature and low water catch rates and has a milky-white

appearance resulting from inclusion of air in the ice during the freezing process.

The water droplets freeze at the point of impact; therefore, the ice shape can

be predicted quite readily fromn the iriipingemeht data presented previously in

terms of catch rate, impingement limits and distribution. The drag and other

aerodynamic effectas of rime ice are much less severe than glaze ice, because

of the relatively streamlined form of the ice, anid the 'ow rates of water catch

associated with this type of ice.

Glaze ice forms at combinations of high water catch rate and temperatures

near freezing. Characteristically, the water droplets run some small distance

before freezing, resulting in a typical 'double horn" ice shape (Figure 2-1). The

ice is usually clear except at the aft regions. Glaze ice can cause severe aero-

dynamic effects in terms of increased drag and decreased maximum lift coeffi-

fcient. The upper "horn" acts as a spoiler, increasing drag and decreasing lift.

The lower surface "horn" usually has only a minor effect, because of the low

local air velocities. U angle of attack is varied, however, it may have a signifi-

cant effect. Detailed data on effects of ice on unprotected aircraft are presentedJ later undcr "Methods of Protection" (Section 3).

, 5. 1 ICING LIMIT AND TYPES OF ICE AS A FUNCTION OF FLIGHT

CONDITIONS - The following discussion presents information on character-

istic ice shapes and means of jetermi~ning the type of ice shape associated with

I various combinations of airspeed and icing conditions.

'The temperature of an airfoil exposed to icing conditions is a complex func-

tion of airspeed, liquid water content, ambient temperature and altitude. The

shape and type of ice ( tny) that forms is dependent on the surface tempera-

ture. In this section of the report, equations for calculating surface tempera-

ture are presented, as we!l as typical results. Types of ice and shape are also
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I shown and are related to flight and meteorological conditions.

The "datum temperature" has been widely used to represent the tempera-

ktre of an unbeatod surface in icing. (This usage is not entirely accurate, as

will be diecussed later.) It has also been described as "wet adiabatic" and "wet [
air boundary layer" temperature. It may be calculated from the equation:

(1.688 U)

t -t+ 0 1- r0 2 __!

Solution of this equation is shown In Figure 2-31 for flight speeds up to 800 1
kt., ambient temperatures of -20 to 30 F, and an altitude of 10,000 ft. Curves Ir
for sea level and 20,000 ft. are shown in Section 3 (Figure 3-8). It may be seen

that a flight speed of 300 kt. will produce a 32"F datum temperature at 200 F

ambient, but that at 0' F a speed of 485 knots is needed. This graph may be used

as a guide in determining whether a particular combination of flight speed and am-

blent temperature is likely to represent a potential icing problem.

An exact account of the heat balance on an unheated, insulated iA'ing surface

way be found in Ref. 2-27. Typical curves of surface temperature versus free

stream velocity are shown in Figure 2-32, and are compared with the tempera-

tures in clear air and those calculated by the "datum temperature" equation.

At the lower speeds, release of heat of fusion (as the water freezes) can result

in temperatures in excess of dry air total temperature. At 32" F, a region exists

where the water catch is compleLely frozen (n = 1), partly frozen, or all in

liquid form (n = 0). (The freezing fraction, n, is defined in Ref. 2-27 as that

part of the water catch that freezes in the region where it impinges.) At the

higher speeds, the equilibrium surface temperature is not greatly different from

the "datum" temperature.

It should be noted that the method of Ref. 2-27 is based upon an insulated

surface (no chordwise heat flow). This is true for a plastic radome or fiber-

glass leading edge as well as for a titanium or steel leading edge. However,

an aluminum-skinned airfoil will transfer heat chordwise and the surface
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temperature at the lower speeds may be fairly close to the "datum" temperature.

It may be seen from the preceding data that relatively high speeds are

needed to preclude the formation of ice, and that aircraft with low operating

speeds will experience icing much more frequently than higher speed aircraft.

The type of ice that forms and its shape are a function of speed, liquid

water content and temperature. Ice shapes are generally classified as glaze,

intermediate and rime. A correlation of ice shape is shown in Figures 2-33

through 2-35 in terms of liquid water content, ambient temperature and flight

speed.

This correlation was obtained from an analysis by Dickey (R,:f. 2-28),

using the "freezing fraction" concept developed by Mesbinger (Ref. 2-27). Tne

specific values shown are based on the stagnation line of a two-inch cylinder

(insulated) with a drop size of 15 microns. An aluminum-skinned airfoil would

tend to accumulate rime and intermediate glaze-rime ice at slightly higher

temperatures than shown, because of the conduction of heat away from the area

of high water catch (arid release of heat of fusion). The plots of Figures 2-:33

through 2-35 can be used as a guide in determining the probable type of ice

formed for various flight and icing conditions. These curves have not been

validated by experiment over the complete range of parameters shown; there-

fore, caution and judgment must be exercised in their use.

In general terms, it can be stated that rime ice is likely to occur at total

air temperatures of about 10' F and below, while glaze ice usually occurs at

total temperatures of 25 to 320 F. Between 10 and 250 F, a glaze-rime forma-

tion will usually occur, with clear glaze ice at the stagnation region, and milky-

white rime ice in the aft regions.

2.5.2 GLAZE ANI) RIME ICE SHAPES FOR VARIOUS AIRFOILS AND

BODIES OF iiEVOLUTION - The shape of ice formation is of particular interest

in the case of unprotected airframe components. Flight tests are often made
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I
with simulated ice shapes on developmental aircraft to determine the need for

protecting these components. In this case, the ice shape must be determined

by a combination of analysis and reference to existing data an ice shapes from

both wind tunnel and flight tests.

Although a large number of photographs are available of ice shapes on un-

heated bodies, very few actually show cross-sections of the ice, or give critical

dimensions (maximum thickness, extent, etc). Several photographs and sketches

from Ref. 2-29 and 2-30 are shown in Figures 2-36 through 2-40 to illustrate

glaze, intermediate and rime ice deposits. Cross-sections of ice on a four per

cent airfoil are shown in Figure 2-36. Rime ice forms in a manner that is easily

predictable; that is, the drops freeze on impact and the resulting ice shape has

the same form as would be predicted by the droplet impingement data shown pre-

viously. The rate of growth is generally linear for rime ice, because the ice

shape does not alter the flow field significantly. The glaze ice exhibits tthe typi-

cal "double horn" shape, that results from water flow in the stagnation region. I
As the ice increases in size, the aft regions are sheltered from impingement so

that virtually all the water is deposited a the stagnation region. The exact shape U

of glaze ice is difficult to predict; however, most glaze ice shapes will be similar

to those of Figures 2-36 and 2-37. Rate of growth for glaze ice may be nonlinear I
(increasing with time in icing) because the ice affects the flow field. This is

particularly true for thin airfoils at low angle of attack (See Ref. 2-29). This I
factor should be considered in predicting ice shapes on unheated airfoils.

('a highly swept airfoils, glaze ice tends to form as a series of discontinu-

ous cup shapes. A comparison of ice shapes for various sweep angles is

shown in Figure 2-40.

The ice shapes shown are based upon maintaining angle of attack (as well I
as other parameters) cmstant throughout the icing encounter. This is a rea-

sonable assumptton for current turbine aircraft which have a large power re- I
ierve at the lower speeds where icing is most likely to occLr. Aircraft powered

by pisten engines may not have adequate power to maintain airspeed as drag
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increases in icing. In this case, speed is reduced and the angle of attack is

increased. Analysis of ice shapes on unprotected surfaces should consider

this change in angle of attack when it is applicable.

A correlation of ice shape and drag effects with impingement parameters

has been published as an SAE paper (Ref. 2-31). The report contains signifi-

cant and useful data; however, the correlations shown are entirely empirical.

It is believed that the correlations should be further qualified before they are

used for design purposes.
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Table 2-1. Rate of Water Catcn Formulas

Water Catch
Rate

Airfoil WM = 0. 379 U W C( -) EM lb. /hr. -ft. -span

Cylinder WM = 0. 379 U0 Wt D EM lb. /hr. -ft. -span

Ribbon WM = 0.379 U° Wt b EM lb. /hr. -ft. -span

Semi-infinite
rectangle WM = 0.379 U0 W. b EM lb./hr. -ft. span

EllipsoidB (10%, 20%) Wz = 0. 379 Uo Wt AF EM 1b. /hr.

Ellipsoids
(A/Ba 2, 3, 5) WZ = 0.379U W AF EM lb./hr.

Sphere Wz = 0.379 UoWt AF E ( lb./hr.

Cone W = 0.379 U Wt A F EM lb. !hr.

Elbow W W f = 0. 3 79 U W tAF EM ** lb./hr.

AFU ir radius 2 (= 00)AF 4f L

A Leb x depth (width eb
** A F" (~4

b I
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Table 2-2. Characteristic Length (in feet) for K

0

g 
Data Source

Airfoil Chord, C All airfoil data
Cylinder Radius, D/2 NACA Rpt. 1215

Ribbons Half width, b'2 AAFTR 5418

Semi -infinite
rectangle Half width NACA TN 3689

Ellipsoids (10%, 20"o)
A/B = 10, 5 Body length. L el IACA TN 3099,

3147

, Ellipsoids
(A/B = 2, 3, 5) Half body length, L el2 WA.)C TR 53-284

I Cones Cone length, ft. WADC TR 53-284

Elbow Arbitrary length, L propor- NACA TN 2999,
tional to clbow sizeeb * 3770

SLeb 4 x entrance width
Elbow entrance width is , so that 4Leb

I
I
I

I
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I able 2-3. Langmuir Droplet Size Distributions

Liquid Water
Content
Per Cent TYPE A B C D E

5 1.0 0.56 0.42 0.31 0.23

10 1.0 0.72 0.61 0.52 0.44

20 1.0 0.84 0.77 0.71 0.65

30 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

20 1.0 1.17 1.26 1.37 1.48

10 1.0 1.32 1.51 1.74 2.00

5 1.0 1.49 1.81 2.22 2.71

From Reference 2-3.
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Table 2-4. Values (f CD Re,d/24 and ýA' as Functions of Re,d

Re, d CD Re, d/24 AA Re, d CD Re, d/24 A/A
- -

0.00 1.00 1.00 200 6.52 0.2668
0.05 1.009 0.9956 250 7.38 0.2424
0.1 1.018 0.9911 300 8.26 0.2234A
0.2 1.037 0.9832 350 9.00 0.2080
0.4 1.073 0.9652 400 9.82 0.1953
0.6 1.103 0.9493 500 11.46 0.1752
0.8 1.142 0.9342 600 12.97 0.1597
1.0 1.176 0.9200 800 15.81 0.1375
1.2 1.201 0.9068 1000 18.62 0.1215
1.4 1.225 0.8950 1200 21.3 0.1097
1.F 1.248 0.8842 1400 24.0 0.1003

1. 1.267 0.8744 1600 26.9 0.0927
2.0 1.2G5 0.8653 1800 29.8 0.0863S2.5 1.332 0.8452 2000 32,7 0.0809

3.0 1.374 0.8273 2500 40.4 0.0703
3.5 1.412 0.8120 3000 47.8 0.0624
4.0 1.447 0.7978 3500 55.6 0.0562
5.0 1.513 0.7734 4000 63.7 0.0513
6.0 1.572 0.7527 5000 80.0 0.0439
8.0 1.678 0.7185 6000 9618 0.0385

10 1.782 0.6905 8000 130.6 0.9311
12 1.901 0.660 '9000 166.3 0.0232
14 2.009 0.6440 12000 204
16 2.109 0.6242 14000 243
18 2.198 0.6065 16000 285

* 20 2.291 0.5904 18000 325
25 2.489 0.5562 20000 365
30 2.673 0.5261 25000 470
35 2.851 0.5045 30000 574
40 3.013 0.4840 35000 674
50 3.327 0.4505 40000 778
60 3.60 0.4237 50000 980
80 4.11 0.3829 60000 1175

100 4.59 0.3524 80000 1552
120 5.01 0.3285 1.0.105 1905

. 140 5.40 0.3090 1.2.105 2234
160 5.76 0.2928 1.4.105 2549
"180 6.16 0.2789 1.6.105 2851

WADC TR 54-313
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j ~ LeadingEdge
a. Rime Ice, datum air temperatuire, 0* V

Leading edge

b. DouJle-peak glaze ice, datum air temperature, 300 F; High rat.o of water catch

Figure 2-1. Typical Ice Formations on an Airfoil
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b elative heat factor =Ratio of water catch x specific heat of water/I convective heat transfer coefficient,,.:...
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Rime Ice

Air speed 275 mph, air total temperature 00F, LWC

0.90gm/rn 3, 15-micron droplet diameter, icing
time 7 min., weight of ice 0. 555 1b. /ft. span, change
in drag ( A C D 0.0061

Glaze Ice

Air speed 275 mph, air total temperature 250F, LWC

O.909m/m 3, 15-micron droplet diameter, icing time
12 min., weight of ice 0. 60 ib. /ft. span, change in
drag( AC D)=007

Chord 6 ft.
Scale =1/2

Figure 2-36. T1ypical Rime ad Glaze Ice Deposits on a 65A004 Airfoil
at 2* Angle of b~ittack (From NACA TN 4151. Ref. 2-29).
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Upper s Lacedg Lower surface

Leading edge Leading edge

.1 I

I

a. Angle of Attack 2.3", 0.5 gm/m 3 , 18 minutes, 0.31 lb./,ft. span I
Upper surface Lower surface

Leading edge Leading edge

I
I
I
I
I

b. Angle of attack 7.0, 1.0 m/m 3 , 10 minutes, 0.7S lb. /ft span

Figure 2-37. TypiCal Glaze Ice Formations on an 87-in. Chord 11 per cevt
Airfoil at 25' F Total Air Temperature.
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Upper surface Lower surface

Leading edge Leading edge

3
c. Angle ofatt ok7.0 0 , 0.5 gmim , 26 minutes, 0.45 lb. 'ft. span

Figure 2-37. Typical Glaze Ice Formations on an 87.4-in. Chord 11 per cent
Airfoil at 250 Total Air Temperature.
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Leading edge I.eading edge

3 3

a. Angle of attack V 0. 5 gm/m, b. Angle of attack W 0. 5 g/m/
11 minutes, 0. 16 lb./ft. span 12 minutes, 0. 52 lb./ft. span

Upper surface Lowe- surface

Leading edge Leading edge

II

3
c. Angle of attack 2.3", 0.5 gm/m 15 minutes, 0.22 lb. 'ft. span

Figure 2-38. Typical Rime Ice Formations on an 87.4-in. Chord
]1 t Airfoil at 10 F Total Air Temperature.
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Leading edge Leading edge

U ppe r Surfacel Lower surface

Figurc 2-.'9. T--,ipical Glae-Rime Ict, Ftirmatp,1 ; wý ar; S-, lin. ChuJrd
A I~z cenit AirfriI) Nagle of Attack, 9. 3 .I7ntai A-ir
Terflp4rature 10O- F. IA% C. 1. 0 Km in3 . Ten mul.
1. n-ý lb, ft. zspan
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Leading edge

a. Sweep angle 0*

Leading edge /Leading edge,

b. Sweep angie 36* c. Sweep anglrk 60"

Figure 2-40. Glaze ice Formations on Airfoils for Three Sweep Argles.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Area, sq. ft.

CD Coefficient of drag, dimensionless

Ch Rate of climb, feet per min,

D Cylinder diameter, ft.

G Per cent freezing point depressant in final mixture

2
h Heat transfer coefficient for a cylinder, BTU/hr. -ft. 2 Fcy

hlp Heat transfe coefficient for a flat plate in laminar flow,BTU /hr. -ft. ' F

hip Heat transfer coeffizient for a flat plhte in turbulent flow,
tp TU,/hr. -ft. 0 F

h Average extepnal dry air convective heat transfer coefficient,
BTU/hr. -ft. 0 F

HP Available horsepower

HP Rated horsepowerr

k Thermal conductivity of air, BTU, hr. -ft. 2, F ft.

K Surface wetness fraction, dimensionless

M Rate of evaporation of water, lb. hr. -ft. 2

ev

Mw Water catch rate, lb. ,hr. ft.

PO Undisturbed ambient absolute static pressure, in Hg

pi Local absolute static pressure, in Hg

Pr Prandtl n'mber

q lHeat transfer rate. BTIU 'hr. -ft. 2

q Dynamic pressure, psf

r Aircraft range with full military load. hr.
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i

Red Reynolds number for a cylinder

Re Reynolds number over a flat plate j
8 Surface distance from stagnation point in stream direction, ft.

tok Datum temperature, * F

t Surface temperature, ° F

V Velocity, fps

SW Weight, lb.

Wf Required weight flow of freezing point depressant mixture, lb. /hr.

W Water catch, lb. /hr. -ft. spanm

W Pump capacity for windshield protection, qt./hr.P

Wt Tank capacity for windshield protection, U.S. gal.

X Per cent by weight of freezing point depressant in the fluid mixture.

0 Angle in degrees from air stagnation point to point of interest

T1 through T temperature terms defined by Eq. 11 through 15 of
Reference 3-2, ' F.

Subscript

ice With ice accretion
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3.1 SUMMARY

If a need for ice protection has been established for an airframe, then the depth

or degree of protection that is desired or can be provided must be established.

Areas that may require ice protection are presented in Figure 3-1. Several

degrees of ice protection are possible. First is de-icing, in which ice accre-

tion Is permitted on the protected surface and then removed periodically.

Second is running wet anti-icing, in which moisture is prevented by some means

from freezing on the surface. This moisture may run back beyond the protected

surface and freeze (commonly called runback ice). Third is evaporative or dry

anti-icing, in which all moisture impinging upon the surface is evaporated with

no runback.

These various degrees of ice protection may be provided by pneumatic

de-icers, fluid freezing point depressants, and thermal-hot gas and thermal-

electric systems.

This section of the report will describe the various ice protection systems

and will present methods of determining the requirements placed on the sys-

tems to provide a particular degree of ice protection.

3.2 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to describe the most commonly used techniques

of providing aircraft ice protection and to assist in the determination of the

most suitable type of protection for a particular airframe. Many other ice pro-

tection systems have been devised and applied to aircraft but have not received

widespread acceptance. These systems have not been included, as in most

instances they employ the same principles as the more common systems. A

few unique systems are in the process of development and testing, but. since

details as to effectiveness and application are lacking. they have not been

included.
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3.3 MECHANICAL DE-ICING SYSTEMS

3.3. 1 DESCRIPTION - In a mechanical de-icing system, ice is permitted to

accumulate on the surface to be protected and is removed periodically by

mechanical means. Many such systems have been devised, but only one has

P• received widespread acceptance. This system consists of inflatable tubes

made of fabric covered with syrthetic rubber. The tubes are fabricated into a

thin pad which is wrapped around and bonded to the leading edge of the surface

to be protected. These tubes may be oriented spanwise or chordwlse. The

tubes are manifolded fr and connected to a 15 to 22 psig air pressure

source. Inflation of the tubes under accreted ice breaks the ice into particles
and destroys the ice bond to the surface. Aerodynamic forces then remove

the ice. The tubes may be manifolded and supplied in such a manner as to

permit alternate or simultaneous inflation of the tubes. Figures 3-2 and 3-3

show the spanwise and chordwise inflatable tube de-icing boots on an airfoil

leading edge.

3.3.2 REQUIREMENTS - Components required for the installation and opera-

tion of the inflatable tube de-icing system are: the pneumatic de-icers of either

spanwise or chordwise orientation; a pressurizing air source of from 15 to 22

psig for tube inflation; a vacuum source for tube deflation; solenoid-actuated

valves to permit pressurization, venting and evacuating the tubes; a timer for

sequencing the operation; and the air distribution system. Miscellaneous com-

ponents such as filters, check valves, relief valves and regulatoL a may also be

required. A schematic of such a system is presented as Figure 3-4. Installa-

tion of this equipment is normally directed by the manufacturer. Before instd l-

ling such a system, it is desirable to know what effects the system will have

upon aircraft performance.

The weight of a pneumatic boot system for a CAR 3 type aircraft is approxi-

mately 40 lb. The distribution of the weight is suc'a that it should not affect the

aircraft balance, and the total weight should not co~se an appreciable performance
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loss. The power extracted for air pump operation of the boot in a piston-

driven aircraft is negligible in relation to total power. The bleed air extracted

from a turbine engine for boot inflation should not affect turbine performance.

Aerodynamically, a performance loss may or may not be experienced by an

increase in airfoil section drag, depending upon the condition of the airfoil prior

to installation and the method of installation.

NACA has conducted wind tunnel icing tests on pneumatic boots and their

de-icing effectiveness. Results of a series of these tests appear in Ref. 3-1.

One result reported in Ref. 3-1 is that boot installation has no appreciable

effect upon airfoil lift.

After a de-icing cycle, small particles of ice may still adhere to the sur-

face. This is residual ice and may be used as a measure of de-icing system

effectiveness. Residual ice may be miinimized by permitling from one quarter

to three eighths of an inch of ice to accrete before actuating the de--icers. Unless

removed, the residual ice may cause an airfoil section drag increase of from

five to fifteen per cent and is independent of the number of de-icing cycles.

Spanwise tubes and chordwise tubes were found to be equally effective in

removing ice down to a leading edge radius of 0.75 in. at that radius and

smaller, the chordwise tubes were less effective.

Military specifications for pneumatic de-icers are contained in Ref. 3-2.

3.3.3 FEASIBILITY - Pneumatic boot de-icing system installatiui ,cquires

only minor airframe modifications -- e.g. . holes in the leading edge for air

connections and installation of the air and vacuum sources. Power require-

ment8 for mechanical de-icing are considerabiy less than for therma! du icing

systems.

Residual ice on a mechanical system nay be reduced on a temporary basis

by applying an ice bond d',pressant. This depressant does wear off wxith each
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de-icing cycle and during flights through rain or for extended periods in clear

air; consequently, it should be replenished before flights through predicted icing

conditions. Contiaued improvements in de-icing boot design should reduce any

Installation drag increase as well as the drag causcd by tube inflation.

3.4 FLUID ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM

3.4. 1 DESCRIPTION - A fluid ice piotection system uses a fluid (miscible

with water) which - when mixed with water - lowers the freezing point. If the

freezing point depressant is on the surface prior to ice accr-tion, the impinging

water droplets mix with the depressant, resulting in a solution with a freezing

point lower than the surface temperature; consequently, no ice will form. This

is an anti-icing system. For a de-icing system, ice accretion is oermitted

before actuating the system. The freezing point depressant then mixes with the

ice to form a slush which is swept away by aerodynamic forces. Among the

fluids used for this purpose are ethylene glycol, isopropyl alchohol, ethyl

alcohol and methyl alcohol. Other proprietary fluids are available, and their

properties may be compared to those listed when considering them for design

purposes.

One method of applying the depressant to airfoils is through a porous metal

strip located along the stagnation point. Figure 3-5 is a schematic of a porous

metal strip. The depressant, after reaching the surface of the airfoil, flows

chordwise over the upper and lower surfaces, For airfoils where the stagnation

point shift appreciably, a porous metal panel covering the entire stagnation

point has been developed (see Figure 3-6). The porous metal system of ice

protection may be used for either anti-icing or de-icing. Fluid usage for de-

icing should be appreciably less than for anti-icing in that only the bonding

surftce need be wetted by the depressant to break the bond and have the ice

swept away by aerodynamic ferces.

Another method of applying the freezing point depressant is through a spray

nozzle. This method normally would be used on surfaces where the installation
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of a porous strip would be impractical or uneconomical. Sharply curved surfaces.

debris screens, engine inlets, windshields and radomes are examples which

have had spray nozzle installations. The military requirements for windshield

fluid protection appear in Ref. 3-3. There are several designs cf spray nozzles.

Figure 3-7 is one example. The spray nozzle normally faces into the airstream,

and the fine mist of freezing point depressant is swept back over the surface to

be protected.

Propeller freezing point depression systems use centrifugal force to dis-

tribute the fluid. The fluid is pumped into a slinger ring at the back of the

propeller hub. The ring is divided to afford equal distribution to each blade.

From the slinger ring, the fluid flows by centrifugal force into cups at the

propeller blade root. From the cups. the fluid is discharged onto the leading

edge of the propeller and is directed down the blade by grcoves molded into

the rubber boct which extends down the blade. Beycnd the boot centrifugal

force will normally keep the blade clear, or at least prevent ary l3rge accumu-

lation of ice.

3.4. 2 REQUIREMENTS - Calculations to cetermine tVie required amounts of

freezing point depressant are begun by snlvuig an equation for datum tempera-

ture (t A) found in Section 2, Paragraph 2.C. 1 (see also Ref. 3-4).

Figures 3-8a through 3-8c are solutions to the equations for specific alti-

tudes. The rate of water catch (M,) is also calculated as shown previously in

Section 2. Having selected a freezi,-g point depressant i(e.g. , 50 per cent

ethylene glycol in water), determine the percei,ýagc required from the freezing

point piet of Figure 3-9 which will satisfy the calculated tok. For example,

kind the required flow rate of freezing pjx-it depressant k5u eth•viene glycol in

water) for the fellowing co'Ad.tion.

Flight s.peed 250 KTAS

Altitude 20.000 ft.
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Ambient temperature t = -I0° F I
Water catch rate, M 1. 13 lb./hr. -ft. 2

Area 
15 ft. 2

Total water catch 17 lb. /hr.

First, solving the equation for tok or determining tok from Figure 3-8c, we

,et tok * 0V F. Figure 3-9 indicates 35. 5 per cent ethylene glycol is needed to

maintain a V F freezing point. Next, solving Eq. 3.4.1 or 3.4.2 shows 41.6

lb. /hr. of the 50 per cent ethylene glycol in water is theoretically required to

prevent freezing at this condition
GM

w (3.4.1)f X -G

Note, of course, that this amount would be satisfactory *- prevent freezing j
only if the impinged area is completely covered with the freezing point depres-

sant solution. In general, because of distribution effi-Aency, the actual amounts I
will be from 1. 2 to 1. 5 times greater, even for a well-designed system. For

eng-ine inlets, a factor up to twice theoretical is often used, depending upon I
Inlet geometry and protection required. Tests conducted by NACA on fluid ice

protection of radomes show a good correlation of theoretical and experimental i
fluid ice-protection requirements. The results w!re reported in NACA RM

E5M31 (Ref. 3-5). Cirves from this report are presented as Figures 3-11 1
throuh 3-14.

Calculation of the required fluid flow for de-icing using the porous metal I
system is almovt impossible. A laboratoy example of the decrease in ice bond

strength wll'b addition of a glycoi-based fluid is listed below for a datum I
tempera.ture of * 14" F (Ref. 3-6).

Per Cent Fluid Shear Strength I
Added.. Ice to L1. Alloy

0104 pot I

1 7 psi

2lp~i I
30 2si
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Twonty four per cent (by weight) of ethylene glycol must be added. to water

to lower the freezing point to 140 F. As an ice formation grows. .he aerodynamic

forces on it increase. The point at which these forces overcome the bund strength

is impossible to predict.

After considerable study and several tests the British Air Registration

Board has arrived at a fluid flow rate of 1/3 Imperial pint of ethylenc glycol

per hour (0.46 lb. /hr.) per square foot of airfoil -- ojected frontal area for the

perous metal panel dfstrib-tor. WIAt this would mean for a light aircraft with

a 33-ft. wingspan and 0. 67-ft. chord '41-,ckness 'would be a supply on board of

7.35 pt. per hour (10.25 lb. /hr.) of f1i•ht in icing conditions. This f )w would

allow anti-icing at temperatures near 32° F, anid intermittent removal (de-icing)

at lower temperatures.

Anti-icing this aircraft undcr the following typical conditions: water catch

rate 2.84 lb./hr. -ft. of span, airspeed 200 kt. , altitude 10,000 ft. and temper-

ature -10' F, wotid require a fluid flow rat, of ':5 lb. 'hr. of ethylene glycol.

Additional fluid would be required for propeller and (.'cher areas to be protected.

The rate of fluid flow laid down for propeller de-icing by the British Air Regis-

tration Board is 0.83 Imperial pt. 11. 16 lb.) per foot run of blade per hour.

Other formulas to be used for determining system requirements are as

follows,

For 50 50 glycol water only,

2 G M '3.4, 2)
100 -2G

T he following equations are taker! from ef. 3-3- a militarv sxccificition.

and are for the most severe conditions. They may be overly conservative for

many applications.

Pu mp capacity for windshi-'ld prottvctiorl:

p2W. k2 3 A) k 2 qt. h r. - f. I
P

Tank capacity for wi,,d.dhiolA,, protection:
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3. 4.3 FEAbITILITY - The theoretical required flcw i'ate of freezing point

depressant calcul~ated In Eq. 3.4. 1 mnust be m~odified for pracical use. For

an anti-icing jystew,, the iistribution efficitxicy mu. t W, considered. Porous

meeal pariel or atrip efficiency may be affected by variations in local static

prenoame or by variations in poro.iq4t caused byl dirt or damage. The efficiency

,)f a spray nozzle will be affected by the degree of !-tomization, local air pat-

termus and the sop~lay patterns. Test programs usu~Ally can overcome m~ost of

the difficulties and kcep the fluid requirements within tolerable limits. Excess
weigh maybe alimiing acto for missions requiring lon~g flight du tat~on in Xi.ng.I

For radomes the anti-icing fluid may cause tamnsmiosion losrmes as great as mod-

erate ice accretions.

As indicated 'In Figures 1-.5 and 3-6, the porvub strips and pan~els must be

dtepigned trtke the a~irfoil lea(ýng edge. Installation on an existing aircraft would

prob~bly require fabrication of a new leading edge with the syrtem incorpora-ted.

Installation weightz are gomtinal; the distribution system requires but littleI

space. Figure 3-1-1 is a scthematio of a typical distribution system.

A spray nozzle system mnay bee installed on an existing airfoil with a mini-
mu~m of modification. The distribution system would be similar to that shown

in Figure 3-l0 witt Rpriy tiozzleb !r. place of the porous panels. This type of

installation probably -hould be uus.1 as an aruti-icing system, because a spray

nozzle de-ining syet~em requires em*siderably more fluic,

Advantages -)f the porous me.., :r id distr :bt4 ion system are low fluid flow

requirements, smooth contour to leadIng edge. and better efficien~cy whe-i i,!ed

an an anti-icing or de-icing systeu. Disadvantages are: (1) the poronas strip mnust

be designed into an aircraft; (2) the fine hol'es in the porour panel are subject to

pOwiing by dirt fromi the outside or by impurities from the inside; (3) the?

installed weigt& when compared to the spray nozzle system is greater, (4) the

system is not easily adaptable to complex shapes without considerable deniign

anid fabricatlon, and (5) the syste~m is time-limited by tank capac~ity.
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Advantages of a spray nozzle system are: (1) it is applicable to almost any

surface; (2) tt can be installed in most existing aircraft; and (3) it can be

easily maintained. Disadvantages are: (1) 3xcessive fluid is required due to

system inefficiency: (2) the system is not adjustable to changing angles of

attack; and (3) The system is n~ot very suitable for de-icing.

Installation of a freezing point depressant system would be practical on an

aircraft which lacked sufficient hot air for thermal ice protection. Installation

weight of the fluid system is comparable to several other ice-protection systems,

Weight of fluid may be several times the installation weight, however, if long

periods of protection are required.

Any cf the fluids shown in Figure 3 -9 are suitable for use in anti-icing or

de-icing systems. Ethylene glycol in a common choice. Although it is not as

effective a freeze-point depressant as the alcohols, it -has several advantages:

it is commercially available in large quantities, has low volatility, and does

not represent a fire hazard.

3.5 THERMAL ANTI-ICING

3.5.1 DESCRIPTION - Thermal anti-icing systems use heat to maintain the

temperature of the surface to be protected above freezing throughout an icing

encounter. Thermal anti-icing systems are classified as evaporative and run-

ning wet. Evaporative systems, as the name imrlies, supply sufficient heat to

evaporate all water droplets impinging upon the heated surface. The running

wet systems, however, provide only enough heat to prevent freezing upon the

heated surface. Beyond the heated surface of a running wet system, the water

could freeze (generally called runback ice). For this reason, running wet sys-

tems must be used carefully so as not to permit runback ice buildup in critical

locations. For example, the heated surface of a running wet system on a

turboprop or turbojet inlet should extend into the inlet to the compressor face

so that the water runoff will combine with the intake air and not strike cold

surfaces where it could refreeze, break off, and possibly damage the engine.
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Basically, two sources of heat for thermal anti-icing are used in aircraft:

electrical heaters and hot air. For anti-icing, the heat source must remain on

throughout the icing encounter. Areas ot an aircraft that may be afforded ther-

mal ice protection are included in Figure 3-1. Of these areas, the windshield

is always given anV-ice protection while the remainder of the areas may be

given anti-icing or de-icing protection, depending on the power available for

ice protection and the effects of ice accretion on the aircraft.

3.5.1.1 Electrical System Description - The power requirements for com-

pletely anti-icing an airplane using an electrical powered heat source are pro-

hibitive; therefore, the areas generally anti-iced electrically are the windshield,

small air inlets and areas remote from any hot air source. For windshields,

three basic systems of electrical heating are used. One, - thin, transparent,

metallic oxide film fired on to the inner surface of the outer glass ply. Second,

a thin, transparent, metallic film deposited on the inner surface of tho outer

glass or plastic ply. Third, a wire grid system placed adjacent to the inner

surfaice of the outer glass or plastic ply. Figure 3-15 shows typical windshield

construction for light aircraft. Typical construction for heavy aircraft is

shown later in Section 4.2, figure 4.2-26. The thlckness of the conducting

medium can be varied to accommodate variation in heating requirements or to
heat irregular shaped. High power density heating is usually limited to nearly
rectangular areas, however. Small inlets and other areas to be given electrical

anti-ice protection will have the heating element (foil, reaistanue wires, flame-

sprayed metal, expanded metal, etc.) imbedded in a flexible pad bonded to the

surface to be protected, Or the heatLg element may be imbedded in a plastic.

fiberglass or metal part which is the basic structure.

3.5.1.2 Hot Air System Dese",ption - Several sources of hot air for anti-icing

are available, depending on the aircraft type. In turbojet and turboprop aircraft,

engine bleed air may be available. For pistol engine aircraft, combustion heaters

or exhaust gas heat exchangers may be usei.
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Areas usually protected by a hot air system are engine inlets, wing leading

edges, and occasionally empennage leading edges. Basically, the hot air is

manifolded to the various portions of the aircraft to be protected and finally dis-

tributed in any one of several methods, as shown in Figures 3-16 and 3-17. The

hot air is introduced as close as possible to the stagnation point of the surface

to be protected and permitted to flow chordwise toward an exit point through gas

passages. The exhaust gas is generally dumped overboard at a non-critical

location.

3.5.2 REQUIREMENTS - Equations expressing heat transfer and evaporation

from wetted surfaces during icing encounters have been used to develop a graph-

ical soiution for the determination of heat required for anti-icing (Ref. 3-4).

Figures 3-18a and 3-18b are presented for this purpose. Preparatory to using

these figures, the local heat transfer coefficient and rate of water catch (MW)

must be determined.

To determine the local heat transfer on an airfoil, the following three

equations may be used:

a. Heat transfer coefficient for a cylinder (h cy) of the same radius as the

leading edge of the airfoil.

1.14 Pr0.4 Re-0.5k

h~ D - )31 (Ref. 3-7)

b. Heat transfer coefficient for laminar flow over a I-,f. plate (h%) to the

chordwise extent of the heated surface .

0.332 Pr 13Res0" k
hip = S S (Ref. 3-7)

c. Heat transfer coefficient for turbulent flow over a flat plate to the

chordwise extent of the heated surface
1/ .0.8k

0. 0296 (Pr)1 3 Re S k
h -- (Ref. 3-7)
tp S
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A typical plot of these beat transfer coefficients is presented in Figure 3-19

for a specific altitude a.nd airspeed. The transitions from flat plate laminar to

fiat plat turbulent are only estimates, as the location of the transition region

will vary with surface roughness, airfoil shape and angle of attack. Transition

6willfussifly start at aReynloldslNumber of. 5to 2 x10 and the fiow will be fully

turbulent at a Reynolds Number of 2 to 4 x 10.

These equations may be used to determine the heat required per unit area

along the chord. On tapered and swept-back airfoil, these calculations, per-

fojrmed at several span stations, can become unnecessarily tedious. In practice,

the heat transfer coefficients for a span station are plotted as in Figure 3-19

and an average value assumed for that station. This average value (h a) is then

used to enter Figures 3-18a and 3-18b to determine the anti-icing heat require-

ments. This assumption of an average value of heat transfer coefficient has a

percentage of error in the same order of magnitude as the assumptions made

in the meteorological variables.

The water catch rate (M.) is obtained by dividing the water catch (Wm) by

the heated area per foot of span for each spanwise position (see Section 2 and

the example in Section 4). For a completely evaporative system, the rate of

evaporation of water (M5e) must equal the rate of water catch (Mw). With this

knowledge, the following equation may be solved for T73.

1066 M
ev + T (3.5.1)

a (Ref. 3-4)

where K is the surface wettness fraction which is assumed to be 1.0 in the

impingement region and 0.20 to 0.25 beyond the impingement region. W!th T3,

Figure 3-18b is entered withp P to find ts.

If dsigning for a runninS wet system, the surface temperature (ts) is

assumed to be some value above freezing (such as 35Y 1, and T3 is found graph-
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iWally. The next steps are the graphical solution for T1 through T5 using Figures

3-18a and 3-18b and the solution of Equation 3. 5. 2 for the heat transfer rate at

each spanwise position.

q/ha = T1- T2 + K(T 3 -T 4)+ T5  (3.5.2)(Ref. 3-4)

The heat transfer rate (q) may then be plotted versus spanwise position to

obtain heating distribution requirements. Typical values for a wing are from

2, 5000 to 5, 5000 BTU/hr.-ft. span.

Military requirements for thermal anti-icing systems may bc found in

Ref. 3-8.

Windshield anti-icing, defrosting and de-fogging requirements for military

aircraft are specified in Ref. 3-9. Figure 3-20 is a curve of heat requirements

from Ref. 3-9 to be met during all conditions up to normal cruising speed of the

airplane with an exterior windshield surface temperature of 350 F. Althougb

not stated in the specification, it is believed that the values shown are based on

an ambient temperature of * F. Reference 3-23 requires that the windshield anti-

icing system shall be capable of operation during engine warm-up, taxi, takeoff

and touchdown, as well as during normal flight. The specification values are

based on the most severe condition of a windshield normal to the airstream.

Less heat will be needed for windshields that are inclined.

3.5.3 FEASIBILITY

3. 5. 3. 1 Electrical System Feasibility - The use of continuously heated elec-

trical ice protection systems for relatively large areas, (t,. g., leading edges

of wing or tail surfaces) is not feasible for any aircraft because of the great

amount of power required and the associated weignts of the power generating

equipment. Icing protection for windshields and other small components will

usually be the running wet system unless runback ice would create a hazardous

condition. An example of a hazardous condition would be windshield runback
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ice breaking off and entering a rear-mounted engine. The power required for

windshield protection of CAR 3 aircraft will usually be between 2.0 to 4.0 watts

per sq. in. depending on airspeed, windshield configuration, and design ambient

temperature. Power requirements for the other components will depend upon

their shape or icing potential.

3.5.3.2 Hot Air System Feasibility - In determining the feasibility of a hot

air system, the heat required for anti-icing (as determined 1h Paragraph 3.5.2)

mutt be translated into terms of bleed air flow reqairementso. In some cases,

the amount of bleed air available at certain operating conditions may be inadequate,

or may have excessive effects on engine performance. Also to be considered are

the pressure and temperature losses throughout the distribution system. The

suggested procedure is for the designer, either by experience or by preliminary

calculations, to arrive at a double-skin heat exchanger and supply system. This

system is then analyzed, adjusting the inlet temperature and rate of flow until

effective operation is obtained. If this condition cannot be met within the limits

of available flow, liyrmissible temperatures and allowable expenditure of

energy, the design must be altered until a satisfactory solution is obtained.

An excellent design manual for thermal anti-icing systems is WADC Technical

Report 54-313, "A Design Manual for Thermal Anti-Icing Systems" (Ref. 3-10).

Military specifications state that exhaust gases from either turboprop or turbo-

jet engines shall not come into contact with any portion of the aircraft other than

the exhaust ducts; consequently, if the energy of the exhaust gases is to be used,

a beat exchanger must be incorporated. This Is necessary because of the toxic

and corrosive nature of the exhaust gases (Ref. 3-8).

3.6 THERMAL DE-ICING

3.6.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION - In a de-icing system, ice accretion is per-

mitted on the surfaces to be protected and is removed periodically. Thermal

de-icing systms function by applying sufficient heat to the ice interface to melt
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the bonding layer of ice; aerodynamic or centrifugal forces then remove the

bulk of the ice. The areas that may be protected by a de-icing system are shown

in Figure 3-1.

Large areas to be protected will normally be divided into small shedding

sections by continuously heated (anti-icing) chordwise and spanwise parting

strips. Figure 3-21 is a schematic of such a division showing the spanwise

parting strip located along the stagnation line of the airfoil and the chordwise

parting strilps ruaning chordwise. Cyclic de-icing is usually reserved for the

larger areas as the weight and complexity of controls does not justify its use

on small areas.

3.6. 1. 1 Electrical System Description - Electrical thermal de-icing systems

contain electrical resistance heaters (foil, film, wire network, mesh, etc.)

imbeddcd in Fiberglas , plastic, rubber or metal that is eith r the basic struc-

ture to be protected or can be attached to the basic structure \Ref. 3-11).

Figure 3-22 shows erfs-sections of typical electric heaters. Anti-icing part-

irng strips are used in the electrical de-icing system to divide the total protec-

ted area into smaller, sequentially heated areas. This reduces the total instan-

taneous power req'irement and maintains a stable load on the electrical system.

The size of the cycled shedding sections will depend upon the total wattage

available and the wattage density reqiired for efficient ae-icing.

Electric thermal de-icing of propellers may be accomplisned by applying

heating pads to the external surface of the blade or by heating the blade iitern-

ally (Ref. 3-12 and 3-13). An example of the construction of an external electric

heater for a propeller is shown in Figure 3-23. The outer ply of the propeller

heater must be of a material which is rain erosion resistavii and not too vul-

nerable to hail damage. All blades of a propeller should be de-iced at the same

time, to avoid the vibration probiems of non-uniform shedding.
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3.6.1.2 Hot Air System Description - Hot air thermal de-icing systems are

similar to electrical thermal systems in that heat is applied intermittently to

each shedding section. In lieu of an electrical controller, the hot air system

contains valves at each shedding section. Sources of hot air vary depending

upon the type of powerplant. In turbojet and turboprop engines, hot air may

be obtained directly from compressor bleed or from a heat exchanger located

in the exhaust system. Combustion heaters may be used with either pistion

or turbine engines. The hot air is distributed from its sources to the shedding

section by lightweight ducts. Figure 3-24 shows an NACA air-heated cyclic

de-icing wing section with a continuously heated parting strip, and valving for

cyclicly heating the shedding sections (Ref. 3-14). The air is then discharged

overboard at some convenient location.

3.6.2 REQUIREMENTS - Heat used for de-icing must be used as economically

ams possible. It is thus necessary to ensure that as much of the heat as possible

is used for melting ice and that no more ice is melted than necessary, or run-

bac ice may occur on unheated surfacei. It has been found desirable to have

the following characteristics in the cyclicly heated shedding zones:

a. A high specific heat input applied over a short period, This generally

requires less total energy than a lower specific heat over a longer period of

time. The high specific heat input reduces the convective heat losses from the

MPOMed ice surface and conductive losses to the ice and structure.

b. Imaedliate cessation of heating and rapid cooling of the surface after

hedding occurs. (This is to avoid runback ice.)

c. The heated area should be the minimum necessary so that heat is applied

only under the fee and not dissipated to the ai_-,rn.

d. Good insulation between the beater and the supporting structure is

required to direct the heat outwards to the exposed surface.
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e. To produce clean shedding and to avoid runback icing, the proper dis-

tribution of heat is required. It is desirable that melting of the ice bond should

occur uniformly over the surface; this may require some chordwise gradient to

the heat input.

f. The spanwise and chordwise parting strips must prevent any bridging

from one shedding zone io another. A bmali strip of anchorage may prevent

large pieces of ice from shedding.

g. The cycle "off time" should be controlled to permit adequate Ice accre-

tion for the best shedding characterist-cs. Runback ice iormations can be mini-

mized by decreasing the number of cyclic operations (using longer heat off times).

This "off time" will depend upon the thermal capacity of the shedding zone

and the rate at which the surface cools to 32' F. It should also depend upon the

icing rate so that the ice thickness accumulated is the best for snedding when

de-icing occurs. If an icing rate meter is available, then coupling it to the de-

icing system would assist in o~i •izing the system. For an electric system.

the "off time" may be from three to four minutes, the "off time" for a hot gas

system may be from four to SLK minutes. The long ,'r "-ff' period for the hot

gas syst m is a result of its greater thermal inertia.

System requirements for de-icing must be considered i:n two parts first.

',he parting strips and dividing strips, and second, the cycled shedding area.

f~equirements for parting strips are calculated as shown in Parag7-aph 3. 5. 2

The heat input to the strips must provide at least rwuming %et anti-icing to prt.-

vent ice from bridging. Control of the temperature of the strips is desirable

both for economy and to prevent over-heating. Over-heating the parting strip

e -courages runback icing and detracts from shedding performance. Severe

overheating may cause a burnout of the heating elements. Parting strip width,

must be sufficient to accommodate the change in stagnation point with changoes

in angle of attack. A parting strip width of from I to 1, 25 in. should be :j(

quate for most installations.
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I
Power requirements for the parting strips are essentially a single valued

function of the surface datum temperature with no significant variations result-

ing from angle of attack, water content, droplet size or cycle times. Figure

3-25 is a reproduction of Figure 6 of NACA RM E51J30 (Ref. 3-11) showing I,
Parting strip electrical power requirements versus datum temperature. The

difference between the input power and the measured net power to the outer F
surface is a measure of the efficiency of the system.

Aircraft wings with 30-deg. sweep-back or more will normally use only I
chordwise parting strips, since aerodynamic forces will remove the ice from

the shedding zone5 without the aid of stagnation line parting strips.

Heat for the hot gas de-icing system parting strips may be obtained through

a conductive fin from the hot gas duct to the stagnation point (see Figure 3-24),

or a parting strip may be created during cycling of the shedding section by very f
high heat transfer occurring along the stagnation point. The power require-

ments at the outer surface for a parting strip would be the same for either a 5
hot gas or electric system. However, the hot gas input power will be higher to

compensate for the inefficiency of the hot gas system. I

Shedding zone power requirements are difficult to determine. Heat trans-

fer rates, aerodynamic forces and bonding characteristics of the ice (to the

surface material) are some of the factors affecting 6he power requirements.

Experimental values of shedding zone electrical power density on an airfoil for

various heat-on times are shown in Figure 3-26 (Reference 3-11). From these I
curves it can be seen that the wost desirable heat-on times would be between

10 and 30 seconds. Heat-on times less than 10 seconds would require heaters

capable of withstanding very high power densities and a large number of cycled i
areas. Heat-on times longer than 40 seconds would not result in an appreciable

reduction in power de.qity. Shedding zone power density requirements are not
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appreciably affected by variations in heat-off times or liquid water content. To

achieve an even melting of ice throughout the shedding zone, it was found de-

sirable to have a uniform power distribution in the region of direct water

impingement and a decreasing power requirement downstream.

Hot gas shedding zone power requirement calculations have to account for

the decreased efficiency of this system compared to an electric system. Tests

conducted by NACA on a cyclic hot-gas de-icing system installed in an NACA

65 1212 airfoil of eight-foot chord are reported in Ref. 3-14. Test results show

that the required heating rate increases rapidly with a decrease of heat-on

period and is particularly marked for heat-on periods less than 10 seconds as

with the cyclic electric system. The heating rate required is affected largely

by the air temperature. Curves showing heating rate required for marginal

de-icing performance versus datum air temperature for various heat-on times

is shown in Figure 3-27. A comparison of the heat requirements for de-icing

versus anti-icing for the same airfoil are shown in Figure 3-28. In this figure.

a cycle ratio of 1. 0 denotes continuous heating or anti-icing heat requirements.

The equivalent continuous heating requirements of a de-icing system drops

rapidly up to a cycle ratio of "off-time" to "on-time" of approximately 5. By

using a cycle ratio greater than 5, very little increase in econ-imy can be

realized. In addition, a long cycle time may permit heavy ice accretions. As

shown in this figure, a de-icing system with a cycle ratio of 5 requires from

one third to one fourth the power of an equivalent anti-icing system.

Over--heat protection devices may be required for both electrical and hot

air de-icing systems. Inadvertent actuation of the el-ctrical de-icing system

during a period where little cooling takes place would cause burnout of the high

wattage density heating pads. Inadvertent operation of the hot gas system might

cause structural members to exceed safe temperature limits. The over heat

protection device should be temperature sensing so that the -,ystems may be

used during ground operation to remove accumulated ice and (luring takeoff to

prevent excessive ice formation.
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Propeller t~hermal de-icing requirements will vary depending upon propeller

diameter, rotational speed and aircraft forward velocity. Results from an I
NACA wind tunnel test of an external electric propeller de-icing system indi-

cate a power requirement of from 4.5 to 10 watts per square inch for an ambi- I
ent temperature range from 21 to 2° F (Ref. 3-12). Other conclusions reached

during this investigation were: the radial extent of heating will djpend upon the I
kinetic temperature rise of the propeller, and the chordwise distribution of

heat input should approach uniformity. Tests have also been conducted on an

internal electric de-icing system (Ref. 3-13). These tests indicate that a maxi-

mum of 1,500 watts per blade for a 5.5-ft. blade (11 ft. dia.) may be required I
for temperature conditions from 0° to 170 F. A heat-on time of approximately

60 seconds with a total cycle time of four minutes was used.

Shedding of ice from propellers should be uniform from each blade to pre-

vent unbalance, Also, the frequency of shedding should be scheduled to prevent

large pieces of ice from forming, as they may cause damage to the aircraft

when they are shed. Structural protection from ice shed by propellers is

specified in CAR 4b.

3.6.3 FEASIBILITY I
3.6.3.1 Electrical System Feasibility - An electric thermal de-icing 3
"stem may be installed on any existing aircraft by attaching flexible wrap-

around heating pads to the structure with an adhesive. The heating pads &re 3
fairly thin and may not appreciably affect the aircraft performance. Another

method of providing thermal-electric ice protection is to mold the heating 3
elements into the leading edge structural member as shown in Figure

3-22. No aerodynamic performance loss may be experienced by this construc- 3
tion method. Early fabricatior techniqueb using wire heating elements had the

disadvantage that damage to a small section required replacement of the corn-

plete unit. One of the latest methods uses expanded metal which may be re-

paired, thereby making large structural sections both practical and economical, 3
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The electrical wiring supplying power for the heating pads _.-equires little

space and can normally be routed through existing passages within the structure.

Generating equipment may be either engine-driven or driven by an auxiliary

power source. The required capacity of the power generator will depend upon

several factors: the efficiency of the heating pads, the wattage of the shedding

sections and the number required to be on at any one time, The cycling of the

shedding sections may be scheduled to maintain an even power load upon the

generating equipment.

In higher speed aircraft, the rubber heating pads are subject to rain erosion

and hall damage. A metal overshoe will protect the pads and at the same t!me

will even out the heat distribution and prevent cold spots on the surface. De-

tracting from the overshoe installation is the loss in heater efficiency and the

added weight to the aircraft.

Electrical thermal de-icing may be installed on the external surface of a

propeller without appreciably affecting its performance. Coverage should be

approximately 15 per cent of the chord on the camber side and approximately

30 per cent of the thrust face. The power to the heating pads is supplied through

slip-rings at the propeller hub. Installation of the heating element on the in-

terior of the propeller would protect the heating elements from damage, but the

loss of efficiency and the difficulty of repair make the external system more

feasible.

3. 6. 3. 2 Hot Air System Feasibility - Several hot air sources are available

for de-Wcing, depending upon the aircraft type and power extraction limitations.

The hot air sources on a piston engine aircraft may be an exhaust gas heat

exchanger or a combustion heater. A combvstion heater burns fuel and, by

means of a heat exchanger, heats ram air for the de-icing system. On turbo-

prop and turbojet aircraft, the hot air source may be compressor bleed air, a

combustion heater, or an exhaust gas heat exchanger.
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Another system requirement is a method of distributing this heat to the

surfaces to be de-iced. The more efficient method is to use a narrow-passage,

thin, double-walled heat exchanger (Figure 3-24). The hot air is transferred

to the heat exchanger by lightweight ducts. This type of sy.tem must normally

be designed into the aircraft at its beginning. Installation of a hot air de-icing

system in an existing aircraft would requtre major modifications to the first 10

to 15 per cent of chord. In making a choice between electrical or hot gas de-

icing systems, the greater ease of installation of the electrical system must be

weighed against the better serviceability and lower maintenance requirements

of the hot air system. The final choice must depend upon the available sources

of heat and the type and location of components requiring protection. The final

selection may be a combination of the two systems. Because of the large air

mass flows and heat transfer requirements, the cyclic hot gas system will

probably have application only to large turbine engine aircraft.

3.7 RESERVE POWER

3.7. . DESCRIPTION - Reserve power may be considered a method of over-,

coming icing conditions because the drag effects of ice accretion may be com-

pensated for by the aircraft powerplant Ice accretion affects thrust, lift, drag

and weight of an airplane. What these effects will be depends upon the type

and amount of ice. Effects on range, stall speed, flutter and controliability

must also be considered. Thes section will present methods for estimating

mid evaluating aircraft performance with ice accretion in tems of rate of climb.

3.7.2 REQUIR3MENTS - The horsepower required for level flight of a clean

airplane is expressed as

HPr - C qA V" 550, horsepower (3.7.1)

A similar expression for an aircraft with ice accretion is

HPre - CDie qAV 550, horsepower (3.7.2)
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where the subscript "ice" denotes iced ccnditions. Figures 3-29 and 3-30 show

the lift and drag effects of rime and glaze ice accretion on a paiticular aircraft.

The "standard indicator" noted in these figures is a small diameter fixed rod,

unheated, with calibration markings to show the amount of ice accumulated at

any given time.

Dividing Eq. 3.7.1 by 3.7.2 results in

HPr/HP eC/C

'Ice D ice

The ability of an aircraft to maintain level flight or ko climb with ice accre-

tion is expressed as:
HPa - HPrice

-ice W i

where Chice is the rate of climb with ice accretion in ft. /min.

By substitution D
HPa- \ IPr

Chice a C r 550 (3.7.3)

To sulve Eq. .. 7. 3, it wilJ be necessary to determine the drag coefficient

with ice (CDce ). First appr3ximations of this value can be made from icing

tunnel tests or by comparison with icing flight tests of similar type aircraft.

Effects of icing on rate of climb for a particular aircraft are presented L,

Figures 3-31 and 5-32. Another curve of interest is Figure 3-33, which pre-

sents velocity versus available horsepower and reauired horsepower for this

same aircraft. This curve shows that without ice protection on this aircraft,

single-engine flight is not possible, and that even with ice protectioi, a limited

speed range is ,vailable during one-engine operation. Tne icing condition

referred to in this curve is the more severe glaze ice.

3.7.3 SYSTEM FEASIBILITY -- To determine ,. aircraft' s capabilities

accurately during an icing encounter. icing wind tunnel tests and iciv.g flight
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tests should be performed. An estimate of the effects of ice accretion can also

be made from evahating icing data from a similar type aircraft. A polar curve

for the airplane should then be determined with the lift and drag decrements

caused by ice. Aircraft performance can then be calculated. The effects on

flutter, controllability and stall speed cannot be predicted and must be obtained

by actual experience. As icing encounters and severity of icing are difficult to

forecast, an operator should not depend upon marginal reserve power for ice

protection and fly Inte an area where icing is predicted. If icing is inadvertentiy

encountered, it in advisable to know the aircraft capabilities and performance

characteristics with ice.

3.8 MISCELLANEOUS METHODS OF PROTECTION

Several methods of protection have been devised - and in some casL, tested

and used - but have not attained widespread use for one reason or another.

Some of these systems are described In this paragraph and the limitations dis-

cussed. Additional systems are discussed in Ref. 3-15.

3.8.1 LIMITED PROTECTION SYSTEMS - One limited protection system

consists of applying ice adhesion depressant to the surface to be protected. The

chemical does not mIx with the moisture to lower its freezing point, rather it

decreases tha ice bond strength to the surface so that centrifugal or aerodynamic

forces can remove ice accumulations. The chemicals, primarily silicone

bas, must be renewed periodically whether ice has been encountered or not.

Tbe physical manner in which they shed ice is by delamination of the silicone.

One such product has been approved as being equivalent to an electrical pro-

peller de-Icer under the following conditions: It must be renewed after 48 hours

of ehlwd time, provided no preefoitation has been encountered, or after eight

hours of flying time duriug which no more than three hours of precipitation is

encountered. The chemicals also can be used effectively on pneumatic bc•

systems to usist In removing ice and to redtwe residaal Ice. (See Figure 3-34,

otained from Reference 3-1).
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Several test programs have been conducted on other chemicals to test their

ice bop-l depressant properties. One such program (Ref. 3-16) tested organic

polar chemicals and although several of the chemicals did reduce the ice bond

appreciably, none reduced the ice adhesion sufficiently to indicate that practical

ice-repellant compounds cnuld be developed using these organic polar chemicale

as the major active ingredients.

Another chemical action tested as an ice protection method is an exother-

mic reaction. This method appears possible, but it has an extremely short

protection duration and at present has found no practical application.

In addition to chemicals, many water-repellant materials have been tested

with but limited success; these include the fluorocarbon compounds and others.

3.8.2 VAPOR CYCLE PROTECTION SYSTEM - A vapor cycle protection sys-

tem circulates a hot vapor through a ducting pattern in the protected surface

and uses the high latent heat of condensation of the vapor to maintain the pro-

tected surface above the freezing point. The heat source for boiling the liquid

and forming the hot vapor is an exhauist gaa heat exchanger. The vapor circu-

lates through the ducts, condenses and is returned by gravity flow to the heat

exchanger. The system is a closed system depending upon a leak-tight network

to continue functioning. The pressure in the system is the saturated vapor

pressure at the lowest temperature in any part of the system. This pressure

may go as high as 250 psig during takeoff on a hot day. A line diagram of such

a system is prevented in Figure 3-35.

Some of the salient disadvantages are its initial cost of installation, its

weight and its maintenance difficulties, whkch have so far ruled out any practi-

cal application.
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ALTERNATE
TUBES INFLATED

TUBES DEFLATED

Figure 3-2. Spanwise Inflatable De-Iciing Tubes
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Figue 3-3. Chordwtse Inflatable be-Icing TeubAs
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Figure 3-15. Typical Electrically H~eated Wh~ishield Construction .
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SEQUENTIALLY AND CYCLICALLY
HEATED AREAS FOR SHEDDING
LOCAL ICE FORMATION

CONTINUOUS HEATED
SPANWISE PARTING STRIP

CONTINUOUSLY HEATED
CHORDWISE PARTING STRIPS

Figure 3-21. Arrangement for Cyclic Thermal De-leing.
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j Figure 3-22. Cross-Sections of Typical Electric Heaters.
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Figure 3-23. Details of Construction of Electrical External, Rubber-

Clad, Propeller Blade Heaters (Ref. 3-12).
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Figure 3-24. Construction Details of Gas-Heated Airfoil for Cyclic

De-Icing (Ref. 3-14).
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k

Ia. Lower surface before Ic2 removal b,, Lower surface after ice removal

Note: Lower half of boot coated; a~r speed 275 mph1; angle of attack, 4.6t,,
total air temperature,, 10"F; Icing period, 234 sw

Figure 3-34. Effect of Coatin to Reduce Ice Adhesion on Ice Remo-a1
Characteristics of Spianwise Tube De-Icere (Rei. ' 2 1).
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Figure 3-35. Vapor Cycle Ice Protection System.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Droplet Radius, ft.

A Wing Area, sq. ft.

A Projected windshield area, sq. ft.
P

Aw Total windshield area, sq. ft.

C Chord length, ft.

CD Drag coefficient, dimensionless

ACD Change in drag coefficient, dimensionless

CL Lift coefficient, dimensionless

CLmax" Maximum lift coefficient, dimensionless

C Specific Heat, BTU lb. ° F

d Propeller diameter, ft.

d Cylinder diameter, ft.cyl.

D Drag, lb.

Dd Droplet diameter, microns

EM Collection efficiency, dimensionless

F Distance factor, dimensionless

G Per cent glycol in water-glycol mixture

11 Average external heat transfer coefficient. BTU hr. -ft. - Fa

9

h Convective heat transfer coefficient, BTU hr. -ft. -_ F
c

h C Rptio of proiected airfoil height to chord. dimensionless
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K Inertia parameter, dimensionless

K0 Modified inertia parameter, dimensionless

Windshield height, ft.

L Lif slb.

LWC Liquid water content, gm/m$3

Mw Watr collection rate, lb./hr. -sq. ft.

n Revolutions per second

p Ambient pressure, in. Ng

hp Power, borsu--ower

q Dynmmic pressure, pof

Q Surtice heat requirements, BTU/hr. -sq. ft.

Re. d Drop Reynolds n umber, dimensionless

I L Imp ingem t limit on lower surface, ratio to chord length

'- •i 06mt limit on upper surface, ratio to chord length

aL Impingement limit (distance from zero chord) on lower surface, in.

aU Impingement limit (distance from tero chord) on upper surface, in.

tf Boundary layer temperature. *R

t Gas temperature, " rg

t Ambient temprature, "F

tOk Datum temperature, "F

t Sarftme temperature, F

T Thrust, lb.

U 0Velooity, mph
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S v True helical speed (at some point on propeller), fps

i V Velocity, fps

w Anti-icing airflow, lb. 'sec.

I W Rate of water interception, lb. /hr.

I WF Flow rate of anti-icing fluid, lb./hr. - sq. ft.

WM Water catch, lb. /hr. -ft. span

I W Local water collection rate, lb. /hr. - sq. ft.

i x Surface distance from stagnation, ft.

X Range, hr.

I -Angle of attack, deg.

Local collection efficiency, dimensicnless

max Local collection efficiency at stagnation, dinmensionless

I y A.' density (at t?, lb. /cu. ft.

I 7 Propeller efficiency, dimensionless

In Anti-icing channel effic.ency, dimensionless

X True range of droplet as projectile injected into still air, ft.

i , Range of droplet as a projectile following Stokes' law. ft.S

Viscosity, slugs ft. -sec.

I 3.1416

I Air density, slugs cu. ft.

p w Water dc'nitv, slugs cu. ft.

1 1 to '5 Temperature terms (..AC\ TN 2799 - Ref. 4.1-5), " F
1

I
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4. 1. 1 SUMMARY

The dti•crent methods of affording ice protection to light aircraft are illustrated

in this section for typical single- and twin-engine piston aircraft and for a

typical light jet aircraft. Calculations are presented to show the 3ffect of ice

upon uw,-,rotected airframe components. Other calculations are presented to

illustrate a method for determining the requirements for several different types

of ice protection systems for the wings, empennage, windshield, propeller and

pitot tube.

The calculation of requirements for pneumatic boot de-icing, hot gas anti-

icing, cyclic electric de-icing, and fluid anti-icing systems are illustrated for

the wings and empennage. Requirements for both electrical and fluid protec-

tion systems are determined for the windshield and propeller. Requirements

for electrical protection of the pitot tube are also determined.

The effect of complete installed ice protection systems on aircraft weight

and performance is also illustrated in this section. Ice protection system

weights and power extraction are tabulated in Paragraph 4.1.7 for different

combinations of systems for each of the three typical aircraft.

4.1.2 INTRODUCTION

This section illustrates the various means of affording ice protection to light

aircraft and the calculation of the different protection system requirements.

Specific light aircraft chosen for study are a typical twizn-engine aircraft ("A"),

a typical single-engine aircraft ('B"), and a typical light jet aircraft ("C").

The effect of Ice upon unprotected airframe components will be illustrated

first for the typlcal light twin shown in Figure 4.1-1. The increase in drag due

to ice (and, t"herefore, loss of airspeed or necessary increase in power) can be

estimated using any one of several different sources in the literature. Flight

testing would be necessary, however, to demonstrate the effect of ice on

handling characteristics before it could be determined whether ice protection is

necessary.
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10me protection systems will be selocted IDi this se, 'on for the wings, empen-

nagp, air Inlets, windshield, propeller and pitat tube for the typical aircraft.

Rqufrements for alternci..son will also be shown for the different comn-

ponents. A comparison of systsm weght8 and power extraction will be made

for different cobnias of sysitems to illustrate the effect of the comnplete

Installed ice protection sy'stem an aircraft weight a~nd performance.

4,1.8~ ZrFi~T OF ICZ UPON UNP1IOTECTML)AIRFRAME COMPCNENTS

To assist In diAgrmining whethor iee protection is necessary for various aur-

frame components, calculations cmn be made of the effect of ice upon unprotected

airfram~e components - as illustrated below for a typical twin-engine light plane.

Thu eatiuaat-e made of tLe increase in drag due to ice are representative only

of the order of mtpdtude. The method shown may be courervative because it

is based upo icing tunnel test results in which special care was taken to pre-

vent the gdrtial shieddiag of I.:e that may occur during actual flight, Neverthe-

less, the"e calculations will provide an indication of whether an iced airplane

can maintain airspeed and altitudo. But, before it can Ie determined whether

W~e protection io necessary, the effec of ice on rtall speed, handling character-

istics, mnd I .r must be- determined by actual flight tests.

There is a definite c:-- ;retee ba tile maximum lift coefflilent and a conse-

quent Increase In the stal speed ituo to ice. Therefore, although an iced air-

plane can maintain cruising airspeed and altitude, there mý%y ve danger of atst:&l

del*n certain maneuvers suck as the approach for a landing when the airplane

is at a hilgher angle of attack. Thos change in the lift curve near stall (CL )aX
due to Ice Is ilitasrate in Figure 4.1-2. This effect of ice has been a soirce

of accidents.

The following sample calculations 1llustrate a method of estimating the

effect of Wce on unprotected airframe components (assuming glaze ice) for air-I ~craft "All ý..w in Figure 4. 1-1.



Twin-Engine Aircraft "A" (250 hp per engine)

MaxImum gross weight, 4,800 lb.

Wing Area A, 207 sq. ft.

USA 35-B Airfoil (12 per cent thick)

205 mph cruise at 7,000 ft. altitude ('f5 per cent power)

Ambient temperature, t = 170 F (most probable icing temperature from
Figure 1-16)

Dynamic pressure

q = 1/2 p V2

= 1/2 (1. 996 x 10 3 slugs/ft. 3)(205 x 1. 467 fps)

= 90.2 psf

Aircraft thrust at 75 per cent power

T =550 hp) T)

v
550(0. 75) (500 hp)(1)
(205) (1. 467) fps

= 686 lb.

Aircraft drag coefficient

c D
CD A (D = T for steady state level flight)

686 lb.
(90.2 psf)(207 sq. ft.)

- 0.0367

Aircraft lift coefficient

C L
L qA

4,800 lb.
(90.2 psf)(207 sq. ft.)

- 0.257

Using the water catch calculated in Paragraph 4. 1.4 for a 20-mi. encoun-

ter, the weight of ice per foot of span that will accumulate on the wing can be
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determimed for a 200-mi. distance. (An icing condition in excess of 200 miles

is unlikely, based on the data of bctlon 1, Figure 1-12)

lb./ft. span WM (F) (no. hours)

*2.96 ib. /hr. -ft. span (0. & 200~ "I1~

0. 92 lb. /ft. span mph

The distance fator, F, was obtained from Figure 1-28. Similarly, the

weight of ice per foct of span can be determined for the horizontal stqbilizer

and vertical fun.

The increase In drag coefficient, ACD" can then be estimated using NACA

TN 3564 (Ref. 4. 1-1 and shown in Figure 4.1-5) which was based on an NACA

0011 airfoil with crd length of 87.4 in. (Other sources could be used such as

a Bovist report, Reference 4.1-2; NACA TN 1598, Reference 4. 1-3; and various

other NACA piblications.)

The following table aummarlzes the calculation of the total drag increase.

Lb./ft.
span ACD Avg. Surface

Aircraft (200-mi. from Chord Area A CD
Cmpanno diet.) Fig. 4.1-5 in., ft..2  Correction

WinMs 0.92 0.0185 67 207 L7'4(0.0185) - 0.0241

87. 4 37Hor. stb. 0.621 0.0130 37 37 37 (2- 0.0130)- 0.0055

87.41 2•05Vert. Fin 0.702 0.0144 56 25 86 4 )(0.0144) 2 0.0027

Mis. (engine
OOwL,, no", (Assumed equal to empennage)
anteamas, etc.) 0.0082

Total 0, 0405

The values of ACD taken from Figure 4. 1-5 are corrected for chord length

and (for the empennage) multiplied by the ratio of surface areas as shown above.

Adding tbe total ACD to the clean aircraft drag coefficient gives the drag
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coefficient of the iced airplane:

CDiced = 0.037 + 0.040 = 0.077

Aircraft drag is then:

D= CDqA

= 0.077 (90.2 psf)(207 sq. ft.)

= 1,440 lb.

And since thrust equals drag, the power necessary to maintain cruise speed

assuming 10 per cent propeller efficiency loss is:

hp TV

550n7

(1440 lb.) (205)(1.467) fps

550(0.9)

= 874 hp (175 per cent power)

Since 175 per cent power is not available, ef course, airspeed would be

reduced under the above icing conditions. The resultant airspeed at a cruise

power setting can be determined by trial and error. Assuming V = 150 mph;

the new dynamic pressure
150 2

q (1-0) 90.2 = 43.3 psf

The new lift coefficient
2205

C • (0.257)-- 0.480

The ice-free aircraft drag coefficient is C D = 0.045, from Figure 4. 1-3.

(This figure is based on an assumed ice-free aircraft drag polar.) The iced

aircraft drag coefficient is then:

CD 0. 045 + 0.040 = 0.085
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The new value of aircraft drag is

D C- DqA

= 0.085 (48.3 psf)(207 sq. ft.)

- 848 lb.

Assuming 10 per cent propeller efficiency loss due to ice, the equivalent power

TVhp=550ri

848 lb. (150)(1. 467) fgsl
550 (0.9)

377 hp

Since this is approximately equal to the cruise power setting of 375 hp, the

correct airspeed has been chosen. The loss of airspeed at the cruise power

"ttlng then is 55 mph under the given icing conditions.

The cross-sectional area of ice formed on the wings can be found using the

20-mile water catch (Paragraph 4. 1.4. 1), the ice density, and the distance

factor, F, from Figure 1-28.

1
Ice cross-sectional area - WM(F)(hr. )(-)

nice
200 mi. ft. 3

2.95 lb./hr.-ft. span (0.32)( )( 5
in 2  5 b.

(14 4 in )

ft.

" 2.36 sq. in.

(This answer tends to be slightly conservative because the airspeed will de-

crease as ice forms.)

Ice crops-sectional area calculations for tWe wing and tail are summarized

in the following table:
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Ice
WM(20-mi.) WM(20 0 -mi.) Accretion Ice Cross-
lb. /hr. -ft. lb. /hr. -ft. lb. /ft. - Sectional Area

Component span span span sq. in.

Wing 2.95 0.94 0.92 2.36

Horiz. Stab, 1.94 0.637 0.621 1.60

Vert. Tail 2.25 0.720 0.702 1.81

Knowing the cross-sectional area and the impingement limits (Paragraph

4.1.4. 1), the shape of the ice formation can be estimated as shown in Figure

4.1-4.

The following calculations will illustrate th,. effect of ice on the same air-

plane for a hold condition, which may also be a critical flight condition.

125 mph hold at 2,000 ft. altitude (for 30 min.)

Ambient temperature, to = 23. 5° F (most probable icing temperature,
from Figure 1-16)

Droplet diameter, Dd = 20 mi-rons

LiquiJ water content, LWC = 0. 54 gm/m3 (from Figure 1-26)

Air density, p = 0. 00237 slugs/cu. ft.

Air viscosity, p = 0. 37 x 10-6 slugs/ft. -sec.
Wing angle of attack = 3 deg.

Calculations of drag increases due to ice at hold conditions for the wingb

and empennage are summarized in the following table. (Detdiled calculationE

of water catch are shown in Paragraph 4. 1. 4. 1.)
Horlz. Vert.

___ Stab. Fin

Droplet Red 77 77 77

/'As (Figure 2-6) 0.39 0.39 0.39
Average chord, ft. 5.58 3.08 4.37

Inertia Parameter, K 0.0414 0.0749 0.0528

Modified Inertia Parameter, Ko 0. 0161 0.0292 0. 0206

Collection Efficiency, EM (Fig. 2-7) 0.10 0.17 0.135
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Horiz. Vert.

%____ Stab. Fin

Water Catch WM, lb./hr. -ft. span 1.52 1.045 1.18

Lb. ice/ft. -span 0.76 n. 522 0.59

Ice cross-sectional area, sq. ft. 1.96 1.35 1.52

ACD from Figure 4.1-5 0 0155 0.011 0.0125

Corrected ACD (see Cruise calculations, p. 4. 1-10) 0.0202 0.00465 0.0025

Then assuming ACD for miscellaneous components is equal to AC D for the

empennage,

AC•tol = 0. 0202 + 2(0.00465 + 0. 0025)

" 0. 0345

The power necessary to 'Yaintain- the 125-mph speed can now be determined
kLwiag the AC . First, the dynamic pressure at 125 mph,

q w 1/2 p V2

- 1/2 (.37 x 1073 slugs/ft. 3[(125)(1.467) fps I 2
v 39.7 psf

TI. ooefficient of lift

CL= qA

4. 800) lb.

(39.7 p•f)O07 sq. ft.,'
"0.584

Therefore, from Figure 4. 1-3, the ice-free airplane drag coeffictent CD 0.051

and the iced airplane drag coefficient

CDiced = 0.051 + 0.0345

a 0. 0855
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The iced airplane drag is then

D- CDqA

a 0.0855 (39.7 ps*(207 sq. ft.)

= 702 lb.

Since thrust equals drag, the power necessary to maintain 125 mph (assum-

ing 10 per cent propeller efficiency loss) is

TVhp = -- --
550tj

702 lb. 1(125)(1.467) fps]
550 (0.9)

= 260 lip 02 per cent)

Knowing the cross-sectional area of ice formed and the impingement limits,

an estimation of the ice shape at hold conditions can be made as shown in

Figure 4. 1-4.

4.1.4 STUDY OF VARIOUS ICE PROTECTICN SYSTEMS FOR A TYPICAL
TWIN-ENGINE LIGHT PLANE

4.1.4.1 SELECTION OF ICE PROTECTION Z'OR WING AND EMPENNAGE -

In selection of ice protection for light airplanes, the wings and empennage will

be treated together since they would have the eame type system. The water

catch and impingement limits are calculated first to determine the extent pro-

tection in necessary. This is illustrated by the following sample calculations

for the wing of twin-engine aircraft "A" shown in Figure 4. 1-1:

Calculation of Impingement Limits and Water Catch

Wing - twin-engine aircraft "A"

Gross weight, 4,800 lb.

USA 35-B airfoil (12 per cent thick)

Wing area, A - 207 sq. ft.

Chord length, C = 67 in.
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205 mph cruise at 7,000 ft. altitude (75 per cent power)

Ambient temperature, t - 17° F (most probable icing temperature from
Figure 1-16)

Droplet diameter, Dd a 20 microns

Liquid water content, LWC = 0.46 gm/m3 (Figure 1-26)

Air density, p a 0. 001996 slugs/cu. ft.
-8

Air viscosity, p , 0. 36 x 10 slugs/ft. -sec.

Dynamic pressure, q = 90.2 pof (from page 4, 1-9)

Lift coefficlent, CL = 0. 257 (from page 4. 1-9)

lL

The angle of attack can then be estimated from a CL versus a curve (Figure

4.1-2) for the given airfoil:

a - -1. 7

Droplet Reynolds Number

Re. 4.81(Dd)(p)(Uo)(10-6
d

4.81 (20 mlcrons)(0. 00199 slugs/ft. 3)(205 mph)(1 -6)
S -6

(0.36 x 10 slugs/ft. -sec.)

= 109

AAX- 0. 342 (From Figure 2-6)
U

Inertif parameter
2 -12

1.705 (Dd)Uo)(10 0 (This formula is equivalent to that
S P(C) of Section 2.)

2 - 12
1.705 (26 microns) (205 mph)I(0 j

• m -6
(0.36 x 10 slugu/ft.--ec.i•(5.584 ft.)

0.0695
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Modified inertia parameter

K 0 K(A,/E)

, 0.0695 (0.342)

= 0.23S

The ratio of projected airfoi) height to chord

h,'C= 0. 1225 tat ri = -1.7*), based on measured values for USA 35-B airfo!l

Collection efficiency can be obtained from Figure 2-7 for a 12 poor cent

Joukowski airfoil at a zero-deg. angle of attack

EM = 0. 135

Water catch

WM = 0. 329 (U o)(LW-C)(h/C)(C)(E )

= 0. 329 (205 mph)(0. 46 gn,'m3)(0. 1225)(5. 584 ft. )(0. 135)

= 2. 95 lb. ,'hr. -ft. span

The limits of impingement can be found from Figures 2-15 and 2-16 using

a 15 per cent Joukowski airfoil at o = 2 deg. to represent the USA 35-B airfoil

a a = -1. 6 deg. The Joukewski airfoil was used because of the profile simi-

larity to the USA 35-B airfoil for which no data was available. See Paragraph

2.3.4 for an explanation of airfoil matching procedures.

STU 0.04 SL = 0.02

s = 2.7 in. sL = 1.3 in.

(These v-alues are not typical of other classes of airfoils; more commonly,

impingement !imits are greater on the lower surface.)

Figure 4. 1-6 shows impingement limits versus span for the wing at both

20 and 40-micron drop sizes. Similar calculations of water catch and impinge-

ment limits can be made for the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. Results

of these calculations for the same airplane are shown in Figures 4. 1-7 and 4. 1-8.
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The determination of local water collection rate, W , is 'Ilustrated for

the wing of the same airplane by the following calculations:

Calculation of Lonal Water Collection Rate

F 205 mph cruise at 7,000 ft. altitede 1
Droplet diumeter, Dd w 20 microns
Liquid water content, LWC = 0.46 gm/m 3 (from Figure 1-26) T
Modified inert!- parameter, K - 0.0238 (from above)0

At the stagnation point, the local collection efficiency

* 0.46 (from NACA TN 3839, Ref. 4. 1-4)

using the 15 per oent Joukowski airfoil at 2-deg. angle of attack to approximate J
the USA 35-B airfoil at -1.6 dog.

Local water collection rate, therefore, is: I
W* P 0.3290 (Uo)(LWC) 1

a 0. 329 (0.46) (205 mph) (0.46 gm/mi)

"w 14.5'7l1b./hr.-sq. ft. I

Values of looal oollection rate can also be found for different chordwlse

locations on the airfoil and, therefore, the local water collection rate can be I
found and plotted versus distance from zero chord as shown in Figure 4.1-9

for the wing. Curves for both 20 and 40-micron drop sizes are shown. Figures

4.1-10 and 4. 1-11 present the results of similar calculations made for the I
horisonal stabilizer and vertical fin.

The 40-micron ourres shown in those figures are normally used to deter-

mine the necessary cbordwis extent -f ice protection. Although it in not

necessry to prot*o entirely the 40-micron limits of impingement, protection I
usual)y is ext*eded to b*tween the 20 and 40-micron limits, where only a small

amonmt of ice wouWd roman ,yanod the protected area.
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For example, for thia typieaA- t.vin-englue aircraft, it appears that ice pro-

t"ction should extend about six inckes from zero chord on the upper surface

and four tn.-9ea nn thr' lower surface of the wlngs, and about 2.., inches from

zero chord on both surfaces of the ho• izontal stabilizer and vertical fin. The

final choice of .. ,ea protected is, of course, the prerogative of the designer

and ,nav depend on spar location and/or various other factors.

Requirements for Pnntumnatic De-Icing

Baspd on the above !mpingf'mer.t calculations, the coverage required for a

pneumatic de-icing system can be determined for aircraft "A." For each wing

an area nine ft. from the engine nacelle to the wing tip can he covered, and

the chordwise extent should be six In. (wrap-around) from zero chord on the

upper surface and four inches on the lower surface. (For many aircraft, the

coverage needed will be greater on the lower surface than the upper, because

the wing flies at a positive angle of attack. An analysis should be made for any

new aircraft to determine the appropriate coverage. ) Protection is probably

not necessary on the Inboard portion of the wings. Ice accretion in this area

usually does not affect stall speeds, although it does increase aircraft drag.

The horizontal stabilizer can be covered with two 5.5-ft. sections having a

chordwtse extent of 2. 5 in. (wrap-around) from zero chord on both upper and

lower surfaces. The vertical fin can be protected with a six-ft. long area with

a chordwise extent of 2.5 in. on both surfaces.

The nine-ft, length covered on each wing could be divided into two separate

de-icers, making a total of seven different de-icers. The inflatable tubes in

these boots should be spanwise, rather than chordwise. From a cost and instal-

lation viewpoint, spar wise tubes have been found to be more desirable than

chordwise tubes when the wrap-around distance is less than 12 in. The tubes

should be inflated to 15 to 18 psig by an engine-driven pressure pump. A slig;ht

suction (approximately 4 in. Hg) is normally applied to deflate the tubes wiien

not in use.
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Pneumatic de-icers may be cycled manually byy the pilot or automatically

with P timing device. Jnflaioa times are normally from three to five seconds;

"the do-ioers can be inflated either alternately or simultaneously. Each indi-

vidual de-icer should be inflated once every one to three minutes.

An estimate of the pneumatic do-icing system weight for the typical twin-

engine airorift can be made as follows:

Do-bers (0. 7 lb. /ft. 2)(28 ft.) 20 1b..

Mochanial equipment (pumps,
valves, lines, etc.) 20 lb.

¶Total 40 lb.

(The de-icer area shown Includes a tapered edge extending beyond the protected

area.)

A line diagram of this typical pneumatic do-icing system is shown in Figure

4.1-12. See Paragraph 3.3 for a further description of this method of protection.

Requirements for Hot Gas Anti-Icing

Hot gas anti-liag systems use several sources of hot gas. Direct exhaust-gas

heat exchanger, combustion heater, and vapor cycle systems have been used

(sm Paragraph 3.5). However, hot gas systems are not generally suitable for

liht aircraft and are not likely to be used because of their high weights and

costly installation. "Add-on" type systems are more desirable for light air-

craft becase they are less costly to instal.

Nevertheless, for completeness of this report, c dculat ions of hot gas

system hat and airflow requireme@nts are illustrated below for the wing and

tail of alr-vaft "A." Results are shown for both evaporative and running-wet

systems; however, mall aircraft anti-icing systems are seldom designee to

be oompletely evaporatlve.

Wing of tpkW U& twin (Aircraft "A")

2054mphoraieat7.000ft. altitud1
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Ambient temperature, t 20° F (conventional design pount)

Ambient pressure, p = 23. i in. Hg

Average surface heat transier coefficient, h - 27. 5 BTU/br. -ft. 2 F
a

(determined graphically as described in Paragraph 3.5 and Figure 3-10))
Water catch, WM = 2. 95 lb. /hr. -ft. span (calculated above)

Average wrap--around distance = 15 in. (heated area extenids tG frout
spar - 10 per cent chord)

Heated area/ft, span 1.25 sq. ft.

.95 lb. /hr. ft. san
Water impingement rate, MW . f sia.j

1. 25 ft. /ft. span

- 2.36 lb.. ""r. ft,

Using the method of NACA TN 2799 (Ref. 4. 1-5) described in Paragraph 3.5,

for an evaporative system

2.36 lb. /hr. ft. 2

Wlha 27-
27.5 BTU/hr. -ft. 2_, F

= 0.0858

T 4 -f 11.30 F (from Figure 3-Ps)

T3 = 1,066 (Mw/ha) + 4
T3 •'4

= 1,066 (0.0858) + 11.3

= 102.70 F

Therefore, t = 74. 5 F (from Figure 3-18)s

t -t 54.5CFs 0

T" 1 59.5 F (from Figure 3-18)

T2" 7* F (from Figure 3-18)

T5 0' F (assuming local static pressure equal to freestream pressure -
Figure 3-18)
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SSurface be&Z requirements

ii. Qmh T-1 +T T~ +T7
a( : 2 3 4 5

- (27.5 BTU/hr.-ft. 2-. F)(59.5 -7 + ,02.7- 113 + 0)"F

- 27.5 (143.9)

- 3,960 BTU/hr. -ft. 2 (see Figure 4. 1-13)

or 4,950 BTU/hr.-ft. span

or 89, 00C BU/hr. (for 18 ft. of span)

The raquired arti-ictng airflow can be estimstted uWlng the equation:

W aQ/Cp (t - ts )71

in which the clamel efficiency, 'e. will normaliy be rrom, 0.5 to 0.8 depending

upom the ohordwise chanel lengt and on whethbr the system .- a high or low-

pressure system. A method for ctacudating the chamcnI efficiency can be found

in AppendU Z of NACA TN 2866 (Ref. 4. 1-6).

Assume gas temperature, t 35W Fg

"Speifflc bei of air at 350 F, C - 0.244 BTU/ib.- Fp

The r4equred zt:-king airflow for a low pressure system with a relatively

short channel lengt (assuming 71 - 0. 5) would be.

W a . . 8, 9000 BT Uihr.

-(0.244 BT,/ib. -" F)(350-74. 5"OXO. 5)(3, 600 sec.. 'hr.)

- 0.?3 lb. /oee.

If tnii. system were a high pressure system, the channel efffciency wouh; more

likely be 0.8 and the anti-icing airflow requi.,ed would be:

(.244)(350-74.5)(0.8)(3 600)

, 0.46 lb./sam.

(A channel efficiency of ni " 0. 5 is probably the better assumptiol for light
aircra/t.)
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The foregoing calculations of heat and airflow requirements are for an

entirely evaporative system. To determine the requirements fort "ra'nning-

wet" system, the &rnbient temperatdre, t , should be taken as 0' F and the0

surface temperature. t , should be assumed equal to about 35° F. (The run-S

back can be tolerated at this surface temperature for a relatively short daration

of icing.) The 1-3 for the running-wet systemn then should be found using 644gure

3-18 rather than solving for It as described above:

T3 -- 24.5* F

7 4 - 4"5° F

S- 38.J' F

T"2= 7"F

T 5= 0°*-e

Therefore, the surface heat requirements for a running-wet system,
Q = ha (T1 -T2 + 3 -T4 + '5 )

- (27.5 BTU/hr.-ft. 2 -F) (38.3 -74 24.5 -4.5+ 0) F

- 1,410 BTU/hr.-i i.
2

or 1,765 BTU/hr. -ft. span

or 31,800 B ru/hr. (for 18 ft. of span)

The anti-icing aivflow re'utrements then are:

w= Q/C p(t - t) 7

31, 00 13TU/hr.
(0. 244 BTU/Ib. -° F) (330-% 5" F)(0.5)(3, COO sec. /hr.)

= 0.23 lb. /sce.

Results of both evaporative and rurin-Ig wet surface heat requirement

calctu•atios made for the wing, horizorntal stabilizer and vertical fin of aircraft

"A" are shown in Figures 4.1-13, 4.1-14, and 4.1-15.
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Requtremento for Cyclic Electrical De-Icing

With cyclic electrical de-icing systems, continuously he~ted parting strips

divide the ice buildup into portions which will shed more easily (with the help of

aerodynamic forces) when power is applied to the cycled areas. Parting strips,

which are normally one inch wOde, should be laid out in a spanwise direction

on the leading edge (at stagnation) when the sweep angle is less than 30 deg.

Chordwise p"tting strips are used when the sweep angle is more than 30 deg.

The protected area is divided into a number of smaller (cycled) areas which

receive power alternately to minimize the total power required. A normal

total cycled time is abt three min:es. That is, each cycled area receives

power once overy three minutes. Pee Paragraph 3.6.1.1 for more details on

cyclic electrical do-icing sybtems.)

Cycled arm power requirements:

Assuming a heat-on time of 20 sec. and to = 0* F, the datum temperature, tok

is about IV F (from Figure 3-8). The input power density then is approximately

12 watts/sq. iL. from Figure 3-26, which vas taken from NACA RM E51J30

(Ref. 4. 1-7). An ambLat temperature of 0" F was chosen as representative of

the probable minimuam icing temperature that would be encountered by a light

aircraft operating at low altitude. Power requirements for a cyclic electric

system are at a maximum at minimum ambient temperature (for a given airspeed).

Parting strip power requirements for the wing of Aircraft "A":

205-moh cruise at 7,000 ft. altitud3

Ambent temporature, t -0 F ( (normal design point)

Liquid water content, LWC w 0.25 Sp/m3 (from Figure 1-26)

ModWod Inertia parameter, K - 0. 0238 (calculated previously)
o

Local ,oUectior efficiency at stagnation, fm - 0.46 (calculated previously)manx

Local oollction rate at stagnation therefore is:
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WV - 0. 329 (U )(LWC)m
0 "max~

- 0.329 (205 mph)(0. 25 gn/mr3 )(0.46)

- 7.75 lb./,hr. -sq. ft.

Average surface heat transfer coefficient,

h - 28.3 BTU/hr. -ft. 2. F (determined graphically as described in
a Paragraph 3.5)

Uning the method of NACA TN 2799 (Ref. 4.1-5):

7.75 lb./hr. -ft. 2W,/h__-12 - 0.274
Sa 28.3 BTU/hr.-ft. F

Assuming the surface temperature, t f 35* F, T 1 through T 5 can be found from

Figure 3-18:

T 1 450 F

T 2f 7° F

T3 = 24.5* F

T4f 4.5 0 F

T 5 0* F (assuming local static pressure equal to freestream pressure)

Surface heat requirements

Q= ha(T1 -T2+ T3 -T4+ T5)

= (28.3 BTU/hr.-ft. 2 -F)(45-7.÷ 24.5-4.5+ 0)°F

= 1,640 BTU/hr. -ft. 2

or 3. 33 watts/sq. in.

Actual heater input power requirements will be approximately Q/0. 6 or 5. 5

wattss.i. in. assuming 60 per cent of the input heat would be transferred to the

outer surface. The 60 per cent efficiency appears to be a good number based

on previous experience (see NACA RM E51J30 - Ref. 4.1-7).
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Parting strip power requirements calculated for the wing, horizontal stabl-

lizer, and vertical fin are shown vorsus span in Figures 4. 1-16, 4. 1-17. and

4. 1-18. An 8-watts/sq. in. power density should be ased for the parting strips

on both wing aad tail because of the larger roquirewcnts for the empennag0- (Lf it

is desirable to maintain all parting strips at uniform power density for simplicity

in mamdacturing).

Total power for the nine sections shown in Figvre 4. 1-19 for a 20-second

heat-on time is determined as follows:

Cycled area power = sq. n )10 3.6 kw

PartIng strip power 1- .04 .•2 kw

Total Power = 6.8 kw

For 18 sections at a 10-sec. heat-on time, the total power wouki be:

Cycled area power = (14411. -. )(16 watts/sq, in.) = z. 3 kw
1,000

4!4s .i.• watt•sqa i.) .2k
Parting strip power , "- 3.2kw

Total Power % 5.5kw

Tba largas cycled :"xea wais used in ftr4ing the cy-led area power. The

total power requred is plotted In Figure 4. 1-20 versus ambient temperature

for both nine and eiigteen sections. Although the power requirements are less

for the eigMten sections, the weight and cost of the system would be ir.,mater

bq•.ais of more individual sections, more wiring, relays, etc.

II weigM of a cyclic electric system for the wing and taii of a typical

Hodt tw-tr would be about 60 lb.

RKqumml for Fluid Ant[-Icing

Using an antl icing fluid made up of 50 per cent ethylene glycol and 50 per cer t  i

water, the mixture of impinging water and anti-icing fluid that will depres, the

fre"Leg point to W? F is 35 ier cent glycol by weight accordixng to Figure 3-9.

(Fluid systems are normally disugned to OX F.)
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The amount of anti-icing fluid necessary can be found from the equation:

2G MW

F 100 - 2G

where G is the percentage by weight of glycol. For the wings of aircraft "A,"

the water catci based on a 200-mi. icing encounter is WM = 0. 94 lb. /hr. -ft.

span as calculated in Paragraph 4.1.3. For a 10-in. wrap-around extent of

protection, the water collection rate would then ba:

M 0.94 lb. _.'.r. -ft. span
V; (10/12) sq. ft. /ft. span

- 1.13 lb./hr. -sq. ft

Therefore, the amount of anti-icing fluid necesstsry for the wings would be

r=2 (35) (1. 13 lb. /hr. -sq. ft.
W= 2C3100 -. 2(35)

= 2.63 lb./hr. -sq. ft.

For 15 sq. ft. of wing surface (two nine-ft. sictfors), the total fluid required

would be

(2.63 lb. /hr. -sq. ft.)(15 sq. ft.) = 39.'. lb./hr.

and for a one-hour icing encounter (200 nii.), -he tank capacity necessary would

be (39.5 lb./hr.)(1 hr.) = 39.5 lb.

Fluid anti-icing system requirements for the wings and empennage of

aircraft "A" are summarized in the following table:

W M(200 mi.), M W Protected Total Tank
h- sq- ft Area, Fluid Capacity,

hr. ft. span ft. span hr. sq. ft. hr. ,q. ft. sq. ft. lb./hr. lb.

Wings 0.94 0.862 1.13 2.63 15 39.5 39.5

Iioriz. Stab. C. 637 0.417 1.57 3.57 4.6 16 16

Vert. Fin 0.720 0.417 1.73 4.03 2.5 10 10
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These aiaounts of fluids sixi.uld be increased by a factor based on experience or

specific test results to account for non-uniform distribution (as discussed in

Paragraph 3. 4.2 and shown in Figures 3-11 and 3-12).

Fluid de-icing systems ha, e been put into use (see Paragraph 3. 4). This

type of system would require a considerably smaller amount of fluid - possibly

one-fifth of that required for anti-icing.

4. 1.4.2 SELECTION OF ICE PROTECTION FOR WINDSHIELD

Requirements for Electrical Anti-Icing

The following calculations illustrate a method of determining water catch and

anti-IcIng heat requirements for an inclined windshield. Water catch can be

found by treating the windshield as a "rectangular half body" using the method

of NACA TN 3658 (Ref. 4.1-8).

Twin-engine aircraft "A"

205-mph cruise at 7, 000 ft. altitude (300 fps)

Droplet radius, a = 10 microns (3. 28 x 10-6 ft. /micron)

Ambient temperature, to = 0* F (conventional design point)

Liquid water content, LWC = 0. 25 gm/rn3

Air density, p - 0. 00207 slugs. cu. ft.

Air viscosity, p = 0. 36 x 10-6 slugs/cu. ft.

Windshield area = 7. 5 sq. ft.

Windshield height, t - 0.875 ft.

Projected windshield area, A P 3. 6 sq. ft.

Droplet Reynolds number

Re

2(10 microns)(3.28 x 10 ft. /micron)(0.00207 slugs/cu. ft.)(30P
-6(0.36 x 10 slugs/ft.-see.)

,113
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Inertia parameter

2,p a 2 V

K 
-

9y i

2(l. 935 slugsic, ft.)(10 microns 2(3.28 x 10-6 ft. /micron) 2(300 fps)
-6

9(0.36 x 10 slugs/ft. -sec.)(0. 875 ft.)

f 0.44

Then from Figure 5 of NACA TN 3658 (Ref. 4. 1-8) the collection efficiency,

EM = 0. 07. (This could also be found by the Ko method illustrated in Paragraph

4. 1.4. 1 for the wings and tail. Collection efficiency can be found versus K
o

for a semi-infinite rectangle in Figure 2-13.)

Rate of water interception

W = 0.33 E M (AP)(LWC)(Uo)

= 0. 33 (0. 07)(3.6 sq. ft.)(0.25 gm/rnm 3)(205 mph)

- 4.26 lb. /hr.

Water collection rate

4. 26 lb. /hr.
W= 7.5 sq. ft.

= 0. 57 lb. /hr. sq. ft.

The convective heat transfer coefficieat, assuming a flat plate, can be

found from this equation extracted from SAE 24 (Ref. 4. 1-9):

0.3 0.8h =tf 3(Vyf)0
h = -0.51f0.

c 0.2
x

where tf is the boundary layer temperature in deg. R; where x, in this case, is

the distance in feet from the airplane nose (this would be the case for an inclined

windshield); and •y is density of air in lb. /nu. ft.

0.3 0.8
h 051(4650-R) (300 fps)(0.667 lb. /cu. ft.),
c (8 ft.)o. 2

= 23.1 BTU/hr. -sq. ft.-* F
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Then using the method of NACA TN 2790 (Rzf. 4. 1-5}:

0.__.57. b./Zhr. -6g. ft.
%•,/he = 23.4 BTU/hr. .isq. ft. - F

"n 0. 0243

From Figure 3-18 assuming the surface temperature t & 352 F,S

T -36.3 * F

T 2 7* F

24. 5' F

T 4 4.5'F

'r 0* F

Tho surface hest requirement
Qah ( 2 - T4 +

c 1 + 2 354

(23. 4 BrU/hr. -,q. f. -" F)(38.3 - 7 + 24.5 - 4. 5 + 0)" P

a 1, 154 BTU/hr.-sq. ft.

or 2.34 watts/sq, in.

Values of power required are showr. plc.ttd vai su8s ambient temperature

in Figure 4. 1. 21. F'or comparison, results are also showr for a nearly vertical

windshield, where heat transfer coefficient is bas,-d cn thi. diatance, x. from the

tsae of the windshielM. Using the diqtence fror.; Cie wltjdA'held base 4s more

correct when the windohield ia near verticai (bccause of development of a new

botl•dary layer). whf~le the distance from the tieplane nose is rnormallv used for

WiIXfiai,'dS Shntd -ac-,' at a greawer anglk_ Power requirements fznr most wind-

shields will lie bcwtween the two curves of Figure 4. 1-21,

The toiaý power requIred to protect two i8- in. square sectlons of the

w'indahiekd of aircraft "A" at t -" 0' F, be 'A¢•i~d

1. 52kw
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Requirements tor Fluid Anti-Icing

The mixture of impinging water and 50 per cent ethylene glycol anti-icing fluid

that will depress the freezing point to 0* F is 35 per cent glycol by weight,

according to Figure 3-9.

The flow rate of anti-icing fluid necessary can be found from this equation:

2 G Mw

F 100 - 2G

i 2(35)(0.57 lb./hr. -sq. t..)
100 - 2(35)

S1.33 lb./hr. -sq. ft.

For two 18-in. square sections of windshield, the total fluid required is

(1.33 lb.,"hr.-sq. ft.)(4.5 sq. ft.) - 6.0 lb./hr.

And for a one-hour duration, the tank capacity required would be:

(6 lb./hr.)(1 hr.) = 6 lb. of fluid

The windshield fluid system flow rate and tank capacity required by military

specifications (MIL-S-662.7A - Ref. 4. 1-10) are presented below. These valu~es

are net necessarily applicable to light aircraft unless, of course, they are to

be used as military aircraft.

The military specification requirements for tank capacity would be:

0.7A X
gal - 12w

0.7(7.5 sq. ft. )(5 hr.)

12

= 2.19

or - 18 lb.

The military specification also requires a flow rate of two quarts of fluid

per square foot of two-third! the windshield area per hour:
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(2 qt. /sq. ft. -hr. )(7, D ft. )o(2/3) 10 qt. /hr.

- 2.5 W../hr.

or - 21 lb./hr.

4.1.4.3 SZLECTION OF ICE PROTECTION FOR PROPELLERS

Requirements for Electrical Protection

Electrical protection for propellers to normally cyclic de-icing. For twin-

engine aircraft, power could be applied to either one or both propeiiers at one

time. If the power to the propeller de-icero is cycled with electrical de-icers

on the wings and emponnage, no power would 'i required in addition to that

used for the wing and tail.

Calculation of the requirements for electrical propeller de-icing is illug-

trated by the follewIng:

Twin-engtv* aircraft "A" (4,800 lb. gross weight)

205 mph cruise at 7,000 ft.. (2,400 rpm)

Propeller diameter, 74 in. (31-in. blades)

2rope1Jer chord C = 6 in. (12 per cent thick)

Ambient temperatt-'-, t - 17* F (most probable icing temperature, from
Figure 1-16)

Wing areL, A = 207 oq. ft.

Dynamic pressure, q = 90. 2 pof (from page 4. 1-9)

W1,4 coefficient of lift, C = 0. 257 (from page 4. 1-9)
L

IJD = 21 from F~gure 29 oi 'ACA TR 669 (Ref. 4. 1-11).

Total drag therefore is

D- 21•&"80•-- 230 lb.

21
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Propeller lift coefficient

CLL
prop q-

230 lb.
(90.2 psf)(4.3 sq. ft.)

- 0.593

Uf the total propeller area Is 4.3 sq. ft. stn- the propeller lift is equal to air-

plane drag.

Therefore, the propeller angle of attack is approximately 8 deg. according

to the CL vs. a curve for an NACA 0012 airfoil (NAC.'. "-' 669. Ref. 4.1-11).

The true helcal speed of the propeller at the m'dpoint of the blade (21.5-

in. radius),

2 22

- 1 I2'5)(1467) fpsI + 1(s)(43/12 ft.)(40 rps)J

N 990,300 + 202,500

541 fps

or 369 mph

Droplet Reynolds number

4.81 (d)'()( )(v 1O-6)

4. 81(20 microns)(0. 00199 slugsi cv. ft. )(369 mph) (10-6)
-6

(0.36 x 1C slugs/ft. -sec.)

= 196

A/As = 0. 27 (from Filpire 2-6)
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furtia Ptrtwvr

~~s p(C)

(0. Se x 10

1 1,396

ModiflW.•e rla pammeter

1. 3.39 (0. 27)

n 0. 376

Then from Figures 2-21 wA 2-22 (assuming a 15 per cent Joilkowsk, airfoil at

a M 8), the obordwise limits of Impingem.nt are.-

8 - 0,35 8,, - 0.055

0 w" 2,1 Inch a 0. 33 inchL

Limits of impingement using a 40-micron drop diameter were found to be 3.5

inches %•n the lower surface and 0. 6 in. on the upper surface,. The desirable

chordwis, coverage then wvuld be about 4 in. (wrap around) !Y the system were

to be designed to 40-micron drops.

To find tho radia. xtent of icing on tbe propeller blade, the velo. 'Aty 4565

fps) at which the datum temperature will be &bove freezing is first obtained frm

rigure 3-8. The equation

d n -)dn
r

for local helical blade velocity can then be sol,,-Rd for the diameter, d, beyond

which no ice will form.

565106- W =l + , .. •7 fp . +rp-
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a,

then

d m 3.8 ft. : 45,7 in. diameter

Therefore, if the spinner is 12 in. in diameter, the extent of icing on the

propeller blade is 16.85 in. at t - 17i F (the most probable icing temperature).0

The desirable heater area then would be about four in. (wrap-around) by 17 in.

long. Figure 4. 1-22 shows the extent of protection and a flat layout of the

heater area.

For a 20-sec. heat-on time, the power density would be about six watts/

sq. in. as indicated by Figure 4.1-23, which is taken from NACA TN 1520

(Ref. 4.1-12).

The total power required to de-ice two blades at one time would be

(68 sq. in.)(2)(6 watts/sq. in.) = 0. 8 kw
1,000

To protect to 0° F, the necessary coverage would be about four by 30 in.

on each blade, and the total power required to de-ice two blades at one time

is 1. 2 kv, as shown in Figure 4. 1-24, the variation in propeller power require-

ments with ambient temperature.

In practice, shorter propeller de-icers (13 in. outboard of the spinner)

have been used for cAR-3 aircraft because of the effect oi centrifugal force.

Wrap-around coverage used has been about 2. 5 in. (which corresponds to the

20-micron limits determined above). Also, a power density closer to eight

watts/sq. in. has b#,m used for propellers of CAR-3 aircraft because of ie-

icer efficiencies existing in practice.

Requirements for Fluid Protection

The requirements for a fluid protection system for the propeller are' drter-

mined as illustrated by the following for aircraft "A":
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Modified Inrtia Parameter, K - 0. 376 (from above)

Colectio, efficiency, EM = 0. 67 (from Figure 1-13 for a 15% Joukowski airfoil
at a i 8") I

Water catch (20 mile)

WM = 0.329 (Vr)(LWC)(h/C)(C)(EM)

- 0. 329(369 mph)(0. 46 gm/m 3) (0. 185)(0. 5 ft. )(0. 67)

- 3.46 lb./hr. -ft. span

For a 200-mi. icing encounter, the distance factor F - 0.32 from Figure

1-28, wad the water catch is

(3.46 lb./hr. -ft. span)(0. 32) = 1.14 lb./hr. -ft. span

If the protected area is 0. 333 sq. ft. /ft. span of propeller, the water

collectio rate

1..14 lb. /hr. -ft. slan

M% 0. 333 sq. ft. /ft. span

- 3.42 lb./hr.-sq. ft.

UstW the same 35 )er cent by weight glycol described above for wings, empen-

nags, and the windshild, the amount of de-icing fluid rnccosary iL

k* 100 -'G

t'42, lb. j'U -sq._)
I00 - 2(35)

7 7.90 lb. -hr. -sq. ft.

For a 17-in. protected area on each of the four blades (two per ,notne), the

total fluid required is

(7. 9 1b. 1,hr. -eq. fL) (4) ('( 472 sq. ft.) 15 lb. ,/hr.

The tank capacity required then for a otue-hour icing encounter would be

(15 lb./hr.) (1 hr.)-
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4.1.4.4 S'LI"CTION OF ICE PROTECTION FOR THE PrrOT TUBE

Requirements for Electro-Thermal Protection

The following sample calculations will Illustrate a method for determining the

power requiremenits for an e!ectrically heated pitot tube:

j Twin-engine aircraft "A"

205-mph cruise at 7,000 ft. altitude

Assume ambient temperature, to - 0 F

The convective heat transfer coefficient can be obtained at the stagnation

point by assuming that the tip of the pitot is equivalent to a 1/4-in. diameter

cylinder:
0.49 0.5

h - 0. 194 t. 049( dV_)__0_ (from Ref. 4.1-9)c f dcyl

- 0. 194(465. R)0.49F300 fps)(0. 0667 1b./cu. ft.. J12 in. /ft. 0 5

L 0. 2.- inl.

= 123 BTU/hr.-sq. ft.-'F

Assuming MW/hc = 0. 1 (because the running wet requirements are not

sensitive to MW), the surface heat requirements may be found by the method of

NACA TN 2799 (Ref, 4.1-5). Pur a running wet system, ts 35" F and (from

Figure 3-18):

T= 39"F

T 2 =* 7F

T 3 = 24.50 F

T = 4.5°F

T5= 0"F

Power requirements at the tip of the pitot tub-. then are:

Q = ha (T1 -T 2 + T3- -T4+ T5)
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• (123 BTU)hr. -sq. ft. F)(39-7 4 24.5 - 4.5 + 0)0 F

- 6,400 BTU/hr.-sq. ft.

or 13 watts/ sq. In.

The beat transfer coefficient &ft of the tip can be obtained assuming a flat plate

(tPA ent flow):

hc 0.51t0.3 W V R.4.9
c f 0.2 ,from Ref. 4.1-9)X

the anti-icing power requLrements can then be obtained versus distance from

stagnmtio " shown in Figure 4.1-25.

Figue 4.1-26 shows icing tunnel test results of totzl power requirements

versus ambient temperslre for i typical heated pitot tube. From this Figure,

a typical value of anti-icing power required to protect to W F is approximately

103 watts.

4.1.5 SZILCTEN OF ICE PROTECTION FOR SllGLE-ENGINE AIRCRAFT

For tha typical single-engine light plane shown in Figure 4.1-27 (alicrafc "B"),

calculations of the different ice protection system requirements were made Ln

the same manmr described in Paragraph 4. 1. 4 for a typical light twin-engine

aircraft. Since the results for the single-engine airplane were nearly identical

to those for the twin, little value could be seen in presenting the single-engine

calculations in this report.

However, a eummary of complete ice protection systeni weighms and power

extraction for the typical single-engine aircraft a& e pr.•sented in Paragraph

4. 1. 7. Values are shown for several c0ifferent comb'-nationr of systems con-

9s1dred to be the most desirable for this type aircraft.I
4. 1.6 SELECTION OF ICE PROTECTION FOR LIGHT JET AIRCRAFT

In the t-,lection of ice protectio,- for the wting. empenawge, winjdsh'elt sand

pittX tube of a typical light jet (Fig'ure 4. 1-28), the requirements for 63e dif-

ferent systems were found in the same manner diescribed in Paragraph 4. 1.4

far the reciprocstL.g twitn-er-ogne lightplane. Since the results for the let were
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quite similar to those for the reciprocating twin, presenting the detailed calcu-

lations and results for the jet would be of no value to this report. However, a

summary of weight and power extraction for several different combinations of

ice protection systems is presented in Paragraph 4. 1.7 for this type aircraft.

The most desirable systems ior the reciprocating twin will not necessarily

be the most desirable for the jet. More consideration may be given to hot gas

anti-icing systems for the wing and tail of the jet because of the availability of

engine bleed air. Also, the jet aircraft may have more power available for

electrical protection systems. Special consideration must be made of the poten-

tial problem of ice shedding from the inboard wing into the engine inlet, if aft-

mounted engines are used.

rFor the light jet aircraft, requirements must also be determined for ice

protection of the engine inlet. The calculations below illustrate this for typical

light jet aircraft "C" shown in Figure 4.1-28. For purposes of illustration,

the requirements are determined at a 20,000 ft. cruise condition. However,

calculations are ordinarily made at a number of different flight conditions to

determine the 6.sig-g. condition.

Calculation of Impingement Limits and Water Catch for Engine Inlet Lip

Twin jet aircraft "C" (12,500 lb. gross weight)

500-mph cruise at 20,000 ft. altitude

Ambient temperature, t 0f= -11r F (most probable icing temperature, from

Figure 1-16)

Droplet diameter, Dd = 20 microns

Liquid v.water content, LWC -a 0.17 gm/mi (from Figure 1-26)

Air density, p = 0.001262 slugr/cu. ft.

Air viscosity, IA - 0. 332 x 10-$ slugs/ft. -sec.
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Droplet Reynolds i•umber
DrpltD (p)(U )(10-6)

R Rd •+4.81

6-
4.81120 micranti)(0. 001262 slugs/cu. ft. )(500 60

0. 332 x 10 slugs/ft. -see.

183

Therefore, X•.,s 0. 278 (from Figure 2-6)

Assume chord !,:mstl, C 1. 5 ft. (based on inlet llp thickness and pressure
distribution)

The inWet a% aasum&A ýo he circular.

Inertia parameter

-12 22i(1. 705 x
S(c)

-12 2
-.7 0_ x ._0 120 microns) (50 0 mph)

-6
(0 13QA2 x 10 slugs/ft. -sec.)(1.5 ft.)

-0. 6824

Modified i.ertim parameter

+: K l t..,/,A

Therefore, u.ing 14. 5 •)er cent Joukowski airfoil at a 2-deg. arkgle of mack,

the collection efficiency from Figure 2-9 is EM = 0. 54.

(The inlet lip contour and pressure distribution are approximately equal to a

14. 5 per cent Joukowski airfoil at cy 2 deg. For anr explanation of airfoil

matching procedures, see Paragraph 2. 3. 4.)

P-"to of projected height to chord, h/C 0. 15 (ft-om Fi.gure 2-3)
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Water catch

W - 0.329 (U )(LWC)(h/C)(C)(EM)

3
- 0. 329 (500 mph)(0.17 gmn/m )(0.15)(1.5 ft.)(0. 54)

= 3.4 lb./hr. -ft. span

Therefore, the impingement limits from Figures 2-15 and 2-16 are:

S L/C - 0.17 S u/C - 0.09

aL- 3. 1 in. U-1. 6in.L U

(The larger value, aL refers to the inside surface of the inlet lip.)

Similar calculations using a 40-micron drop size would result in impinge-

ment limits of 4. 3 in. on the inside surface and 2.6 in. on the outside surface.

The minimum coverage required to protect for 40-micron drope, then would be

about seven inches total wrap--around distance.

Requirements for Anti-Icing of Engine Inlet Lip

For axial flow eihgines, which can be damaged by ice ingestion, it is desirable

to anti-ice the engine inlet lip. Requirements are determined below for both

evaporative and rwuning-wet hot gas anti-Icing systems for the engine inlet lip

of typical light jet aircraft "C." Requirements are also shown for running-wet

electrical anti-icing for the engine inlet lip. (Evaporative electrical anti-icing

is usually impractical because of excessive power requirements).

Twin-jet aircraft "C"

500-mph cruise at 20,000 ft. altitude

Ambient temperature, t = -11 F (most probable icing temperature from
Figure 1-16)

For an eight-inch wrap-around coverage, the protected area per foot of circum-

ference would be 0.667 sq. ft.
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Water collection rate

3.4 lb. /br. -ft. circumference
0.$67 ft. /ft. nircumforence

5.1 lb./hr.-sq. ft.

The average heat tran fer coefficient obtained by the method described in Para-

grapb 3. 5 is

ha w 45 BTU/hr. -sq. ft. -* F

The suriawe heat requirements for an evaporative system can be found by the

method of NACA TN 2799 (Rel. 4. 1-5):

5.1 lb., 'hr. -eq. ft.
% a 45 BTU/hr. -sq. ft.4 F

a 0,.111

From Figure 3-18

T4- 5°F

rT= (1068 -)+ = 118,3 + 5 '"3.0 F
3 4c

t -64fF
8

T 1 84° F

2 40"F

Surface heat requirements

Q h' 2 + T 4 T l+a! 2 3 4

- (45BTU/hr.-sq ft. -F)(84- 40+ 123,3- 5+ F

-4.5 (162.3)

- 7,300 BT U/W. sq. •.

or 21, 500 BTUi/hr. (per engineI
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if the engine inlet circumference is 53 in. and the heated area is 2. 94 sq. ft.

per engine.

For a hot gas anti-icing system, assuming a gas temperature of t - 350" F
g

and a channez efficiency of 17 0.8. tho airflow requirements are:c

C (t - t ) 0)

21,500 BTU/hr.
(0.24 BTU/lb." F)(350 - 64" F)(0. 8)(3, 600 sec. Ahr.)

= 0. 109 lb. /sec. (per engine)

(The exact gas temperature would have to be determined by an engine bleed

analysis based on data from the engine manufacturer.)

Evaporative electrical anti-icing of the engine inlet lip is usually impracti-

cal because of the excessive power requirements. (Total power requirements

for the engine inlet lip of typical light jet aircraft "C" are onl the order of 7 kw

per engine.)

A running-wet anti-icing system for the engine inlet lip may require lcss

heat input than for an evaporative system. Runback is not a problem as long as

the heated area is extended to the compressor face. ThLk iL quite feasible for

the engine of aircraft "C" because the engine face is only about 18 in. from the

leading edge of the engine inlet. However, for engines in which the compressor

face is 3 to 4 ft. or more from the leading edge, it may not be practical to heat

entirely to the compressor face, and a hot air evaporative system may be the

logical choice.

The calculation of requirements for running-wet anti-icing of the engine

inlet are illustrated by the following: Taking the surface temperature,

t = 35* F,
s
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I

T_ = 51.5SF J
T2" 40"F

"r3 M 41" F

T- 45F

7." 0°F

from Figure 3-18.

The average convective heat transfer coefficiert ebtained by the method

described in Paragraph 3.5 is

h - 37 BTU,/hr. -sq. fta

Thei efore, the surface heat requirements for a running-wet Oysterm are

Q= ha(T1-T2+ T 3 -T4 5)

= (37 BTU/hr. -sq. ft. - F)(51. 5 - 40 + 41 - 5 + 0)0 F

- I 760 BTU/hr.-sq. ft.

or 13,500 BTUhr. (per engine)

for a 7.67 sq. ft. heated area (per engine) extending to the compressor face.

Electrical anti-icing surface heat requirementq for a running-wet system

would also be

Q 1,760 BTU/hr.-sq. ft.

or 3. 6 watts /sq. in.

With a 90 per cent effthiency, the heater input requirement would be Q/0. 9 or

4.0 watts/sq. in. Therefore, for a running-wet anti-icing system, the total

power required would be:

(4.0 atts/sq. In.) ,100 sq , in.) 4.4 kw (per engine)
1,000
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Cyclic electric dc-icing could be designed for an engine with a centrifugal

compressor becti e this type is less susceptib!e to engine damage due to ice

ingestion than thi- engine wi:h an axial flow compressor.

For the, -pose of illustration, assuming an engine with a centrifugal com-

pressor with the inlet dimensions of the (axial flow compressor) engine of air-

craft "C," an estimation can be made of the power requirements for cyclic

electric de-icing of the engine inlet. For a 53-in. circumference inlet, a one.-

inch wide continuously heated parting strip is necessary at stagnation. If the

parting strip power density required is 12 watts/sq. in., the total parting strip

power required for two engines would be about 1. 3 kw.

Dividing the 8-in. wide heated area into four different cycled areas per

engine, tcch section could have a 10-sec. heat-on time with heat off for 70 sec.

If the power density required for the cycled areas is 18 watts/sq. in. , the

cycler area power required would be about 1.7 kw. I he total de-icing system

power required, then, would be a3o'z, 3.0 kw or 1. 5 kw per engine.

4.1.7 EFFECT OF INSTALLED ICE PROTECTION SYSTEMS ON AIRCRL!'T
WEIGHT AND PERFORMANCE

The effect of installed ice protection systems on the weight and performance

of light aircraft is illustrated by the table below. Ice protection system weights

and energy or power requirements are tabulated for several different combina-

tions of the most desirable systems for light air%.raft. Values are shown for

all three typical aircraft chosen for study.

From the type of information presented below, actual performance penalties

can be predicted. The numbers shown, however, are representative only of

the oriler of mag-Itude. A more detailed anilysis would be necessary to deter-

mine these values more exactly for any particular airplane.

Certain weights and energy or power requirements shown helow are higher

for the single-engine aircraft than for the twin. The reason for this is the

larger pro-.2cted area taken for the wings of the single-engine airplane. Only

the leading edge area outboard of the engine nacelles was protected on the twin.
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Drop Size = 20 microns
Cruise 1= - 1.60
Hold 1 +30

205 mph cruise at 7,000 ft.
-(2.36 sq. in. cross-section) 2.711

-1.201

USA 35-B
airfoil

I l

/ 2.35"1

/,.-,-,, ....-

\--125 mph nold at 2,000 f,.
(1.96 sq. in. cross-section)

Full scale

"Figure 4.1-4. EstImated Ice Shapes for Wing of Aircraft "A.
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6' Vertic al
fin

5. 5' LI5.51
5I H

Horizontal stabilizer

Two separate de-icers

9' 9'

10 ' t 10"
Wing Wing

Total de-icer protectPd area 22.1 sq. ft.

Total area including tapered edge 28.0 sq. ft.

Figure 4.1-12. Line Diagram of Pneumatic Boot De-Icing System for Wings
and Empcnnage of Aircraft "A."
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4.2.1 SUMMARY

Varioune methods of prov4dizg Ice protection to airframe components of a typical,

four--engine CAR -4b trnsiport are discussed in this section. Specific values of

bleed air flow rates, electric power consumption, fluid flow rates, etc., are

slhwn for the various systemns; howevar, methods of calculation ars not included.

Section 3 contains data on specific methods of determining system requirements.

itethods Illustrated for pro.,etion of wings and empennage are hot-gas anti-

icing and do-Icing, poeumadc boot dt. -icing, cyclic electric do-icing, and fluid

anti-icing and do-icing. Typical anti-ic.,g systems for wLig leading edges having

slats and/or Kruepr flaps also are shown, Hot-gas and electrical arti-icing

and electrical do-icing are illustrated for tL rbojet engine inlet lips. Hot-gas

anti-icing of tL.e turbojet engine compressor zose cone is described and elec-

trical anti-icing requirements and configurat on are shown for a typical wind-

shield arrangement. Pneumatic boot de-iciv £ and hot-gas anti-icing systems for

radomes are presented. In addition, the eft jct of ice on radar transmission and

the need for radoms protection are discusr ad.

Methods are shown for protecting ,Ascellanems components, such as pitot

tubes, antennas, and critical air Ji.'ets, while prom ".tion for propellers and spin-

ners of a typical turboprop aircraft are described in a separate subsection.

4.2.2 INTRODUCTION

This section provides current data on ice protection systems that are adequate

for use on CAR-4b tranport aircraft. Practical aspects of the problem are

emphasized and specific examples are shown for a part.icular turbo-engine air-

craft (see Figure 4.2-1, Aircraft D).

This data in intended tor use by design oengieers In selecting ice protection

system:s for specific aircraft. For that reast., comments are included on ad-

vantages and disadvantego. of the various systems.
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4.2.3 ICE PROTECTION FOR WINGS AND EMPENNAGE

There are several methods of providing ice protection for the wings and empen-

nage of a transport airplane. To illustrate these methods, a four-engine turbo-

jet aircraft and its ice protection systems and the systems requirements are

described. Alternate systems are discussed and several of the advantages and

disadvantages of each are listed.

The general characteristics of the selected aircraft are illustrated in

Figure 4.2-1. Its four engines are pod-mounted beneath the wings. Wing span

is approximately 120 ft. with a fuselage length of 129 ft. The tail span and ver-

tical fin length are 46 ft. and 21 ft. Maximum gross weight is approximately

185 000 lb.

4.2.3.1 HOT-GAS ANTI-ICING - The wing ice protection system selected for

Aircraft D is hot-gas anti-icing. The source of the hot gas is the engine com--

pressor bleed air. This high-pressure, high-temperaiure air is passed through

reguhiting valves to each wing section (inboard, center, outboard) at 13 psig

(see Figure 4.2-2). In each wing section are piccolo tubes which discharge the

air to a plenum area at approximately 2 dsig. The air then flows through narrow-

gap, high-efficiency, chordwise gas passagcs which form the wing leading edge.

The air then is discharged overboard through ports on the lower surface jast for-

ward of the front spar. This is illustrated in Figure 4, 2-3. The chordwise gas

passages are designed to use 85 to 90% of the initial heat energy befoi e it is

discharged. The extent of chordwise coverage needed Jepervds on the airfoil,

angle of attack, and cther flight parameters, as well as on the eWfects of runback

icing on airfoil drag.

To determine wing hot-gas ice protection system requirements, a specific

design point is lirst established. For Aircraft D, the design point is the hold

condition at 5, 000-ft. altitude. This point was established by: (1) calculating

the water catch and heat required for cornplh'te eva)ration at sev•ral wilg sta-

tions for various flight conditions, azd (2) using the bleed air temperature

schedule for these flight conditi'nrs to deitermine the condition requiring the
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maximum flow. After the design point is established, the calculations proceed

as demonstrated in Soction 4.1.

Som illustrative value@ for these calculations (as applied to Aircraft D)

taken at wing station 120 and at the "'old" design condition are:

a. Impingement limit upper surface (SU) = 1.32 in. (20-micron droplet).

b. Impingement limit lower surface (SL) = 9,91 in. (20-micron droplet).

c. Wator catch rate (WM) - 10.1 lb. /hr. -ft. span.

(Note: The impingement limits for 40 micron drops are roughly twice the 20

micron limits; however, the bulk of the ice formation lies between the 20 micron

ulmits).

The average heat-transfer coefficient at several wing stations is determined

as described in Section 3. With thwe heat transfer coefficients, water catch

rate, and desapg-point flight conditions, Figures 3. 18a and 3. 18b, are used to

determine the heat requirements for evaporative anti-icing. A plot of these re-

quiLrements vs. span station for the entire wing are presented in Figure 4.2-4.

Thi heat requirement must be converted into a hot-gs flow requirement to

determine the feasibility of using hot gas. Information needed for calculating the

hot-gas flow requirement Is the piccolo tube gas ten*-'.crare decay and the lerd-

Ing eke gas passv efficiency. Piccolo tube gas temperature decay and gas pas-

at• efficiency may be determined by analysis or laboratory tests. The required

and &ctual hot air flow rates are presented vs. nititude in Figure 4, 2-5. As shown,

the syatem is marginal, but adequate, at the design point; performance is in

excess of requirements for other flight conditions.

Typical weigtt flows for wing anti-Ice pi-otectlon at the design wonditions are:

Inboard 0.76 lb. /ec.

Csnter 0.82 lb./sec.

()udoard 0. 66 lb./sec.

Total 2.24 lb. /sec. (semi-span)

urand Total 4.44 lb. /sw. per airplane
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Empennage hot-gaa anti-icing may be accomplished using a systerm similar

to the wing installation. On Aircraft D, this would requIre ducting the hot air

from the engines the 90 ft. to the empennage through the pressurized fuselage.

Aircraft with tail-mounted engines will not encounter these problems.

The design point for determining empennage anti-ice requirements will

normally be the same as !or the wings. The air-flow requirement calculations

will have to account for the gas temperature losses experienced li the 90 ft. of

ducLing. An approximate value of the flow required to anti-ice the empennage at

the design point is 2. 0 lb. /sec.

A system that reduces the bleed air temperature by recirculation of anti-

icing discharge air also may be used for anti-icing protection. In thiL, system,

unregulated and uncooled bleed air is distributed to the wings (and empennage if

hot-air protected) in light-weight stainless-steel ducts. At each protected section,

a thermostatically regulated valve passes the air into piccolo tubes where the

air L. discharged through a large number of small ejector nozzles. The air

from the ejectors mixes vith plenum air, is cooled, and then passes through the

leading edge double skin heat exchangers and back into the plenum. The excess

air is dumped overbcar6. The thermostatic sensor used to con*roi the regulating

shutoff valves is located at the heat exchanger exit and controls the air to a dis -

charge temperature of approximately 135* F. (Refer to Figure 3. 16.) This sys-

tem achieves high efficiency with relatively deep gas passages (1/6 to 3, /6 inch)

as opposed to the single pass system which requires narrow pahsages (in the

order of 0. 040 to 0. 050 inch).

On turoojet engines having two compressor s:ages, tWeed air from the low

pressurc compressor may also oe used for anti-ice pr(;tection. To provide Unti-

ice protection with this lower energy air, larger -ass flows will he required.

To handle these larger mass flows, the ducting and >,ading edge heat exchanger

passageo will have to be larger, buL in other ways the s\ stem will be generally

the same as the high-prebsure bleed air arti-ice protection system. Difftcultv
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may be experienred in obtaining adequate protection at low rpm, as in descent

and h•old. Use of low pressure bleed may allow elimination of pressure and/or

temperature regulatifn, thus simplifying the system. Installed weights may be

lower, because the reducea temperature and pressure wili allow lighter duct-

ing; this is offset to a large extent b) the requirement for handling larger mass

flows (for a given thermil requirement). Mixing systems may also be used that

employ low pressure bleed air augmented by high pressure bleed as required to

achieve a desired air temperature.

Hot-gas anti-icing systems have several adv antages and disadvantages. On

the positive side are: the availablity of ice protection energy in the form of hot

air at a reasonable penalty to aircraft per,.)rmance; ne ducting used for ice

protection is often used for other purposes, thereby saving weight; *he systems

for hot-gas distribution are relatively 81.mple, trouble-freE, and easy to maintain;

and being anti-icing systems there is no dec.rement in aircraft performance be-

cause of ice accretiob. The disadvantage of a hot-gas anti-ice protection system

is primarily the potential high cost of installation which results from designing

and fabricating the leading edge heat exchangers. The system must be de3igned

into the original leading edge and cannot be "added on" at a later date without

major retrofit problems.

There may be occasions when an anti-icing system may be used in a de-

icing manner. PlLor to such usage, the system P"ould be tested for de-wcing

adequacy. Methods of testing are discussed in Section 6.

4. 2. 3. 2 HOT-GAS DE-ICING - Lr a turbine-engine-powered aircraft, particu-

larly oue with turboprops, adequate bleed air may not be a,ýalnble under all

Pfight conditions. In this caac, a solution is the use of a hot-gas de-icing zvstern.

This system has been used on at least one militar:ry Wrbopri.V transport and onL

long-range commercial transport. Unfortunately, the advantage of reduced

bleed-air requirements (typically 1/4 to 'i/6 of anti-icing requirements) is offset

by increased system complexity and, in some cases, incref,.ed weignt. Thts.
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the choice rif hot-gas de-icing vs. hot-gas anti-icing must be made with due re-

gard to all factors of a particular aircraft.

Actual analvsis and design of a hot-gas de-icing system would require a

major engineering effort because of the degree to which the system is integrate'd

into the airplane. A full description of the results of such an effort is beyond the

scope of this report. Instead, a de-icing system that would suit the needs of

Aircraft D is described, with comments and suggestions on adaptations that would

be required for other types of transport aircraft.

The operating principles of a hot-gas de-icing system are Identical to those

for a cyclic electric de-icing system. Only the mode of energy supply is changed.

A sketch of a simple syitem for a swept-wing transport is shown in Figure 4. 2-6.

The bleed air from four engines is directed into a common spanwise manifold

from which the de-icing ducts are !ed for the six wing systems and for the em-

pennage. Only nine sections are shown in this arrangement, resulting ini the de-

icing of 18- to 20-foot-span sections at one time. Performance could be improveu

by supplying air at the center of each section rather than at each end as shown in

the illustration. Further economies in air supply would be effected by using 18

ten-ft. sections rather than 9 twenty-ft. sections, but with increased system

complexity.

"The system shown in Figure 4. 2-6 does not use or require spanwisc parting,

strips because the sweep angle is greater than 30 degrees. In nonswept wings,

the spanwise parting strips may be required as shown in Figure 4.2-7. (An

alternate arrangement for parting strips is shown in Section 3. ) Use of porting

strips almost doubles system complexity and increases air flow requirements.

Where pVrting strips are needed, the method most likely to produce uniform

spanwise width is that shown in Figure 4.2-7(b). The duct is split to allow air to

flow the length of the duct in one directiorn reversing and flowing back in the

opposite direction. Data on this system it available (in unpublished form) from

NASA.
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The gas passages shown in Figure 4. 2-7 are the typical corrugated-skin type

often used for anti-icing, although the passages may be tapered to allow equal

he,.ting of the surface. (The increased heat-transfer coefficient at the aft end of

the gas passage compensates for the decreased gas cemperature.)

Air supply ducts may or may not be used to carry air spanwise in the lead-

ing edge, depending on gas temperature, duct length, and strength/temperature

characteristics of the aluminum alloy used for skins and baffles. Below 4500 F

gas temperature, ducts usually would not be required.

The de-icing cycle used for hot-gas systems will. usually involve somewhat

longer heat-on and heat-off times than for cyclic electric. This results from the

thermal inertia of the inner and outer skins, baffles, etc., as compared to a

cyclic electric that heats only a very thin layer of insulation and skin. For the

system in Figure 4.2-6, 30 sec. on (maximum) and 240 sec. off would be a

typical cycle. At higher datum temperatures than the minimam value, it is

desirable to reduce heat-on time as a function of datum temperature (see

Figure 4.2-8). This minimizes refreeze at the higher temperatures. Timers

are available commercially to *erform this function. The heat-off time may be

fixed or may be made manually variable. Flight experience with one de-icing

system has indicated that heat-off times of as much as six to eight minutes may

be required to allow a system with high thermal inertia to cool down and collect

sufficient ice before the next appjicatior. of heat. Heat-off time may also be made

variable by integrating ice detector signals and initiating de-icing action after a

specific number of signals.

De-icing time vs. datum temperature is shown in Figure 4. 2-8 for two

typical de-icing systems. At 250F, ',•-icing times are abouit 4 to 8 sec., where-

as at -10° F, 28 to 29 sec. are required. The de-icing air flow is 1. j- to 1.74

lb./sec. based on 20-ft. sections, depending on the system used and gas tern-.

perature. Details are not shown on parting strip flow requirements. In most

current applications (swept wing), parting strips are not needed. For nonswept
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wings, data may be found in Reference 4.2-1; data on the configuration of Figure

4.2-7(b) may be obtained from the NASA Lewis Research Center (unpublished

form).

Variouxs combinat!nns of anti-icing and de-icing also may be used, depend-

ing on the needs of a particular aircraft. For example, it might be desirable to

anti-ice the more critical outboard wing areas and de-ice t.ie inboard wing and

empennage leading edges after leaving an icing condition. This procedure could

be an acceptable compromise between available bleed air and excessive system

complexity.

4.2.3.3 PNEUMATIC BOOTS - Pneumatic boots have been used extensively on

piston-engine aircraft and smaller turbine-engine aircraft, but have not yet been

used for larger four-engine turbine transports. Potential service-life problems,

as well as availability of hot-gas for anti-icing on large turbine aircraft, have

restricted the pneumatic boot application. Modern fabrication techniques and

improved erosion resistance have made pneumatic boot systems feasible for high-

speed aircraft. The design points for pneumatic boot coverage on Aircraft D

would be based on droplet impingement limits. These limits determine the

amount of chordwise boot coverage that is required for ice protection. The im-

pingement limits on the lower surface of the wing are a maximum for the 20,000-

ft. hold condition and are approximately 17 in. The impingement limits on the

upper surface of the wing are a maximum for the cruise condition and are ap-

proximately 7 in. Impingement limits on the empennage surfaces will be about

10 in. on both surfaces (vertical and horizontal fins).

Pre-amatic boots should inflate and deflate rapidly to function effectively.

To accomplish this, the boot panels are of limited size. Aircraft D will require

about five panels for each wing semi-span and about two for each empennage

surface (see Figures 4. 2-9 and 4. 2-10). Inflation time for the panels is about

5 or 6 sec. During heavy icing, a 60-sec. cycle is suggested, while for light

icing, longer accretion times of 3 to 4 min. should be permitted.
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The approximate weight of a pneumatic boot system for Aircraft D would J
be 305 lb. ; based on 238 lb. for the boots, 37 lb. for operating equipment, and

30 lb. for tubing and brackets. i

4.2.3.4 CYCLIC ELECTRIC DE-ICING - Electro-thermal anti-icing is not

considered for Aircraft D because of the prohibitive power requirerr ints. Cyclic

electric de-icing may be considered and would require about the same leading j
edge wraparound as the pneurnatic boot. (Such applications have been limited to

small aircraft having little or no available bleed.) Wraparound is based on con- I
sideration of impingement limits for 20- and 40-micron droplets. For practical

reasons, the coverage extends only slightly beyond the 20-micron range. The j
amount of ice that accretes beyond this is negligible. Typical layouts for the

cyclic electric system for the wing of Aircraft D are presented in Figure 4.2-11.1

The empennage layouts are shown in Figures 4.2-12 and 4.2-13. The impinge-

ment limits and heater limits are illustrated in Figure 4.2-14. The wing is I
divided into several shedding zones (12 zones per wing semi-span in this exam-

ple). Based on calculated accretion rates, a shedding frequency is established. 1
With the shedding frequency and the number of shedding zones, a heat-on time for I
each zone is established. These values then are used to determine the approximate

power density for adequate shedding. For effective shedding, this power density I
should fallwithin the range of iG to 25 watts/in2 ; if rnot, the number of shedding

zones should be readjusted. Each heating elhment design will have its own set I
of performance curv- for this determination.

For purposes of this illustration, an accretion or cycling time of 4 min. will I
be assumed. The maximum heat-on time for each of the 24 shedding zones will

be 10 sec., for which a wattage density of 18 watts/sq. in. should be adequate. I
At 18 watts/sq. in., each ,Rhedding zone will require approximately 27 kw. A

larger number of segmenth with increased total cycle time could be used to re-

duce this requirement. The empennage is a more effiient col!ector of ice and
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will require more frequent shedding. A three-minute accretion time is assumed

for ihe empe--age which results in a 10-seec. heat-on time for each of the 18

sections. At 18 watts/sq. in., each empennage shedding zone will require approx-

imately 7.38 kw, plus 3.02 kw for parting strips. Combined with the wing cyclic

system, the total power requirement for cycling is about 35 kw, plus 7. 04 kw for

parting strips.

To reduce this power requirement, a study should be made of the effect of

cycle time, accretion rates, and parting strip power requirements.

With a power density of 18 watts/sq. in., the time for shedding at various

operating conditions may vary from 1 to 10 sec. ; therefore, a variable heat-on

time may be desirable to prevent continued heating after shedding and the re-

sultant runback ice formation. A method of controlling hirat-on time could be by

sensing surface temperature. De-icing ie usually completed when the surface

temperature reaches 450 F. The controller could be designed to switch zones

when the surface temperature reaches 55 to 600 F or when maximum heat-on

time is reached. For the shorter heat-on times, a dweil period should be incor-

porated at the end of cycling to permit accretion before resumpticn of shedding.

An alternate approach that is somewhat less complex is to schedule heat-on

time as a function of datum temperature (which can be approximated by measur-

ing the temperature of an unheated portion of the leading edge).

For practical r•,tons, the parting strip should be of uniform power density -

that is, the density required to maintain the stagnation point (point of highest heat

loss) above 32* F in all connitions. Methods of determining parting strip po%,er

requirements are described in rparagraph 4. 1. 4. 1. A power density of 14 w ttts/

sq, in. is typical. Chordwise strips measuring 1 in. x 8 in. are used for sweep

angles in excess of 30 degrees. For lower sweep angles, one inch wide span-

wise parting stripts u-mtld be used. Chordwise strips are sometimes used in con-

junctio,, wiL. w .nlse st'"ins to insurt: reliable ice shedding; however, this causes

',n apprecal.¼K irneasi. in total power requiL, oonts.
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One advantage of a cyclic electric system is that it may be an ";add-on"

system, requiring little modification. Installcd weghfoteep agwul

be less than for hot gas in the case of forward-mounted engines. Another advan-

tage is availability of power independent of flight conditiou, also, the power re-

quirenients for a de-icing system are substantially less than for an anti-icing

sys.em. One disadvantage to the cyclic system is the airfoil performance loss

during periods of ice accretion. The major disadvantage compared with hot-gas

anti-icing is the increased frequency of repair, particularly after several thou-

sand hours of flight.

4.2.3.5 FLUID ICE PROTECTION - Fluid ice protection has been applied to

several smaller transport aircraft but at present has not been applied to any the

size of Aircraft D. Most aircraft the size of I'D" prefer to operate with anti-

icing protection for 4he wings and possibly de-icing for the empennage and usually

have adequate bleed air and electrical power to accomplish this. If energy for

anti-icing is not available, then fluid de-icing may be considered. (Fluid anti-

icing requirements may be prohibited for large surface areas and are not con-

sidered for this application.)

There are several methods of applyirg fluid for de-icing, such as spray

nozzles, a series of discrete holes, porous metal strips, and porous metal

panels. The latter two methods are the most economical in operation and their

requirements as appiAd to Aircraft D will be presented. Schematics of these

twc distributor systems were shown in Figures 3-5 arid 3-6.

The porous m'netal panels may be used on airfoils with straight leading edges,

of either constant or tapetred sections. Airfoils with curvature in plan and/or

elevation musi use the strin dist -'ibutors. Two strip distributors are used where

variations in stagT•ation line exceed the width of the strip. Width of the panel

distributors %01! be bas,•d on the stagnation limits of the airfoil. This will ensure

fluid distributik)n over both surfaces during all flight conditions.
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Fluid flow rates for the panel and strip distributors for de-icing were estab-

lished by z series of natural icing flight tests (see Ref. 4.2-2 and 4.2-3). The

fluid flow rate from the strip distributor was set at 2/3 Imperial pt. per pro-

Jected square foot of frontal area per hour (0. 93 psf/hr.). The fluid flow rate

from the panel distributor was set at 1/3 Imperial pt. per projected squa.re foot

per hour (0.46 psf/hr.). According to Ref. 4.2-2, these flow rates will give

anti-icing performance at the higher icing temperatures and a continuous de-

icing cycle at severe low icing temperatures. Based on these flow r'tes, the

fluid required to protect Aircraft D using the panel distributors would be approx-

imately 75 lb. /hr.

The weight of a panel Cdistributor -vstem as applied to the wing of Aircraft

D will depend upon th(c limits of stagnation variation. Assuming an arbitrary

value of 4 in. for stagnation line variation and a wing leading edge length of 841

in., the weight of full span panels for both wings would be about 124 lb. The

tot,.! weight of the wing system - pumps, filters, distribution lines, fluid, and

panels - would be approximately 200 lb. Requirements for the empennage

would be on the order of 1/3 of this value.

There are some recommended operating techniques to be used with the fluid

system. For best performance, the protected surfaces should be wetted before

encountering icing. This acts as an ice bond depressant and improves perform-

ance of the de-icer. This means the system should be actuated prior to enterinw

a cloud or whenever icing conditions are anticipated and remain on throughout

any icing cncounter.

4.2.4 ICE PROTECTION F(O)R WING LEADING EDGES
HAVING SLATS AND/OR KRUEGER FLAPS

The preceding descriptions of ice protection systems for the wing of Aircraft D

assumed a fixed leading edge. Wings with leading edge devices will have the

same ice protection requirements but methods of supplying these requirements

will differ and will be more complex.
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Leading edge devices may consist of slats, slots and f',ps. A wing leading 3
edge slat configuration is shown in Figure 4.2-15. This fignire represents a

hot-gas anti-icing system as applied to Aircraft D. The slat portion of the wing 3
leading edge incorporates a piccolo tube, which gives ice protection to the leading

edge, upper surface of the leading edge, and to a small portion of the lower sur- I
face. The fixed portion of the wing leading edge also has a piccolo tube which

supplies ice protection to the remainder of the airfoil's protected lower surface I
and to part of the fixed leading edge within the slot. The slat piccolo tube is

supplied hot gas by means of a telescoping duct. The fixed wing behind the slot I
may or may not require protection, depending on geometry, ice accretion char- |

P, iristics and time in icing. For each new aircraft, a study should be made of

Sneed for heating this srea.

The antt-icing air flew must be divided bctween the slat and fixed leading

edge in proportion to their requirements. This is accomplished by sizing the

piccolo discharge holes using duct temperature and pressure losses and a dis-

charge coefficient as parameters. At the dedign poiat (5, 000-ft. altitude hold)

the flow requirement of 0.8 lb. /sec. for the center section is divided 60% ior the

alat and 40% for the fixed leading edge.

Alternate methods of wing ice protection such as pneumatic tube, electro-

thermal de-icing and fluid de-icing may also be applied to leading-edge slats.

Difficulty In r6traction of the slats may be experienced if ice accretes on Lhe

fixed leadIng edge or if residual ice or runback ice occurs within the slot.

Leading edge "Krueger" flaps may or may nct be protected depending upon

the effects of ice accretion on performance. Figure 4. 2-16 Illustrates an un-

protected leading edge flap as might be installed on Aircraft D. Ice protection

requirements for the wing leading edge will remain the~ same but because of the

flap installation there will be a reduction in the heated area on the lower surface.

4 Water may runbaick from the heated leading edge and freeze in the flap, if the
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leading edge anti-icing system is not fully evaporative. Also, there will be a

small amrnunt of direct impingeýment. Evaluation of need for heating the flaps

must be made by either an aerodynamic analysis or by flight test.

Ice accretion may occur when the flap is extended during takeoff and approach.

Figure 4.2-17 illustrates the amoant of ice that may accumulate, based on 30

minute hold in icing. No appreciable ice is accumulated during takeoff, as flaps

are retracted about 1-1/2 minutes after brake release. If the flap is unprotected,

flight tests should be conducted to determine the effects of this ice accretion. One

flight-test method which may be employed is to simulate the predicted ice shapes

and weight with w..od and attach them to the flap. The airplane performance then

may be evaluated in clear air.

Ice protection may be provided for the flap using hot gas by fabricating the

flap as a double-skinned heat exchanger similar to the wing leading edge. The

hot gas may be transmitted to the flap either through a telescoping duct or a

swivel fitting and duct. Anti-icing heat requirements may be determined usin6

the calculation methods descrijed in Section 3.

De-icing requirements would be similar to the requirements of a fixed

leading edge. Shedding characteristics will probably be different because of the

airfoil shape and the aerodynamic forces the ice will encounter. An icing tunnel

test program may be required, due to the difficult- in predicting shedding forces

and impingement.

4.2.5 IE PROTECTION FOR TURBOJET ENGINF INLET LIP

Ice protection is necessary for turbojet engine in'et lips to prevent engine damage

due to ingestion of ice. Decrease of inlet area is not a significant factor. except

for extremely small engines. The various methods of providing protection are

hot-gas anti-icing, electrical anti-icing and d2.•-icing, and fluid ,Iti-icirig and

de-icing, whic"; are discussed belov,.
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4,2.5. 1 HOT-GAS ANT!--ICNG -- A ho,,-gas anti-Icing system for the engine

inlet lip of typical CAR-4b transport is illustrated in Figare 4. 2-18. The area

of the nacelle requiring anti-icing extends aft ; com the leading edge along the

Inner and outer surface of the inlet lip, a horizontal distance of 6 In. The anti-

icing air (engine compressor bleed air) Is distributed around the lip by a modi-

fied "D" duet and passes through holes in the leading edge of the inner skin into

0.40-in. gas passages. The qir flows aft through these passages into a plenum

chamber betwet#a ihe "D" duct and a baffle and then is discharged tangentially

into the inlet stream via six discharge ports. An alternate arrangement is also
shown that eliminates the inner skin. Although It is less efficient thermally, the

arrangement is particularly useful for thin leading edges (as on supers. nic inlets)

or flush scoops. Cost of manufacturing the single skin system may blx lower for

many applications.

Heat and air flow requirements for anti-icing the engine inlet of Aircraft D

were determined at a number of different flight conditions, and the design condi-

tien was found to be a 15, 000-ft. cruise condit'on. Since the calculations showed

the greatest air flow demand at the 15, 000-ft. cruise condition, the syE am was

designed to meet the heat requirements at this condltion. The system will pro-

vide complete evaporation of the impinging water droplets in maximum continu-

ous icing for all flight conditlons except descent (due to low bleed temper-tures).

The heated area will be maintained above 35' F (running wet) fer descent. In

maximum intermittent icing, the heated surface will be running wet for all flight

conditions. The amount of refreeze is not significant for these encounters

bocause of the shcrt duratior. Calc,,lated values of both actual and required

heat release are showr in Figure 4.2--19 for comparison igure 4.2-20 shows

calculated values for both actual and required air flows.

The calculation of water catch, impingement limits, and heat release and

air flow requirements for a turbt let engine inlet hp is described in Plaragraph
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4.1.6. Knowing the bleed air pressure aiaila&'Me at the different flight cc'nrid: ns,

the actual air flows can be calculated by performing a pressure drop analysts of

the system. The actual heat release can then be found knowing the 'ctual air flows.

For other aircraft with engines having a shorter distance from the inle. lip

to the compressor face, it may be feasible to provide running wet protection for

the entire area aft to the compressor face so that runback does not build up-and

shed into the engine. This would not be practical for Aitcraft D, however, be-

cause the compressor face of its engines is on the order of 4 ft. from the inlet lip.

4.2.5.2 ELECTRICAL ANTI-ICING - A possible alternative method of ice pro-

tection for a turbojet engine inlet lip is electrical anti-icing. This type of pro-

tection makes use of electrical heating elements c~emented to or integrated with

the leading edge. A more detailed description is c 'ntained in Section 3. (Typical

heater construction details are shown in Figure 3-22.)

Completely evaporative electrical anti-icing is usually impractical for pv'o-

tection of turbojet engine inlet lips because of the large amount of power required

(about 28 kw per engine for Aircraft D to protect the same area protected by 'lit

gas). Running wet electrical anti-icing is practical for engines having a rela-

tively short distance from the inlet lip to the compressor fr-;ce. Because this

distance is approximately 4 ft. for Aircraft D, this type of peotaction would be

impractical. Running wet electrical anti-icing may be practical, however, for

engines having the engine face less than 2 ft. from the inlet lip. (Requirements

for this type of protection were discussed in Section 4. 1. )

4.2.5. 3 ELECTRICAL DE-ICING - Electrical de-icing of the engine inlet lip

usually is not practical for turbojet engines having axial flow compressors be-

cause of their susceptibility to damage from ice ingestion. However, electrical

de-icing could be designed for many engines having centrifugal comprassors

because this type is less susceptible to Ice ingestion damage.
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This type of engine inlet protection would not be practical, then, for Aircraft

D because its engines have axial flow compressors. For purposes of illustration,

hovwever, the determination of requirements for cyclic electrical de-icing of the

engine inlet Iip is discussed In Paragraph 4. 1. 6.

4.2.5.4 FLUID ICE PROTECTION - Another possible method of protection for

engine inlets is fluid anti-icing, described in detail in Section 3. 4. The amount

of fluid required to protect the area described above for the engine inlet of

Aircraft D is about 170 lb. per engine for a 1-hr. duration of icing using a 50%

glycol-water solution. For such a high water catch condition, a solution with

higher glycol content than the normal 50% could be used. In that case, the fluid

roq.uirements would be considerably smaller (as little as 40 lb. per engine using

100% glycol). Equation 3. 4. 2 in Paragraph 3. 4. 2 is used to determine fluid re-

quirements at a given water catch rate. I
Lower fluid flow rates may be possible using fluid de-icing, which is de-

scribed ir, Ref. 4. 2-2 and previously discussed in Section 3. 4. With this type of

protection, there is no attempt to prevent the formaticn of ice. Continuously

supplying fluid at a soriewhat lower flow rate will cause the ice formed to shed

periodically, and a steady de-icing cycle will usually oc.ur. A flow rate of 2/3

pint/hr. ,Isq. ft. of projected frontal area has been reported to be satisfactory for

de- icing purposes.

4.2. f ICE FROTECTION FOR TURBOJET ENGINE
COMPRESSOR NOSE CONE

Although engine manufacturers provide anti-icing for the engine inlet guide vanes

and compressor front frame, the compressor nose cone usually is 2onsilered as

part of the airframe. Nose cone geometry generally is unique for each installa-

tion of a particular engine. Oncc the ,xternal geometry is defined, the heat and

air flow requirements may be determined by the methcds described in Section 3.

The only difference is that conditions withip the air Inlet duct must be used rather

than free strcam.
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The nose cone usually is designed for "running wet"' protection; that is,

surface temperature of 35* or more ilnder all cond~tions. The entire su-Aace is

heat~J so that residual ice cananot form and be taken into the engine. £he

"Intermittent Maximum" icing conditions of CAR-4b are usually used for design

crIteria.

Typical exampleks of nose cone geometry and heal requirements are shown

in Figuree 4. 2-21 through 4. 2-24. Two variations of nose cone anti-icing sys-

tems may be found in current trbojei. engines.

In one case, compres-sor bleed is ducted ti j.7n faesupr srt

to a ring-shaped manilold. Air is tal'od fr-.irr this i~ap-dld to anti-ice the

variable -position in-lel gutide vanesý_. aind alsoj to anti-ice che compressor nose

co~ne. A typical example is shawn i n Fi-;are 4,2-21 and is called the direct bleeid

type. Air is diverted into the pleaura t' rowzh a jupply tube containing a rep-trict-

ing orifice, and flows int-- Zapa-CEJ gas ,aLS:ýgeS, discharging into the duct air

stream at the aft end. Vwia ilte-depth pwi' paessages are used to ensure aidequate

heat release at the aft end ol t~i,ý nos#- 'eo,.

Typical flow requirements ana actual flow are shown in Figure 4. 2-2.' for

descent, climb, and hold flight conditions. Air flow is marginal (but adequatni

for descent, and is more than adequate for the othe., conditions. The -inlet gas

temperatures are lower than -compressor, bleed temperatu-re because. nf celAlpera-

tare losses in the supply ducting. si-pror t struts, and manifold.

For engines having ftýed inict guide. vaqes, the iLilet ar~ '-lcing nianifc Id

usually supplies air at the outer periphery of the engine. The air ýhen flows

inwar' A.ugh the guidt3 vanes and is dischargedi into the compressor nose cone.

'The entire discharge air flow is used to anti-ice the nofle cone, tae in--reased jir

flow (as conpared to direct bleed) thub compensates for the reduoed .5ir tempe~r-

ature. Two filow arrangements that have been used on miiotary aircraft art

shown in Figure 4. 2-23. Both systems gave satisfactory results; 4owevrr, the

arrailgement shk~wn in part (a) is somewhat siwrnoiij to fabricate.
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Typical heating requirements and available heat are Iahown in Figure 4. 2-24

for two values of duct air tot~al temperaiture. At low rpm, the heat available is

about equal to the rqaLi.,ed heat; but as rpm is increased, a substantial margin

exists,

The design of an adequate nose Pone anti-icing system usually has two

opposing design points. At low rpm and air flow, adequate surface temperature

must be maintained; however,, at high rpm, the preasure drop through the nose

cone must not be excessive as damage to the guide vanes would result. Engine

manufacturers normally specify a maximum allowable back pressure ir. the

guide van~es.

4. 2.7 ICE PROTECTION FOR WINDSHIELDS

Although there are several p'cesible methods of pro-tding ice p.iot'c,'t1or; '-'r

transiwrt windshields, the svstem currently !-n use Is electrical anti-icing. The

Installation of such a system is relativei ;!,nple where adequate electrif' power

is available. Deuble-paned windshields wit hot air cir~.ula,'-ed between the panes

Mv been used, but installation to difficult. Dirt between panes, nolse, weight

and crs.cking are othex possible problems. Fl04 inarti-icirg 1: not in ourrent

commercial o.se, pos~ible becauise off the weigh. p,2rTaltitis aria servicing pziob-

lemB. F'urther, a uniiorm!y heated windshs-l-'d may bi necessary to meet bird-

impact requirem.ents, Pq discussed la't~er. Although only the electrical anti-

clefty system is described here, design procedures for hot-air and fluid systems

are contained in Sections 3 and 4. 1.

The oviiidehield airangement Y a typical multi-engine transvrwrr is nhlCwfl in

Figure'. 2-?.5. Ice protectlioni~s iteeded for the forward facic4, wv'rd-h'b>ds

(main and centor). but not for the sliding and aft w!ndowa which are -,t -rnimU,'_

sagle to the sirstream a~nd would riot collect ice, An altearnate af rangement ^ften

used deletes t11he cenuer windshield and Increases Lhe size of the mAt inWbdit.",IP6s.

In cithcr case, the conduictive anti-icing film or wire grid is appiied to the vmside
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of tbe outer ply of glass, as shown in Figure 4 2-26. The film usually covers

only a roughly recttngular area of the windshield, as non-uniformity of heating

and actual "hot spots" become a serious problem with the high power density

heating needed for anti-icing (3 to 4 watts/sq. in.).

Arnti-fog films, in contrast, are often applied to non-rectangular areas. The

low power densities (1/2 to I watt/sq. in.) used for anti-fog tend to reduce the

problem of "hot spots" and attendant glass breakage prohlems. For this reason,

the arrangement of Figure 4.2-26 has been used on at least one jet transport.

The anti-fog film may be used to prevent fog and to maintaXLi the vinyl at optimum

temperature for resistance to bird strikes. Where the panel in question is nearly

rectangular, a single anti-ice coating ma' meet the requirements for anti-icing,

fog prevention, and maintcnance of optimum vinyl temperature.

In the configuration of Figure 4. 2-26, the anti-fog and anti-ice films are

never used simultaneously.

Methods of calculating heat requirements were shown in Sections 3 and

4. 1. Typical results for a jet transport center wind.'hield are shown tn Figure

4.2-27. For the flight profile studied, a maxir', m input of 1,800 BTU/hr. -ft. 2

was found to be adequate. Inward heat losses have not been considered here as

analysis shows them to be less than 5%. Calculations were brased on buildup of

the air boundary layer from th: nose of the aircraft. For windshields that de-

part abruptly fU.-m the fuselage contour, a neY boundary layer starts at the wind-

shield's base and heat requirements will be higher (,is described in Section 4. 1).

One of the main problems associated with the use of electrically heated wind-

shields is inflight breakage caused by thermal stress in the glass. Peplacement

rates for windsnields often are several times as great In winter as in summer.

There are two effective approaches to this problem. One .-i to design the

heat inpu' to the minimum possible value. Clear vision is essential at low
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altitude, but air temperatures associated with Icing are not likely to be below

( 'F (see Section 1). At higher altitudes where lower temperatures are found,

ihtght through icing would be made on instruments and partial obstruction of

vision might be acceptable. The non-uniformity of the conductive coating would

tend to prevent complete obscuring of the windshield even under marginal con-

ditions. Some transports equipped w itn high (2,300 BTU/hr. -ft. 2) and low

(1, 500 BTU!hr. -ft2) control settings have found no need for the higher setting.

A second approach (which can be used in conjunction with the first) is to

employ a power modulating control. Recent advances in static switching devices

have made this an attractive method of control. The alternate approach, (use of

a transformer, relay, and power contactor) may result in large transient cur-

rents and temperature differentials that adversely affect windshield service life.

4.2.8 ICE PROTECTION FOR RADOMES

Moat transport aircraft now use radar to avoid severe weather conditions. The

rt&ar commonly is housed in a nose radome made of reinforced fiberglass.

Since ice formLtion on t. radome affects radar transmission, pneumatic boot

de-lcing atx hot -g- anti-Icing systems were developed. Although experience

tia shown that lose ,a radar rmnge from ice on the radome is not critical (studies

show maxuram values of about 1O0) this section contains brief data on typical

A pneumatiC boat and hot-gas systems. Fluid systems couid also be used as shown

in Section 3. Electrical syatems .. 1 not applicable because of interference from

.he heating element.

A ochematic of a bleed-aL- ivflated pneumatic boot system is show.- lin

.-. 8. The system irflati- al tubes st the Same tinie whereas omrrue

1wa de-icing boota i flata only ),f the tutbes at a time. This simplifies the

plumbirn aid valve arrangervent withcit dt-cretasirg de-icing effectiveness.

Suction is -rovided by a bleed-air ejectcr. An electroni, timer is used to
A all•./ fafflatlon of tht- boot for atl•paut 6 s8ec. ,oncz:t every. 3 rain. In a piston-ermine
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aircraft, the system would be similar except that an engine-driven pump would

provide pressure and suction.

Details of the de-icing boot are shown in Figure 4.2-29. The boot is about

0. 1 in. thick, except in the supply manifold area where it is 0. 2 in. thick.

Greater thickness will give longer service life, but will cause further increases

in transmission losses. The inflatable area extends aft 22 in., some 10 in. be-

yoni the impingement limit for 20-micron droplets.

If a pneumatic boot is not used, It is advisable to use a rain erosion coating

over the radome, plus a thin protective rubber-fabric erosion shoe in the nose

cap region where rain erosion effects ax - most severe.

Another method that has been used on several specific kinds of aircraft is

an air-heated radome. Gas passages are formed by a patented process of the

"lost wax' typo. as shown in Figure 4. 2-30. Air is fed from a Lalf-circle supply

manifold at the rear of tVe radome, through the passages, and into a similar

collector manifold, and ;3 dumpea .,-erboard. Am ejcctor system is used to mix

compressor bleed air with ambient 'or radume discharge air).

Analytical studies of such a system for Af. raft D showed that, with 1/2-ir.

deep gas passages, an air flow rate of 0. 75 lb. /sec, was required. Of this,

0.31 i,. /sec. was t'.aed air. and 0.44 lb. /sec. was obtained from the radome

discharge. Mixed air temperatures varied from 1750 F to 315 F. T-he system

is designed for "running wet" protection in "continuous maximum" icing condi-

tions of CAR-4b.

The m-aJor disadvanuages of the air-heated radome are:

1. Complex geometry, inay be costly to build.

2. Gas passage sizes may be comproi-nised by radair uransriaeston require-

ments.
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3. Adequate heat transfer at stagnation required a thin skin, whereas rain

tsrosion consid,'ations demand a thick skin, plus erosion ccatlng.

4. Radome strength n'ay be adversely affectec uy heating.

{ At present, radome ice protection is not provided on commercial aircraft,

bt*cause the transmission losses are small and do not represent al unacceptable

effect on range. Changes in technology, work or. reduced landing minimums,

etc., could result in a need foi ice protection, in which case the foregoing infor-

mation will be of use.

4.2.9 ICE PROTECTION FOR MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS

Any large aircraft has small components that accumuiate ice if not protected.

Typical examples are pitot tubes, angle of attack indicators, antennas, auxiliary

air intakes, stabilizer mass balances, etc. The need for ice protection of these

components can be determined by answering the following questions:

1. Will ice accumulate on the object in question and :n what amount?

2. Will this accumulation adversely affect the component's function?

3. If the components function is affected, will it have an effect on safe

flight of the aircraft?

4. What is the effect Gf ice shedding on other components, suJ- as engine

inlets? Will ice shedding affect engine ')peration?

The methods of providing protection have beeni discussed in Section 3. The cur-

rent practice for small, critical compot.mnts is application of electrical heat

applied to the critical area. In the case of engine inlet ti.fal pressure probes,

ergine bleed air also has been used successfully for anti-icing.

General praetice has been to provide no protectiun for flush Inlets .Ind vents

and for the small antennas located on the fuselage. Although detailed sLudies
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must be made for each new application, it is usually found that the flush inlets

will not close completely in icing, therefore, protection Is not provided. Statlc

ports located on the fuselage (if suitably far from the nose of the aircraft)

usually have not been protected. Inlets for air conditioning systems may or may

not be protected depending on whether ice formed on the inlet would shed into the

heat exchangers or turbocompressors and cause damage. In any case, where ice

protection is provided in small components, effect of a single failure should be

considered. In the case of pitot tubes, for example, if the pilot's pitot tube fails,

the copilot's may be used.

4.2.10 ICE PROTECTION FOR PROPELLERS AND SPINNERS
OF TURBOJET AIRCRAFT

Propeller and spinner ice protection is necessary on turboprop aircraft for three

reasons: (1) leading-edge ice formations may cause a propeller efficiency loss,

(2) unsymmetrical shedding of ice may result in propeller unbalance, and (3)

large pieces of ice shed from the propeller or spinner may be ingested by the

engine.

Ice protection for propeliers and spinners of turboprop aircraft is commonly

provided by the electro-thermal method. A typical system of this type is illus-

trated in Figure 4. 2-31 and is described in detail in Ref. 4.2-4. In this particu-

lar system, continuous (running wet) heating is pru. ided for the forward portion

of the spinner; cyclic heating is provided for the aft poi tion of che spinner, the

spinner islands, and the propeller biade leading edges (to 30-per cent radius).

These are the areas from which ice would have the greatest tendency to enter

the engine. Propeller protection ý,as extended only to the 30-per cent rads

because ice formation was found to be negligible beylnd that point (because oi

aerodynamic heating and centrifugal fol-ce effects).

For the svstem illustrated, the distribution of ,cr to the forw, rd (anti-ice)

portion -f the spinner is shown in Figure 4.2-31, Power to !his area is varied

irn steps from 3. 5 to 8 watts/sq. in. The watt densities supplied to th2 cycled
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areas are 11 watts/sq. in. for the aft portion of the spinner and 13 watts/sq. in. 3
for the spinner Islands and propeller blade "cuffs. " Heat-on time for these

cycled areaa is 20 sec. and the total cycle time is 160 sec. (Heat-off time is S
140 sec. )

For other configurations, the same principles may be applied to obtain

satisfactory protection. Other methods have been used in the past, such as fluid

de-icing and hot-gas anti-icing, but have fallen into disuse because of installa-

tion difficulties, as compared to the electrical system.

4.2.11 EFFECT OF ICE ON UNPROTECTED AIRFRAME COMPONENTS

The effect of ice on unprotected airframe components can be estimated analyti- !

cally as illustrated in Paragraph 4. 1. 3 for a typical light aircraft. An estimate

of th, drag increase duc to icing (and, therefore, the effect on aircraft perform- I
ance) can be obtained for the entire airplane or for any part ;ular component for

which it Is desirable to consider elimination of protection. ,

However, before protection can be proved unRfcessary. flight tests must be I
made to show that ice on the unprotected componenm ,'ill not adversely affect

aircraft handling ao :lutter-free characttristics. This can b,--2 done in natural g
icing, behlbc' a~i aterial La,'rcr, or in dry air using simulated ice shap-l s made c

wood or soma othe, mit,_rii. (See Section 6 for further discussionr of testtng.

Perhaps the , •, p a2t method of testing to determine the effect of ice. on th)e

unprotected component is the method Gf clear air tests -sing sihnulatd ice. g
Estimates of the shapes of simulated ice can be made k,,v:,xing the imp.lge-

ment limits and ice cross-sectional area found by the rnethods illsrted in I
Paragraphs 4.1. 3 and 4. 1. 4. For example, cvnsid(.ring t:!iur0atto.n of emper-
nage protection for Aircraft D (Figur,. 4. 2-1). imnpingement l-r.it- and lc? cross-

sectional areas were found and eatimates ;vere then made of the il-ýe shapce.

Typical examples of these shapeiE ,wr, it Figu_-e 4. 2-3- for Lhe mid-span I
location on both the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fi. Thcw Thaws reprcnent
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the most severe icing expected for a l-old condition of 45 min. duration (15 rain.

departure hold and 30 mir. de,-tinaticn hold), the critcrion for elimination of

protection. The "mushroom" ice for.mation shown is typical of glaze ice and is

a well-known phenomenon. It is deuJirable to simulate this kind of formation

because it :would obviously have more effect on aerodynamic characteristics ot

the airplane than would the rime i-e or glaze-rime ice.

To determine the feasibility of eliminating ice protection for the empennage

of Aircraft D, it would be necessary to conduct flight tests with wooden mockups

of these estimated ice shapes A.ttached to the leading edges of the horizontal

stabilizer and vertical fin. From such flight tests, it can be determined whether

aircraft performance and hardling characteristics would be adversely affected by

icing. In tests on a current aircraft with simulated ice shapes on the tail, the

only significant effect was a one per cent loss of climb gradient. Because the

climb gradient was far enough above the minimum requirements, the system has

been re-rioved. Some other aircraft have reported significant effects of empen-

nage Icing on handling characteristics, panicularly with flaps down. For each

new aircraft, tests would be needed to ascertain the need for empenrage pro-

tectic",

Deletion of airframe ice protection equipment raises the question of what

effects, if any, wi ll result from ice falling from leading edges as the aircraft

descends to warmer air.

There have, in fact, been a number of reports of large masses of ice having

fallen from the sky in recent years. An article in the June 1960 issue of Weather-

wise (Ref. 4.2-5) lists a number of reported ice-falls occurring from February

1953 to November 1959. The origin of some of these ice-falls was undetermined,

but there was evidence that a large number of them actually fell from airplanes.

Because ice-falls of anywhere from 10 to 100 lb. were reported, it was con-

cluded in Ref. 4.2-5 that it is not likely that they originated from aircraft de-

icing systems. By ti'e .sz ne token it Is n-..t likely that chunks of ice shedding
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from unprotected airframe components could account for ice-falls as large as U
those reported.

Ref. 4. 2-5 reports evidence that many of these ice-falls can be attributed

to the external disposal of waste water by certain commercial transports (based

on chemicai analysis of ice samples both in this country and in England). There

are certain aircraft which externally dispose of waste water from the cabir, and

galley washbowls in flight. It has been theorized that the washbowl exhaust water

freezes and builds up behind the exit port (while flying in below-freezing tern-

oeratures) and then later breaks looeL. possibly after descent to warmer air.

rhis theory seems to be supported by the high alkalinity and high solids content

discovered by chemical analysis of some ice-fall samples. The British found

some ice samples to be stronkiy perfumed, and they also detected the presence

of milk, sugar, and tea leaves.

Another interesting ob:ervation made in Ref. 4. 2-5 was that the geographical

locations of the reported K e-fall1& we,' not altogether random. About two-thirds

of the ice-falls reported occurred in a band about 200 miles long from south-

eastern Pennsylvania to Long Island. It could be that this area is the let-down

area for traztscontinental flights terminating in New York City, and long-distance

flights of transports carrying a large number of passcngers would most likely

yield the largest waste- water accumulations.

Aircraft of current design either collect all waste water, or discharge it

through sirut drains well away from the fuselage. Thus, the problem of ice-

falls should be alleviated as the older aircraft are retired or retro-fitted.
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0 Engine Bleed Valve (Pressure Regulating/Shutoff)
x De-Icing Valve (Pressure Regulating/Shutoff)

Wing De-icing Duct

× x (Typical 6 Places:,

xx

\-•Main BleedManifold

Le",,-hand Wing Right-hand Winc

Suppw Duct to Empenoage

Left-hand Horizontal ,--.--Right-hand dorizontai
Stabilizer \p7' Stabi!izer

//
/

t-Vertical Fin

Figure 4. 2-6. TIpica l ot-G -1c8 S)Stem for Fiw- nsp-rt
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rI

,0.050" Outer Skin
[__O 1 0.025" Inner Skin

12' -100/. of Chord
Section A-A 

-Front Spar

.- Main Bleed Line

Rear Baffle
S(Optional)

De-icing Duct. Delete if Gas Overboard Dump
"T.,,'iP. is less than 4500 F

(a) Design for Swept-wing (over 300 sweep)

Parting Strip Duct
Air Flow Reverses Front Soar
at end of Duct- Rear Baffle

(Optional)
/• •-Forward Bpffle

Parting -Air In -- Main Bleed Line

Fin •"Air Out

Add De-icing Duct for gas Overboard Dump
Temp. over 450OF

(b) Design for Non-swept Wing (less than 30D sweep)

Figure 4. 2-7. Typical Wing Leading Edge Cross Section
fnr Tw" Types of [tot-Gas De-Icing Systems
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17 TFTT' 7 77VT -7WIT F I I
-- No palrtingj strips, no preheat. Q =30,000 BTU/hr.-ft.

span, Flow =1. 75 lb. /sec. for 4 00 *F gas, 1. 39 lb.!
sec. for 500*F

- Parting strips and duct preheating. Q =25, 000 BTU/hr.
-- ft. span,Flow 1. 45 lb/sec. for 900*F; 1. 16 lb/sec.

30 2.for 500*F
7 77 7 77 7

25-

.1 ... -.. .-

20

I.:... ... ... ...

10 ... ... .. 7

Note: Air flow values are based on use of nine

20-ft. span sections (see figures) corn-
parable values for anti-icing are 4 to 6 --

times the above. Data are based on NACA -

RME53C27 (reference 4.2-1)7 _7*

01 i I::~:::.
_ -10 0 10 20 30

Datum Temperature (tok), *F
Figure,'. 2-8. De-Ictng Time Vs, Datum Temperature (t o) for Two

Typical Hot-Gas De--cing ISxrtems o
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Figure 4. 2-9 Wing Pneumatic Boot Dc-Icing System
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A,,.% B Pressure Line

Vacuum Line

Vertical Stabili,,er

Pressure Line

Vacuum Line

Horizontal Stabilizer

Figure 4. 2-10. Empennage Prieumatic Boot System
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Approach Conditlon
V° = 150 Knots

30 Min, Duration
Maximum Continuous Ic!ng

S~/
Conditions

Air Direction

ice

7

Extended Leading
Edge Flap

vtgure 4. 2-17. Ice Accretion on Unprte-ted Extended Leading Edge Flap
for Maximum Continuous 7cing Condittics
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1/2-4n. Die,, Slugs on !nner Skin
After 0.040 Etching Operation-- _

1/4-In. DieHoies o•,o A Exhaust Plenum

On 1/2-in. Centers- ' erbodrd or to

Engine aiiet

"D Duct )) /

Section A - A Sector A - A
Typical Double Skin Typical Single Skin

Arrangement Arrangement

A 4 ) Location of Six Anti-icing

Discharge Ports

4) 1

n/I

Anti-Icitig Air Inlet-

Looking Aft

Figure 1. 2-18, Typical Engine Inlet Lip Anti-Icing System
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28 ~ - 71 LRequired nlow
-- Actual Flow -

244

00

t-.- t7

16 EaoaieRqirmnsaefrMxmu ~tn"u cn

0 _____ WetReqiremntsireforMaxium ntemitentIcin -

0- 7T01 2x0

A4itd -\MFt.

Figure 4. 2-20. Typical Eng;inc Inlet' Lip Anti- Icing Air FloA Ihruiemnt
Vs. Vitituit'
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I:; equired Flow:-
SActual Flow

.Maximum Intermittent Icing Condition (CAR 4b)
*.:Most Probable Icing Temperature (from Section 1)

4 Aniti-icing Gas Temperature Varies from 130 to 4100OF
........... 1...... ........ .... ..

S 3... . ....._ .

.1 .... .... H.. .. * ... .... .. ....
3a. - ... -. - .Z jCI Im

2

1Descent....

0 5 10 15 20 25x103

Altitude Ft.

Figure 4. 2-22. Typical Air Flows for compressor Nose Cone Anti-Icing
System, Direct-Bleed Type
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(a) Discharge at Rear Co/ ,i ;sor Face

\4 

-

(b) DWscharge at Nose 

.•-I .jFigure 4 I. 2-2 '3. 
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7- r F77F- T----T- i

Note In~let Guide Vare Discharge Air Used for _

Anti-icing. Heat Release is Ap.),oximately
1/'3 of Heating Rate. Airflow Vtiries from
20 to 60 Lb./Min. Air Temperature Varies
from 6 0 to 2 400 F

200 x10 ... .... ... Duct Total

160 Air Temperature

160 -- Required -+3 F71 1

120 J.

80 ff f-77

... ~ .~.. ... J .,.

40 .......... +230 F

tui -- .. ...

6,800rpm:: 7 _ y __ _ _

o* L_ 7,900rp. W0~ rpm:.

100 150 200 250 300 350

Inlet Duct Velocity - Knots

Figure 4. 2-24. Typical Hleating Rate Required and Ava-iiable for
Compressor Nose Cone
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-Aft Window

Anti-fog only
e/ Sliding Window

Anti-fog Only
I' Main Windshield

Anti-ice and anti-fog protection

Aft Window
AnifgOnly

Sliding Window
( Anti-fog Q)n'y

Main Winlisrlleirj 1Anti-i,;e and
Center Windshiledi' Anti-fc'g protection

Figure 4.2-25. Typ4cal Windshield Areas to be Protected for Two
Windshield Arrangements on Multi-Engine Transport
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Bus Bar-, t

Limits of Anti-ice
Coating Heated Area

/ ./B u s B a r

//

Note: Entire area of panel
protected by anti-Fog
coating. Center wind-
shield similar, except
entire area had anti-iceand anti-fog protection°

Sensing Element - Anti-ice Coatinga

Anti-ice Electric
Conductive FilmG

Anti-fog Electric n _
,onductive Film

Sensing Element Vinyl
for Anti-fog Coating Glass
"Bird-proofing1

Inside SuffaceSection of Windshield(a) Five Ply, Non-Rectangular
Figure 4. 2-26. Typicil Main Windshield Slowing Construction andLocation of Conductive Films and &Sesing Elements
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Full Anti-ice Coverage BusBa
/• /.• Bus Bar

SensIný Eiement Anti-ice surface
Armi-ke '4-ating Medium

Vinyl

Glass

Inside Surface

(b) Three Ply, Nearly Rectangular

Figure 4.2-26. Typical Mai, Windshield Showing Construction and
Location of Conductive Films and Sensing Elements
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Full Anti-ice and Anti-fog Coverage Bus Bar

Sensing Element Anti-ice Surface
Anti-Ice Heating Medium

[ j/ ~Glass _•

I -- Vinyl

Sensing Element
Glass Anti-Fog Heating

tMedium

Vinyl

Glass

Inside Surface Ani-Foy Surface

(c) Five Ply, Nearly Rectangular

Figure 4. 2. 26. Typical Main Windshield Showing Construction and
Location of Conductiwv Films and Sensing Elements
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- ~ Overboar'd Dump

-*Outlet Manifold

= - Inlet Manifold

Ambient or Discharge Air

1 ,2-in.TypicalAi
Side View

Secto -

Front View

Figure 4. 2-30. TYpical Hot-Air A-nti-Icing Sy-stemi for Nose Radome
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45-Min. Hold At 5,000-Ft. Altiti•de

5.4 Sq. In.
Cross-Sectional
Area 4 2. 7 1n.

Vertical Fin
(At Mid Span)

4.8 Sq. In.

Cross-Sectional
Area

• -•1.3 In.

Horizontal Stabilizer
(At Mid Span)

Figure 4. 2-32. Typical Ice Shapes for Unprotected Tail of Aircraft D
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NOMENC LATURE

A Airfoil area, sq. ft.

C Airfoil chord length.. ft.

CL roefficient of lift, dimensionless

Dd Droplet diameter, microns

F Collection efficiency, dimensionless
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G Per cent depressant in depressant-impinging water mixture

h Airfoil projected height, ft.

2
h Average heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr.-ft. -_F

a

K Inertia parameter, dimensionless

%w Surface wetness fraction, dimensionless

K Modified inertia parameter, dimensionless
O

L Lift, lb.

LWC Liquid water content, gm/m3

M Rate of evaporation of water, lb./hr.-ft.2
cv

MW Rate of water impingement, lb./hr.-ft. 2

n Number of rotor blades
9

q Heat transfer rate, LFU/hr.-ft.

r Rotor station radius, ft.

Re, d Droplet Reynolds nurrLer, dimensionless

S Impingement limit on upper surface, ratio to chord length

SL Impingement limit on lower surface, ratio to chord length

t Undisturbed free stream temperature, OF
0

t Surface temperature, OF
S

U Velocity, mph

V Velocity, fps
0

W Helicopter gross weight, lb.



W Local water collection rate, lb./!hr.-ft. span

W Weight flow of freezing point depressant fluid, lb. /hr. -ft. 2
i WF

WM Water catch rate, lb./hr.-ft. span

a Angle of attack, deg.

Local collection efficiency, dimensionless

A/A Droplet range ratio, dimensionless

Air viscosity, slugs/ft.-sec.

p Air density, slugs/ft. 3

Z Summation

T 1 through
T 5 Temperature terms (NACA TN 2799), OF

w Rotational velocity, radians/sec.
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4.3.1 SUMMARY

Ice accretion in relatively small quantities may create severe hazards to a heli-

copter. These hazards may be from excessive vibration caused by unsymmetrical

self-shedding of ice from the main and tail rotors, from ice impact damage when

self-shedding occurs or from the increase in airfoil drag when self-shedding does

not occur. Methods of calculating rotor airfoil ice accretion rates are presented

in this subsection, along with some referenced experimental data.

Two ice protection systems that have been developed and tested for heli-

copter rotors are described. The systems requirements and the results of tLe

test programs are presented. Other rotor ice protection systems that have been

investigated are described and the limitations of the systems discussed.

Additional areas of ice protection, such as windshield, engine inlets, essen-

tial instruments and rotor head mechanisms, are described and data presented.

4.3.2 INTRODUCTION

Helicopters with all-weather capabilities have been a development of recent

years. The delay in all-weather development probably resulted from a lack of

all-weather requirements for the helicopter. Improvements in weight-to-power

ratios and increasea use of the helicopter in the fieids of search and rescue,

passenger service, military operations, mail delivery, utility inspection and

repair, and traffic control have created the all-weather requirements.

At first it was thought that vibration and centrifugal forces would prevent

appreciable ice accretion on helicopter rotors. This was not the case--ice does

accrete and the increased drag causes an increase in the power requirements of

the helicopter. On small helicopters, the increase in airfoil drag may be suf-

ficient to force the aircraft to land, while on larger helicopters the power

increments may or may not be acceptable. When self-shedding does occur, it is

usually asyrnmetrical, and this causes an unbalance that may result in severe

vibration.
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4.3.3 AREAS OF PROTECTION

The helicopter shown in Figuire 4.3-1 is considered typical and will be used

throughout this subection to illustrate areas that may require protection.

The rotor on a helicopter is esserktialy a small-scale airfoil. Ice accretion

on an airfoil will result in adverse aerodynamic effects caused by the distortion

to the airfoil geometry. The magnitude of these effects will be greate.- on a

small-scale airfoil because of a given thickness of ice represents a prop.'rtionally

greater distortion to the geometry; further, the small-scale airfoil has a g;reater

catch efficiency. Because of these considerations, the rotor blades op a heli-

copter will be far more critical than the wings of an airplare with respect to

loss of efficiency due. to the presence of ice.

Ice collection on the main rotor airfoils follows the usual airfoil collection

patterns. From observation, it has been found that ice collection on the airfoil

is confined to approximately 9 per cent of chord on the upper surface and ap-

proximately 22 per cent of chord on the lower surface (Ref. 4.3-1). This is

illustrated in Figure 4.3-2; typical ice collection shapes are shown in Figure

4.3-3. In a spanwise direction, the ice protection system should begin at the

inboard station where ice accululation is significant and extend to the point at

which self-shedding will occur. Typical systems may extend from the root to

75 per cent span, or from 25 per cent span to tip; depending or. rotor design,

rotor rpm, and design icing conditions. Spanwise variation of ice accretion for

a typical rotor is illustrated in Figure 4.3-3.

The tail rotor is similar to a light airc" ft propeller in ,size and rotational

speed. Its prime function is to counteract torque creakt.d by the mair1 ruto:-;

therefore, drag or loss of efficiency is not critical. The tail rotor may require

ice protection to prevent large ice accumulation- from self shedding and creating

hazards to other components through severe vibration and flying ice particles.
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Another area that norm,.lly will require ice protection is the windshield.

VWndshleld ice accretion rates wiil vary with the mode of flight, windshield

location, windshield shapc- and many other factors that makce generalizations

impossible. A windshield ice protection system should be designed for the

most critical conditicn for the particular installation. An example of wind-

shiteld icing during hover in freezing rain (with no protection system) is shown

ini Figtre 4.3-4.

Other areas of a helicopter that may require ice protection are the rotor

hl-ad mechanism, air inlets and essential instruments.

The rotor head mechanism is not likely to freeze up during flight or mal-

function if the mechanism is actuated frequently. But, if icing is a hazard to

the mechanism, the.i a simple windscreen or some de-icing system may be

necessary. An example of rotor head icing is presented in Figure 4.3-5.

Propulsion system ice protection may consist of inlet screen anti-icing

and turbine engine inlet anti-icing. On one flight test program Involving a

light, turbine-powered helicopter, the Inlet screen iced In a waffle pattern and

caused approximately 15 per cent air blockage. The total open area of the inlet

screen was twice the engine inlet area; consequently the Ice blockage did not

affect the engine performance. This area ratio may not always be the case, and

icing on an inlet screen may cause sufficient blockage to affect engine perfor-

ni.ince. Other inlet screens for compartment cooling, carburetor inlets, etc.,

may require ice protection.

Essential instruments which require air flow past a sensor will be affected

by ice accretion and should be ice-protected. Static pressure ports should be

located in an area free of ice accretion.

The degree of ice protection given any component will depend ufpon the

available power and the critical nature of potential ice accreti.)n.
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4.3.4 ICE ACCRETION

I The main rotor of a helicopter may be compared to the wing of a fixed-wing

aircraft; it differs chiefly in that the air velocity across the rotor blade varies

with Liie distance from the hub. In hover, the velocity -varies from zero at the

hub to a maximum at the tip. In forward flight, the tangential velocity near the

hub on the retreating blade may be less than the forward flight velocity, result-

ing in a negative relative velocity on that portion of the blade. On the ad-!ancing

blade, the relative velocity will be a summation of tangential velocity and for-

ward flight velocity,. Under these conditions, ice accretion - which is a func-

tion of velocity - will vary from the hub to the rotor tip (Ref. 4.3-1).

Ice accretion calculations are presented for the hover condition since it is

the more critical. During hover, the rotor blade is nearly at its highest angle

of attack and hover power requirements are exceeded only by vertical ascent

requirements. To calculate the impingement limits and water catch, the follow-

ing conditions are assumed. (These calculation techniques should be typical

for helicopters of any size.)

Airfoil: NACA 0015 (assumed constant from root to tip).

Chord (C): 12 in. (assitmed constant from root to tip).

Rotor radius (r): 18.6 ft.

RPM at hover: 333 rpm.

Area of one rotor
blade (A): 18.6 sq. ft.

Number of blades

(n): 2

Helicopter gross
weight (W): 2. 300 lb.

Altitude. Sea level.

Ambient
Temperature: 17" F (most probable icing temperature at sea level is

26' F. At 26° F much of the outer portion of span would
be ice-free. See Figure 4.3-3.)
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D)roplet diameter
20 and .40 microns

LWC: 0.46 gm/m/3 (Figure 1-26; 20-micron droplet).

Air density (p): 0. 00259 slug ./cu. ft.
-6

Air viscosity (p): 0.350 x 10 slug/ft.-sec.

The 20-micron droplet diam:ter is assumed for water catch calculations;

the '10-micron droplet diameter is assumed for impingement limit calculation.

The first calculations are for determining the lift of the rotor so that rotor

angle of attack and airfoil projected frontal height may be determined:

L = W= 1/2 vV2 CLA n

The tangential velocity is a function of the rotor span station. To deter-

mine the lift, it will be necessary to integrate the expression with respect to

span station (radius) from the rotor hub to the blade tip.

DL= 1/21pV" C L)An

Converting velocity and area into terms of radius and rotational velocity

DL = 1/21) (wr)2 C L (3r) Cn

Rearranging terms:

)L= In1/ 2 p v2CL C] r 2)r

1>JL = ': 1n 1/2 w2 CL Cj r2r

L= In i/2j;w2 cC r2 d r

0

L In1/2 ' CLC] r /3

Substituting in numbers and solving for CL

c= ___ ( 2300)_
CL (0.00259)(0.1047 x 333-- (1) (18.6)3
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C = 0.340L

Therefort, the angle of attack, a, is 5 deg. (from NACA Report No. 669 Ref.

4.3-2).

In practice, a helicopter rotor will probably not have a cnnstant airfoil shape

from the hub to the t4p. In addition, there is twist to the blade that causes a change

in angle of attack from the hub to Lip. For purposes of illustration, however, the

remainder of the calculations in this subsection will assume constant airfoil shape

and angle of attack. These variables will ordittarily be considered in the calculations.

Droplet Reynolds number IF determined by

4.81 (D d) W) 00 (10-6

Red

4.81 (40 microns)(0.00259 slug/cu. ft.)(U mph)(10-6)

0.350 x 10-6 slug/ft.-sec.

= 1.42 U

Calculations of Reynolds numbers (etc.) on the rotor airfoil will be fronm a

station 25 per cent of span to the rotor tip. Rotor tangential velocity vs span

station is shown in Figure 4.3-6a. A plot of Reynolds number versus span station

is presented In Figure 4.3-6b for the 20 and 40-micron droplets.

From the Reynolds number, the droplet range ratio, /A , may be obtained
s

from Section 2, Figure 2-6.

Inertia Parameter

1.705 x 10-12 (Dd)2(U)

K (C)

K 1.705 x 10-12 (40 micror.s) 2(U)

(0.350 x 10 )(1.0)

K 0 (•.0078U
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A plot of the inertia parameter versus velocity is presented in Figure 4. 3-6c

for the 20 and 40-micron droplets.

The modified inertia parm:meter is expressed as

K = K(A/iS)0 S"

This parameter is plotted in Figure 4.3-6d.

Using a 15 per cent Joukowski airfoil, the limits of impingement for the

upper and lower suriace can be found from Figure 11 of NACA TN 3839 (Ref.

4.3-3) or from Section 2 of this report. The results are plotted in Figure 4.2-7.

The ratio of projected airfoil height to chord obtained from NACA TN 3839

(or Fig. 2-3) for a 15 per cent Joukowski airfoil at a 5.00 angle of attack is

h/C = 0. 162

The collection efficiency can be estimated from Section 2 of this report.

As collection efficiency, E ., is a function of the modified inertia parameter,

K , it will vary with span station. The results for this example are presented0

in Figure ,1. 3-8a.

Water catch is a function of velocity and collection efficiency, and is

expressed as

WM = 0.329 (U)(LWC)(h/C) (C) (EM)

For this talculation, an LWC of 0.46 gm/m3 will be used. This is deter-

mined from Section 1, Figure 1-26 for a 20-micron droplet diameter and 170 F

temperature.

WM = 0.0245 (U)(E M) lb./hr.-ft. span.

A curve of water catch versus span station is presented as Figilre 4.3-8b.

The determination of local water collection rate, WP, along the line of

/3 max is illustrated by the following calculation using the previously given

conditions.
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ULsing a.'e modified inertia parameters from Figure 4. 3-6d, the iocal col-

lection efficiency, j, is obtaahie from an extrapolation of Figure 9 of NACA

TN 3839. The local water collection rate for j3a,'therefore, is
max

Wgmax a O. 329 #Max(U)(LWC)

Wtmax O. 32D3 (U) (0.46 gm/m )
.max max

k The results of this calculation versus span station are from 11 lb. /hr. -sq. ft.

at span station 4.65 to 50 3 lb./hr. -sq. ft. at the tip.

Values of local collection rate can also be found for different chordwise

locations on the airfoil and plotted versus distance from zero chord at each

span station for the variou droplet sizes. These curves will assist the

designer in determining the chordwise extent to which ice protection is desired

at each span station. As ice accretion is detrimental to helicopter performance,

ihe ice protection will probably extend to approximately the 40-micron droplet

impingement limits. These limits extend from 7 to 9. 5 per cent of chord on

the upper surface and from 29 to 35 per cent of chord on the lower surface, as

illustrated in Figure 4.3-7.

The above calculations determine the rate and limits of water impingement

on the rotor blade and as suck are of value a, deteimining the anti-iLing re-

quirements. However, because of kinetic heating effects, not all of this water

catch is necessarily turned into ice. This heating, being a function of velocity,

increases with span station and may, depending on ambient temperature, liquid

water content, etc., result in some of the water catch flowing a&ay from its

immediate area of impingement and freezing to either side. of the line of M ýLK

or may even result in some or all c.f the water catch being blown off the rotor

blade before freezing (see ic _.rmation at -2. 5"C in Figure 4.3-3). Thus at

temperatures higher than about -8"C no, :e forms a• the blade tip, and the

spanwise extent cf Ice progressively decrease* as the temperature increases
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above this limiting value. Consequently, it is found that the rate of ice

accretion (and hence ice thickness) at the line of max and the ice shape

varies with span station in the manner shown in Figure 4.3-9, the curves of

which were calculated for an equivalent cylinder having the same Pmax as an

NACA 0012 airfoil section of 16.4 in. chord. In practice, it has been found

that the chordwise extent of icing on both the top and bottom of the blade

actually diminmshes rather than increases toward the blade tip, as shown in

Figure 4.3-7; thus it is regarded that the anti-icing requirements based on

the calculated extents, as in Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 are conservative.

4.3.5 THERMAL ANTI-ICING PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS

'ro calculate the heat required for anti-icing the rotor airfoil, it will be

assumed that ice protection will cxto.nd from 9 per cent chord on the upper

surface to 35 per cent chord on the lower. The results will give a conservative

figure in that the rotor does not have a constant angle of attack for full span and

other factors will affect the ice accretion. Based on these figt~res, the wrap-

around on the upper surface will be 1.08 in. and 4.20 in. on the lower surface -•

a total wrap-around of 5.28 in. This gives a protected area of 0.44 sq. ft. per

foot of span.

Using the method described in Paragraph 3.5.2, the heat transfer coeffi-

cients for the airfoil may be calculated for sevcral spanwise stations. An

average value may then be selected for each span station, and a plot of the

average heat transfer coefficient, ha, versus span station can be made. Next,

the water impingement rate, MWI is calculated by dividing the water catch,

WM (Figure 4.3-8b) by the heated area per foot of span (0.44 sq. ft. per ft.

of span).
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These values for rmrlous qpisn sktons are ua-d wo enter Figures 'ý-1ea and

3-18b to determine the anti-lcing heat requiremi•nts.

An e,-xamp~e for spnn station 12 would be.

San Sta. W M M h a M/ha

12 3.33 7.57 80 0.095 8.5

3 = 1066 (MW/ha) + T4 M- = Mev for an evaporative system)
T3

-,r 3- 109. 8* F

therefore t - 84.t F, from FIgure 3-18b

t t = 67.30F
8 0

r = 73.0*F, from Figure 3-18a

T2 - 14,00F, from Figure 3-18a and velocity for span sta. 12

T5 = 0*F (assuming local ettic, pressure is equal bo freestream
vressure) Figure 3-18b

T4 = 8.50F

The heat transfer rate isq [(, T , -'r K (T T .+ 5a 1  W T3 T4) 5

(Kw is assumed to equal 1.0 in the impingement area.)

q = (80 BTtJ/hr.-sq. ft.OF)(73.0 - 14.0 + 109.8 - 8.5)

q = 12,824 BTU/hr.-sq. ft.

or 5,645 BTU/hr. per foot of span.

The results for the full span are presented in Figure 4.3-8c.
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From Figure 4.3-8c it can be seen that several difficulties may y:ncrountered

in designing a hot gas anti-icing system for helicopter rotors. One Jifficl.ty lies

in suv.plying the heat rlquirement of the rotor tip. Meeting the tip neat ar 4u're-

ments nmay cause the gas temperatures at the rotor h'ub to be excesslve,, Corrodion

may also be a serious problem if the use of exhaust gases is conmemplated.

The heat requirements of Figure 4. 3-8c also apply to an c.ectr,,--thermal

system. Ideally, an electro-thermal heating mat would have the power densities

vary with the requirements. From a manufacturing standpoint, this may be

impractical, An alternative is to divide the blade into sections of nearly equal

total power requirements. Each section then would have a power density equal

to the maximum power density required for any part of that section. For

example, if each blade were divided into three sections each requiring the sane

total power, then the divisions might be:

a. From span station 4.65 to 10. 7 with the power density requirements

of station 10. 7 uniform throughout. Total power requirements for this section

then would be 31,000 BTU/hr.

b. From span station 10. 7 to 15. 1 with the power densities or station 15. 1

uniform throughout for a 31,(000-BTU/hr. total.

c. From span station 15. 1 to 18. 6 with the power density of station 18. 1

uniform throughout for a total of 31, 0}00 BTU/hr.

The power density for each section would thcn be.

a. Station 4.65 to 10.7 -- 23.7 watts/sq. in.

b. Station 10. 7 to 15. 1 - 32. 6 wadts/sq. in.

c. Station 15.1 to 18.6 - 41.0 watts/sq. in,

The total for both blades would then be 54. 5 kw. Also, the power density

of each section may cause excessive temperatures at the inboard part of the

sectior-. Increasing the number of sections would (1) reduce the total power
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requlred by bringing the stepwlse power inpuA curve closer to the power required

cuvie, and (.) world reduce thx possbillities of overheating. However, this

wroud complicate the design and manufacture of the heaters and the vower re-

quired would still be excesive.

4.3.6 FLUID ANTI-ICING PROTECTION4 REQMIR1EMENTS

An alproximatlon of the amount of fluid required for anti-icing a rotor blade

cw. be found f-rom Equation 3.4.1 of Paragraph 3.4.2. This equation assumes

perfect fluid distrtbution •nd if used with ambient temperature rather than datum

temperature tIt- Figure 3-4) does not take into account the kinetic heating and

evaporatlve effectis, which will be quite prcmlnent on the outer portions of the

blades. But It ran be used as shown ila the following analysis to give a useful

Arrnt estimate of the fluid requirements for a system designed to 06 F ambient

temperature. The freezing point depressant tluWd found bes'. for use on rotor

blades and commonly vsed on helicopters in the U. S. and the USSR is a mixture

of " Ow volume) of denatured eth)l alcohol and 19% glyceriae. Using this

fluid as an example, Figure 3-9 sho,•ws that the mixture of impinging water arid

anti-icing fluid that wil! depress the freezing point to 00 F is 30.5% (by weight)

of the fluid mixture. The equation then beccmes

30.5 l _
Wy ý- 1,00-30.5 - 0.4i MW

,Trhs equaticn is based on 0IF ambient temperature, neglcti. g kinetic

tempsrature rise and e-.-aporatlon, and assuming ideJ fluid distribution).

SFnce % s a --tion of span station, the fluid requirements ahlo vary

with Fpan as shown in Figure 4.3-8I. Summing uT the flow along the blade from

4.6-ft. radius to the tip and doubling the value for both blade requirements gives

a total 1o% ot about 39 lb./hr.
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4.3.7 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS

4.3.7.1 Anti-lzing Systems -- The only anti-icing systems that have been

developed for helicopters are fluid systems. References 4.3-1 and 4.3-4 give

descriptions of some cf these.

A typical fluid ice protection system schematic is presented in Figure 4.3-10.

The components and weight of the system are comparable to that required for a

light airplane. See Paragraph 4.1.4. 1, Section 4. The main rotor may be

divided into sections with each section having a supply tube connected to the

ma.n rotor slinger ring. Tuibe sizing or restrictions within the tubes may be

used to control and balance the flow to each section. Figure 4.3-19 shows the

effect of supply tube sizing in one test program.

When a fluid is distributed to a main rotor ice protection system, several

forces arc acting. One is centrifugal force which causes the fluid to flow from

the slinger ring toward the rotor tip. Since the supply tubes are forward of

the rotor axis, t,.e centifugal force acting on the fluid in the tubes will have a

chordwisc component tending to force the fluid toward the leading edge. This

component may be considered essentially constant for the full span.

Another force acting upon the fluid as it flows toward the tip is a Coriolis

force. This is the force that accelerates the fluid tangentially as it moves

radially out the blade. The more rapid the radial movement, the greater the

Corioll- iorce. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.3-1.

The variation in fluid flow rates shown in Figure 4.3-11 for the various

tube sizes can be explained a, follows. With a small tube, ihe flow is restric-

ted and the fluid is expended from the first few inboard holes. As the tube size

increases, the various forces are balanced in a manner as to give even distri-

bution along the span. With the !?rger tube, some of the fluid A:.l flow from

the inboard holes. As tho rest of the fluid is accelerated radially, the Coriolis
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force exceeds the chordwise component of centrifugal force and no fluid will

flow out, of the leading edge. At the tip, where the fluid is decelerated radially,

it again will flow toward the leading edge and out through the holes.

Ideally, the freeziug point depressant fluid should wet the entire protected

area. With a hole distributioa system this is impractical (even with equal

distribution of fluid through the holes), while it may be feasible with the porous

metal distributor.

Using a hole distribution system. a multiple row of spanwise holes are

necessary to accommodate the changes in rotor angle of attack. Spacing of the

rows of holes should be kept to a minimum to reduce the ice formation between

the rows, yet wide enough to span the variations in stagnation line. Figure

4.3-12 illustrates the variation of stagration lIne on a typical helicopter and a

suitable chordwise location of the distribution holes. Spanwise spacing of the

holes should also be close enough to prevent ice formation between holes. Re-

sults reported in Ref. 4.3-1 indicate that a hole spacing of 1-3/16 in. gives

satisfactory results. Closer splcing did not improve performance appreciably.

In these systems the fluid can be flowed continuously or iL can be cycled.

In the cyclic method the fluid is turned off for short periods (no more than 30

seconds) during the icing encounter to conserve fluid. Dul ing the time the

fluid is off, the residual fluid left on the blade from the previous "on" cycle

prevents ice from building up on the blade, both by depressing the freezing

point and by preventing any ice that does form from adhering soldly to the

to the blade. The system in Reference 4.3-1 uses a cycle oi 30 sec. fluid on -

30 sec. off. This method is used instead of a contiraous lower flow rate because

good distribution of the fluid along the blade cannot be maintained at low flow

rates.
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Because of the slow reaction of a fluid system and the critical nature of ice

accretion, certain operating techniques gre recommended. Before entering

icing conditions, the system should be turned on to wet the protected surfaces.

This acts as an adhesion and freezing point depressant. Each succeeding "ton"

cycle should begin with the first sign of ice accretion. It has been recommended

(Ref. 4.3-i and 4.3-4) that two different flow rates be provided; one for initial

wetting o- light icing conditions and the other for severe icing. For a continuous

fluid flow system a low and a high flow rate can be used. For a cyclic system

either two differeat flow rates can be used or the system can be cycled on and

off for light icing aaid run continuously at the same flow rate for severe icing.

Fluid kthe alcohol-glycerine mixture previous mentioned) flow rates for the

cyclic system tested in Reference 4.3-1 are 0.0503 lb./min.-ft. span for

intermittent flow (30 sec. on 30 sec. o.ff). For a 35-ft. span the intermittent

flow rate would be about 1.75 lb.//min. or a total of 53 lb./hr. For continuous

flow the rate would be 106 lb./hr. Rates quoted in Reference 4.3-4 are 2.66 lb./

min. (0.044 lb./min.-ft. span) preliminary flow and 3.9 lb./min. (0.065 lb./

min. -ft. span) high flow tor heavy icing condictions. This latter system was

not cycled on and off.

4.3.7.2 DE-ICING SYSTEMS - Two types of de-icing system have been proposed

for helicopter applitation: thermal and fluid freezing point depressant. Both

systems to function eifý)fively would allow a limited amount of ice accretion,

then rapidly remove the fee with minimum runback ice formation.

With a therm.4l system, activating the de-icing cycle with too little ice

accretion causes runback ice format!on. Excessive ice accretion before de-

icing Increases the hazards of drag increase and vibration. With the fluid

system, runback is not likely to form, but excessive use of fluid with very little

ice accretion would be uneconomical. Pvurmitting excessive ice formation before

activatimn of the de-icing cycle causes the same hazards as the thermal system.
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Because of its Importance the Thermal De-icing Syftem is described separately

in Section 4.3.7.3.

A fluid de-icing system would function by applying a freezing point depressant

fluid to the ice-airfoil iiterface, thus weakening the ice bond to the surface to

permit aerodynaiulc or centrifugal forces to remove the Ice. Fluid can be

supplied to the blade surface by using a porous metal d: tributor (Ref. 4.3-5)

or closely spaced holes alongthe stagnation line. However, it has been found

on several helicopters that the hole distribution system is not effective in re-

moving ice owe an appreciable amount has built up on the blade. The fluid just

makes narrow passages in the ice deposit and runs out through them while the

other parts of the surface rer"ain still covered with ice. A porous metal

distributor should be more promising for de-icing applications because of its

more uniform fluid distribution, but there are no test program results except

for a note in Reference 4.3-4 that a porous metsl distrLibutnr became clogged

very rapidly.

Experimental investigations of therual de- icing bystems indicate that,

depending on the particular helicopter, approximately 1/8 to 1/4-in. ice accretion

at the midpoint on the rotor is the optimum thickness for shedding As it is

impossible to observe itee build-up on the rotor, a remote Icing indicator is

desirable. Several such devices have been tested and are discussed in Section 5

nf this reporh.

Several problems have been encountered in stecting a location for ice

detection -m a halicopter. The ice a.ocretion rate or t•& tort: is more rapid

than op other parts of a heli.opter tbecause of the -rotor speed and shapw. Mcrmit'g

an lef detector on the fuselage would require a very -w-,,tive instrument cZpable

of detectai condittons that would cause rotor ic,,g. Mounting ;'i -ltecor ,:ý, the

rotor where less seusitivity ts req ried ptesents the problr'n• s' trans-

mission throuh tb rotor ikb, The spanwise locatio., oa the det*'iyr on the
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rotor blade is also a problem. Icing rates and ice shapes will vary with span

on the rotor, depending upon th•j ambient temperature snd LWC. This is

illustrated in Figures 4.3-3, 4.3-9a and 4.3-9b. The midpoint of the rotor is

usually selected as a eompromiRe location for detector mounting'since Icing

occurs there under nearly all icing conditions.

4.3.7.3 Thermal De-Icing System - Of the two sources of thermal energy -

hot air and elec.-Lcity - only electricity is currently in use for helicopter de-

icing systems. Hot air has been considered and some development work has

been pe -formed, but, as yet, the system has not been put to use.

Electrical de-icing heating elements for helicopter application are similar

to those d 3cribed in Paragraph 3.6.1.1 of Section 3. Trhe elements are either

bonded to or built into the airfoil leading edge. The protected surfaces of the

airfoil are divided into several shedding zones, which may be oriented either

spanwise or chordwise as Illurtrated in Figures 4.3-13 and 4.3-14. No parting

strips are necessary foi rotor !e-icing since centrifugal forces will normally

remove the ice one i .ho. surface bond is broken. Only the spanwise system is

currently in use.

Comparative tests of spanwise and chordwise elements were conducted by

the National Research Council of Canada. Results are reported in Ref. 4.3-6.

Both systems were rcKc,''ted to be effective in removing ice. A direct comparison

of specific energy requirements of each zone orientation is presented in Figure

4.3-15. From the stanioint of power, there is a distinct advantage in chord-

wise orientation, particilarly at lower temperatures. From the standpoint ot

design simpl~city and control, the spanwise zone orientation has the advantage.

Consequently, zone orientation may be left to the discretion of the designer.

Several test programs have been conducted with electro-thermal de-icing

systems. Ref. 4.3-7, 4.3-6 and 4.3-1 are typical of these programs. Some
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of the results of these tests are presented in Figures 4.3-i5 through 4.3-17.

There is some variation in these results caused primarily by the differences

in heater copstruction. Additional results appear in Figures 4.3-18 through

4.3-20.

Some conclusions and recommendations resulting from the test programs

were: That a power density of 25 to 30 watts per sq. in. be used for the heating

elements and that close control of both accretion time and beat-on time be

exercised.

To illustrate the power requirements of a de-icing system, the helicopter

of previous examples will be again used. The same total area will be considered

protected using spanwise elements as shown in Figure 4.3-13. If the blade is

divided into four spanwise elements with power densities of 30 watts per sq. in.,

then each element will require approximately 6.75 kw of power. For symmetrical

shedding, the power requirements of the two blades will be 13.5 kw. The total

power requirement of the helicopter will, therefore, be approximately 16 klv

(2.5 kw windshield anti-ice requirement),

4.3.8 MISCELLANEOUS ROTOR ICE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

A pneumatic boot ice protection system has been proposed for helicopter appli-

catic-n, but to date has not been used; consequently, its effectiveness is unknown.

Each blade was to be divided into two or more spanwise shedding zones with the

shedding to be accomplished in a symmetrical manner. Spanwise tubes would

be used because the small radius of the rotor leading edge would render chord-

wise tubes ineffective.

From the standpoint of weight and power requirements, a pncimatic de-

icing system appears attractive; however, several difficulties may oe encoun-

tered In use. Ice accretionj on a fixed-wing aircraft with a pneumatic system

shouild be permitted to reach approximately 1/4 to 3/8 in. for clean, efffctive
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shedding. On a helicoptier, the maximum desirable ice accretion before shedding

may be 1/8 to 1/4 in., depending on sensitivity of the rotor to ice accretion.

The effectiveness of a pneumatic system with sue.h light, acCretion is qUeStionable.

Pneumatic boots on a helicopter rotor would be much more vulnerable to erosion

from dust. rain, etc. than on a conventional aircraft, partki.,larly the outer part

of the span; accordingly, repairs and replacem~ent would be niore frequent. The

performance of the airfoil with tubes inflated should be investigated to ensure

that the tubes do not create a greater performance loss than the accreted ice.

Another m-thod of protecting rotors that has been attempted without success

is covering the rottor leading edge with a wa~p-. .* Alent material such as certain

fluorocarbon plastics. Although tb,- Lce jond to tlie, materials is less than with

conventional rotor materials, ice docs a.corete and self- shedding occurs, usually

unsym metric ally, and causes zribratir~n. Th7ese iritcrials are also more vulnerable

to erosion.

As noted previorsivy in , eeti on 1&. >,ilicone base ice adhesion depressant

coatings have been found tvsefrl (b,-A fjr~ limited time periods) for aircraft

propellers, and may prove usrful lor rotors also. It centrifugal forces are

great enough, shedding may be sat sfactory. Air and rain erosion -f the coating

severely limit its useful life. Current aircraft standards call 'ýor renewing such

coatings every 48 hours, or every 8 hours when rain is encountered.

4.3.9 PROTI'PECTION OF WkINDSHIELDS AND MITSCELLAX EOUS COMPONENTS

As stated previo'usly, the wide variety of 5jight modes and variations in wind-

shield si-es, shapes and installations make generalization of windshield ice

prr. - *ion requirerr),nts virtually impossible. A helicopter wNith a cr,.iise sp-ý,eJ

of 1510 miph would roquire a windshield power density of 3.15 watts/sq. in.

according to MIL-T-5842A (Rcf, 3 1'). The MIL1--T-58421A requir~iments are

usually conservative for most applications. Fluid sy4stns may, al.-io t~e 4Ased

and would be similar to the sYstems descrihcd in Section 4. 1 .4.2 and SeAiorj ;) .4.
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If the most critical flight mode 13 known and the approxlmeve afi velocity

across the windshield can be determined, then MIL-T-5842A may be used to

determine the required power density. The power denSlity requirements may

also be determined by iustog the technique illustrated in Paragraph 4.1.4.2,

Secton 4.

Tail rotor ice protectiov is esseutial to prevent ice accretion and self-

shedding that may result in dangerous vibration or damage from flying ice

particles. The tall rotor is very similar in size and vprn to a CAR-3 airplane

propeller. Protection may be provided using either tbermal or fluid ice prc-

tection. Ice adhesion depressant coxtings may also be considered, if the

maintenance aspect is not objectionable. De-icing is adequate if the ice is

sheo frequently and symmetrically. Frequent shedding is required because of

the high water collection efficiency or Ice collection efficiency ot the 'Lil rotor

and the greater tendency to self-shod. Calculatksns of propeller de-icing re-

quirementFa are piesented in Paragraph 4.1.4. These calculations a-e also

applicable to the tall rotor.

Engine inlet screens, as well ab otihei air inlet screens, on a helicopter

prevent debria ingestion during low-ievel avd ground operations. The inlets

are normally large eiough that air flow through th- s'rce:u will be a low

velocity. With the air flow velocity anaf direction A r-lative wind known, pre-

liminary calcidations may be Ynade oas tee pcotect ion requiremetits. These

requirements shoitid be verified by testing, as other factors may influence ic(:

accretion on the screens.

For tiabLie-poweref helicopters, the engine inlct ice protectior require-

ments may be ealnilat,'d csing the rrietcwrologica dis at the inic'. 'Each

installation may have additional factors affe,•ing the icing pAntia! - ci- ved

ducts, screens, cavities, etc. The effects of sucl; factors on the ai," rti,.re it
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reaches the engine must be determined before calculations can be made of ice

protection requirements. Refer to Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 for inlet ai-ie'ng,
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Figure 4.3-1 11.ypical Hel1coptioir
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Figure 4.3-2. Cbord'wime Extent of Icng on Dfvtin Rotor B8lade (Ref. 4-.-,- 1).
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Figure 4.3-4. Windshield Ice Accretion.

Figure 4. 3-5. Rotor Head Ice Accretion.
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5.1 SUMMARY

Ice and icing conditions may be detected in fligh, either visually or with an ice

detector. ThIs section of the report discusses both the methods of detecting

icing visually and the principles of operation and characteristics of various

types of ice detectors. Comments are a!so included on methods of detecting

icing conditions that would exceed the design capabilities of a particular air-

craft and its ice protection systems.

A discussion is also included of general catrol requirements (and system

indication) for the ice protection systems discussed in previous sections of this

report.

5.2 ICE DETECTION METHODS

5.2.1 VISUAL ICE DETECTION - A good indication cf the possibility of icing

can be obtained by observing the types of cloud formations and the outside air

temperature. If the outside air temperature is between 20' and 32' F while

flyingthrough cumuliform or stratiform clouds, the probability of icing is about 40

per cent. At lower temperatures the probability is lower, becoming negligible

Pt about -350 F (Ref. Figure 1-17). The overall probability of encountering

icing conditions is much lower than 40 per cent; it is in the order of two to

three per cent as shown in Figure 1-24. However, flight through clouds at

temperatures near freezing greatly increases the probability of icing.

Flight through cumulus clouds should be avoided because of the probabilh v

of high liquid water contents at the center of the cloud, as well as the presence

of severe turbulence and hail. Flight through icing conditions in stratus clouds

can often be avoided by climbing over the cloud layer (maximum depth will be

less than 6. 500 ft.) or changing direction to fly around the cloud bank.

It is pc.ssible, of course. for the pilot .o visually detect the formation of

ice on unheated parts of the ,•iridshield or windshield wivers an(; on tnh wing

leading edges. Wing leading eages are not alwav\, easilv observed, particularly



on 6wept-wing aircraft and during night flights. A simple and effective method

of improving visual ice detection would be to mount a four to six-in, fixed rod

of 1/8 to 1/4-in. diameter )n the fuselage in a position where the pilot can

easily observe ice formation. (The rod should be long enough to extend outside

the air amn water droplet boundary layer.) This type of detector may be the

most practical solution for light aircraft ice detection because of the relatively

high cost and service problems of most other ice detectors.

5.2.2 ICE DETECTOR TYPES - Many methods of detecting ice have been

propoS.,d, and a number put into practice. Some of tho different types of i,:e

detectors and their current applications are listed in the table below followed by

a brief description of each type. Recent information on ice detectors is' also

contained in the NRC (National Research Council of Canada) Aeronautical Report

LR-334 (Ref. 5-1) and in a paper presented at the 1961 Aircraft Ice Protection

Conference (Ref. 5-2).

Ice Detector Type Current Application

Differential Pressure Commercial .ransports, various military
aircraft and helicopters

Electrical Conductivity Several militarý aircraft

Beta Radiation Deteitor Helicopters, VTOL, and conventional

aircraft

Rotating or Reciprocathig Commercial transports (European)
Cylinder

Mass Balance Helicopters

Electro-Thermil (Resistance) Measurement of liquid ',A',ter c(ntent in
icing tunnels

Heated Rod Commercial tranp ports (Eurcupan)

Vibrating Rod None

Electro-Chemical None

The differential pressure or pressure probe ice detectors are pr-obaml th,.

most widely used for commercial transports and militar;" aircraf, Tht'se

instruments detect icing bl, sensing a difference in pressure betieen. :.t
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(reference) and an unheated (detector) probe when forward-facing holes in the

unheated probe become blocked with ice, or by sensing a change in pressure

when holes in the forward face of A single probe become blocked with ice while

the aft facing holes remain free of ice. Examples of this type ice detector are

shown in Figure 5-1.

An icing signal is relayed to the pilot by means of an indicator light. A

one-minute time delay is usually included so that a continuous ining signal is

indicated as long as the detector signals icing at least once per minute. An

electrical heating circuit is normally included to de-ice the ,ietector probe

after each icing signal. Air velocities of about 80 k-. or higher are required

to obtain satisfactory ice detection. (This is dictated by the pressure switch

setting. I

Despite the wide use of the pressure type ice detector, it has not been com-

pletely satisfactory in service because of various limitations. The small probe

holes needed to obtain rapid response to icing clog easily from dust, dirt, in-

sects, etc. , and are difficult to clean. Finding a suitable location for the

detector may also be a problem. Vibration is often a problem with engine-

mounted probes; fuselage-mounted probes are subject to damage by maintenance

persoivel and ground handling equipment. For these reasons, most of the

pressure type ice detectors instailed for commercial use have been removed,

and reliance has been place(' on. visual detection of ice.

A variation of the pressure type detector for helicopter application makes

use of F pressure differential sensed at the leading and trailing edgec of the

blade, When this differential is destroyed by ice on the forward hole, a pres-

sure switch is actuated. The switch can turn on a warning lamp and, if de-

sired. actuate the blade de-icing system.

An example of the electrical conductivity type ice detector is shown in

Figure 5-2. The sensing element of this detec:o" cons.sts of two electrodes

separated by a small insulating gap. with an electrical potential applied to the



electrodes. The impingement of water droplets on the sensing element allvws

current flow across the insulating gap and operates a warning system.

The probe is heated to prevent formation of ice. As the detector is basically

a liquid water detector, an air temperature probe is included. Ar. -1ii,,g signal

is produced by the control box when the presence of liquid water is detected at

air temperatures below freezing.

A variation of the conductivity type ice detector is shown in Figure 5-3.

This type detector has two airfoil-shaped probes separated by an air gap. Icing

is detected when the air gap is bridged with ice. A time delpy minimizes spuri-

ous signals caused by flying through fog, clouds, etc. This form of conductivity

detector has the advantage of not requiring an air temperature probe.

An example of a radiation type ice detector is shown in Figure 5-4. The

instrument shown is designed so that accreted ice will block off or weaken the

flow of beta particle radiation between two points. Strontium 90 is used as the

source of beta particle radiation. The primary advantage of the radiation de-

tector is that it is not dependent on air flow for actuation and will work at low

velocities. There is considerable interest iii development of this type of ice

detector for helicopter and VTOL aircraft applications, as well as for conven-

tional aircraft.

An example of a rotating cylinder type of ice detector is shown in Figure

5-5. In this detector, a cylinder exposed to the airstream rotates slowly past

a scr..per. Ice accreting on the cylinder is shaved off by the scraper; the

torque required to remove the ice actuates a warning system. An alternative

form of cylinder-type ice detector is a cylinder that extends and retracts. The

retraction force increase resulting from ice on the cylinder actuates a warning

lamp.

An example of mass balance type Ice detector is shown in Figure 5-6.

This detector is driven by an electric motor and detects icing by heating one

of the rotating arms and sensing the resultant mass unbalance when ice accretes
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on the unheated arm. An izvtrument of thir type has been tried on a helicopter.

An olectro-thermal ice detector is %nown in Figure 5-7. This type detector

senses a change in resis.anct when water droplets mripiage on an electrically

heated wire. Two wires are used: one at right anglcs to the airflow, the other

parallel to the airflow. The parallel wire (which is sheltered from impingement)

gives a reference resistance, whereas the other wire changes temperature (and

resistance) when struck by water droplets. Ambient temperature sensing Is

needed to determine whether a particular coadition could cause icing. Because

of its fragility, this detector has been used primarily for research work in flight

and in icing tunnels.

An alternative form of the electro-thermal ice detector uses heated cylinders;

otherwise, the principle of operation is the same. This type would have greater

service life expectancy than the thin-wire type.

A simple, visual type ice detector (Figure 5-8) is commercially available

for aircraft. This so-called "hot rod" detect -r is designed to be located in the

air stream so that ice forming on the rod can be easily observed by the pilot.

A heater can be manually switched on to de-ice the rod, and thus a periodical

check for ice-free conditions can be made. This detector is also furnished

with a lamp which illuminates the rod during night flying conditions.

There have been a variety of other types of ice detectors proposed that have

not been put into production. A vibrating rod ice detector has been proposed

which detects a change in frequency when ice buildup occurs. An electro-

chemical type ice detector has been shown to be promising, but has not been

put into production. This detector usas an electrolyte such as lithium chloride

which, when wetted, allows a current to flow between two electrodes; thus de-

tecting impingement of water droplets. An ambient temperature sensor is

necessary to determine whether the droplets are supercooled.

In spite of the great amount of work that has been done in the development

of ice detectors, a simple, low-cost, dependable ice detector has not yet been
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produced. rhe need for dependability results from the low frequency (about

two per cent) of aircraft flight in icing. To detect ice reliably, the detector

mus.t have a frequency of failure that is at least an order of magnitude less

tthan the frequency oa 6ncountering ice. To date, no such istr,'unent has been

produced. The ice detector that most nearly meets all the, above requirements

is a Aimple, fixed rod mounted in an area where ice will accumulate and easily

be visible to the pilot.

5.3 RECOGNIZING ICING THAT EXCEEDS AIRCRAFT AND ICE PROTEC-

TION SYSTEMS CAPACITY

Aircraft ice protection wystems are designed to meet particular operational

needs of an aircraft. For commercial aircraft, the icing design requirements

(Section 1) are relatively severe, and the probi~blity of exceeding the design

-onditians is remote. However, many civil aid military aircraft are not de-

sign. for continuous flight through icing and have either minimum or no ice

protection squipment. The probability of exceeding the aircraft and ice pro-

tection systems capabilit.-s in this caae may be quite high. This portion of

the report discusses the types of limitatiors that may be involved for aircraft

and ice protertion systeris, and means of recognizing that their limits have

been exceeded.

Mosi running wet anti-icing systems and thernmal de-icing systems are

deaigned to a minimum ambient temperature of 00 F. Statistical data (Section 1)

shows that more than 90 per cent of all encounters occur between 0° and 320 F.

As aircraft ar• normally equipped with ambient temperature indicators, it

should be Jclatively simple to avoid flight through icing at the lower tempera-

tures. Should icing be encountered at temperatures below 0* F, the de-icing

systems designed for 0° F may not shed ice, and fluid anti-icing and thermal

anti-icing systems will allow accretion of ice on the protected areas. Changes

in aircraft speed and handling characteristics may also be noted.
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Thermal anti--icing evaporative type systems are usually designed for about

0. 5 gm/m3 liquid water content. At higher liquid water contents, some water

will freeze aft of the heated area. A moderate amount of runback icing can be

tolerated by most aircraft, provided that it does not become large enough to

present an ice accretion shape. It is also possible to determine IUquid water

content by an inttriment such as the NACA icing rate meter; however, no such

instrument is commercially available.

Excessive droplet sizes (as in freezing rain) can cause poor performance

of ice protection systems, as well as affecting air speed indication by icing of

static ports. Excessive chordwise extent of ice on the wing and tail leading

edges would be the primary means of identifying this condition. If the surfaces

are heated, excessive runback might be t~oted because of the high catch effi-

ciency of iarge droplets. Cyclic de-icing systems may not function at large

drop size if ice accumulates beyond the normally protected area.

Rapid drop off in air speed or erratic engine operation are two other indi-

cations that excessive icing has been encounterd. In this case, evasive action

-must be taken immediately - by climbing over the icing cloud, descending to

warmer air, or by flying around the clouds.

When encountering ice crystals aild snow in dry clouds, it is not necessary

to turn on rhe ice protection system. However, when ice crystals mixed with

liquid water are encountered, it Is possible for the capacity of the ice protec-

tion system to be exceeded. With the ice protection system in operation at

these conditions, the runback may be severe (for thermal systems) and evasive

action may be necessary. (See Paragraph 1.4.7 for a flIrther discussion of

ice crystals.)

5.4 ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

Certain general comments can be madz concerning controls and indicators for

the various types of ice protection systems. These comments are made to
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assist proper selection of control systems. Specific examples are n-t included

because of the myriad of switches, valves, indicators, timers, etc. available, as

well as the rapid advances continually being made in this field. Once the con-

trol function has been established for a particular system, vendors of control

and Indicating equipment can supply current data on the specific items needed.

Ice detectors - either mounted on the fuselage or in turbine engine intakes -

are often used to warn the pilot of icing conditions. Indication is usually by a

warning light on the control panel. On some turbine engine aircraft, an auto-

matte feature has been incorporated to turn on engine and inlet anti-icing when-

ever icing is detected. The low reliability of available detectors has made this

approach questionable for commercial service; however, it is in use on several

military aircraft.

Control systems for pneumatic boot de-icing systems are relatively simple,

reeq4tring only a timer and the associated pneumatic valves. The timer controls

perioci;z inflation of the several pneumatic de-icers in a predetermined sequence.

Ihulation time is normally a constant value of about five seconds, depending on

the particular boot design. The period between inflations can be fixed at, say,

three minutes or made variable (by pilot selection) to allow more frequent infla-

tion in heavy icing. Solenoid-actuated pneumatic valves control the airflow for

inflation. These valves are normally dual purpose, and will also control the

vacuum pressure to deflate the de-icers. Pressure and vacuum gages could

be provided to monitor system performance; however, thig is normally done by

simply observing inflation and deflation of the de-icers.

Fluid anti-icing systems are usually controlled by a simple switch operated

solenoid valve (for a pressurized tank system) or by a switch-operated pump.

Gages for monitoring system pressure and the amount of fluid remaining arc

optional, but usually found unnecessary.

Thermal anti-icing systems can be discussed in two categories: electrical

and hot air. The electrical system may be only a switch-controlled resistance
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heater. In many cases, overheat protection is included (by means of a thermo-

switch, thermistor, or positive resistaice coefficient wire sensor) to prevent

excessive temperatures during low speed or ground operation. Electrical over-

load protection is usually furnished by fuses or ci, cult breakers. In the case of

windshields, a pilot relay may be used to operate a power contactor, with a

variable-voltage transformer to compensate for aging of the electrical resistance

film. Two beat settilge are often used: a high setting and an intermediate

(1/2 to 2/3 po,'er) setting, with power cycled on and off to maintain a predeter-

mined temperature setting. An approach that can be beneficial to windshield

life is to use the recently deveioped static switching and modulating controls

that vary power in proportion to the demawd, rather than switching power on

intermittently.

Hot air anti-icing systems are normally controlled by solenoid-operated

pneumatic valives. (Motor-operated valves can also be used.) Overheat pro-

tection and/or warning can be provided by means of thermoswitches, thermis-

tors, or wire-wound resistance sensors, pias an associated bridge circuit.

In the case of engine and inlet anti-icing, it may be required (as on commer-

cial aircraft) to have a means of indiceting proper system functioning. A

pressure switch is commonly used, connected to a warning light to warn of

inadequate pressure (and thus imudequate anti-icing) to the system. A valve

position indicator or the temperature of a critical anti-icing surface may also

be us6d to indicate proper system operatiP". Many commercial aircraft tur-

bine engines have used pressure switches or valve position indicators for

reasons of cost and reliability.

Thermal de-ieing systems may also be discussed in tw-) parts electrical

and hot air. The cyclic electric cystemF require a timer and switching device

to apply power intermittently to the various heated areas. To minimize run-

back icing, it is often de3irable to limit surface temperature by a surface

tenperature cutoff device, or to sense air t..-oerature and decrease heat-on
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time as the temperature approaches 32" F. For low power applications (up to

5kw), a switching relay can be used with a motor-driven selector. Power con-

tactors may be needed at higher power. Static switching devices are feasible

for larger aircraft, and are currently in use on some transport aircraft. Pro-

tection agntinst operation on the ground is usually provided by a landing gear

switch. The parting strips (continuously heated strips) also require protection

as discussed previously. Protection against overload is provided by circuit

breakers and/or fuses. System indication is usually provided by observing

electrical loads as the system cycles power from one area to another. Time

between cycles can be either fixed or variable, but most systems are currently

using fixed time for simplicity.

Hot gas de-icing systems normally use solenoid-actuated pneumatic valves

to allow rapid opening e',d closing. A timer is needed to control the various

valves. A fixed cycle may be used, however a variable heat on time (varying

with, total air temperature) is more common. Time between cycles can also be

made variable if desired. This time is usually three to four minutes; however,

longer periods may be tolerated in moderate icing conditions. One approach

that has been used is to provide normal heat-on (15 to 20 seconds) and heat-off

(three to four minutes) periods, with longer heating periods every fourth or

fifth cycle. The additional heat period removes runback that may have accumu-

lated during the previous cycles. An overtemperature warning or control

(similar to hot air anti-icing) is also desirable

All hot air systems may or may not contain control of the basic air, source.

Bleed air systems usually are controlled by pressure regulating valves. In

addition, maximum bleed air temperature may be limited by several methods.

One is by mixing outside air or exhaust air from the gas passages using an

ejector mixing system. Another is mixing low-temperature air from the low-

pressure rotor of a dual-rotor compressor with high-temperature bleed air

from the high-preissure rotor. Ram air cooled heat exchangers may also be

used, although with penalties on weight, thermal efficiency and aircraft drag.
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Another method in use on turbine engine anti-icing systems that could be

adapted to airframe use is a temperature-modulating valve that reduces air

flow as bleed air temperature increases. A coiled thermostatic spring and

vane assembly is used to restriut flow at high temperatures. Overheat of the

inlet guide vanes and frort frame 's avoided by use of this type of valve. An

on-off type pneumatic control valve is usually in series with the modulating

valve.

The final consideration for all control systems is that any single failure

should not result in a hazard to the safe operation of the aircraft.
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6.1 SUMMARY

After the design of a new aircraft and its ice protection systems has been com-

pleted, or whenever a new ice protection system is designed for an existing

aircraft, tests will be required to demonstrate that the system or systems are

effective and that the aircraft involved can be flown through icing safely. The

method and extent of testing to be performed will vary greatly depending upon

previous experience with similar systems and applications and with the degree

of ice protection provided.

In this section of the report, test )bjecti-;es are defined for various types

of systems and the types of measurements to be made in assessing Pystem per-

formance are described. Aircraft performance data needed to determine the

effect of residual or primary ice formation is also represented.

The methods of testing (icing tunnel, clear air flight, natural icing flight

and simulated icing flight) are described, and detailed data on the various test

methods is presented. Description and critical 3izes are shown for four icing

tunnels. Method& of conducting flight tests in clear air and natural icing are

shown. Data on use of the aerial tanker to create simulated icing in flight is

included, along with the means of interpreting the test data obtained, because the

simulation has certain limitations.

Study of the information contained in this section will assist in determining

the type of test and test objectives for qualifying a particuiar system or air-

craft, and will help to identify the most appropriate facility for these tests.

The types of instrumentation to be used for various systems are also identified.

Detailed planning of a specific test, however, must be accomplished individually

for e.ch ne, application.

e. 2 INTRODUCTION

After the analysis and design of a particular aircraft and its ice protection sys-

tems have been completed, tests will normally be required t, demonstrate that
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the ice protection systems are adequate and that the aircraft can fly through

natural icing conditions safely. The required tests will vary widely, depending

upoa the type of system, the amount of previous experience, and the mission

and operational requirements of the aircraft. This section of the report des-

cribes the teat requirements or objectives for the various types of systems

and aircraft, and presents data on the various methods of acccmplishing these

test objectives. This sec•on does not present the detailed information neces-

sary for a complete icing test program, but does inclde information on the

types of tests that may be required and the sources to contact for further in-

formation. Instrumentation needed for these tests is also disculsbed.

These test methods include icing wind tunnel tests, flight tests in clear air,

and flight tests in either natural or simulated icing. Specific data is included

on the capsbilities of the various icing tunnels available to the industry. Spray

calibration data is shown for the aerial tanker used by the U.S. Air Force for

Inflight simulation of icing conditions, together with comments on interpretation

of data derived from tanker tests. Methods of predicting "wet air" performance

from clear air tests are also discussed.

Another subject of ever-increasing importance is the effect of ice accre-

tion on aircraft performance and handling characteristics, as these are the

facbtrs that determine the need for ice protection of specific portions of the

airframe. Comments on testing with actual and simulated ice accretions are

bicluded.

6.3 TEST OBJECTIVES

6.3.1 DATA REQUIRED - Test programs for an aircraft and its ice protec-

tion systems have one primary obj t: demonstration of s~tfe flight through

natural icing conditions. This objective can be met by conducting .tests to show

that the systems function properly and that the required performance has been

met or exceeded. In cases where ice procection iL not provided for all parts of

an aircrod, the effect of ice on aircraft performance and handling characteristics

must be determined.
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This paragraph describes the test objectives to be considered in wind tun-

nel and flight testing of aircraft and the associated ice protection systems. ror

each type of system, certain parameters are important in showing that the sys-

tem has met design requirements. This discussion covers the parameters to

be measured for the various types of systems presented in Section 3, Methods

of Protection. A discussion is also Jncluded on the types of instrumentation

that may be used. A discussion of the methods of testing (icing tunnel, dry air

flight, natura. icing flight, and simulated flight icing) is contained in Paragraph

6.4.

The pneumatic boot de-icing system hag beer, used extensively and nor-

mally would require a minimum of testing. A functional test to determine

inflation and deflation time and to check inflation pressure and vacuum pressure

is required. rhe effect of the de-icing boots on aircraft performance and hand-

ling characteristice should be determined, both with the boots deflated and

with the various sections inflated. The drag effects (if any) of installing the

boots can be dete-mined if previous flight test data is available showing the

relationship of drag to lift. The ability of the boot to remove ice should also

be determined for new de-icing boot/a!rplane configurations - this can be done

in natural or simulated icing. The effects of leading edge radius and de-icing

tube diameter upon ice removal characteristics must be determirned if previous

data is not available. The effect of residual ice (ice remaining on the boot

after inflation) should also be determined; normally this would cause a slight

increase in drag, but no other effects.

Fluid anti-icing or de-icing systems will require general functional tests,

determinatioai of fluid flow rates and distribution, and finally tests in either

natural cr simulated icing. Fluid distribution can be determined in dry air

using visual aids - chalk on the protected surface or dyed fluid to show flow

patterns. Final assessment of system performance is dependent on icing tests,

as prediction of fluid flow rate requ!rements (see Section 3) are at best only
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approximations. In the case of fluid de-icing systems, the effect of periodic

ice accumulation on lift, drag and aircraft handling characteristics should be

evaluated.

Electro-thermal anti-icing and de-icing systems normally require only a

minimum of testing because ,f the relatively large -mount of background data on

such systems. Electrical power delivered to the various heated areas should

be determined and compared with design requirements. Surface (inner and

outer) temperatures can be measured to check overall heat distribution and to

determine internal heat losses. An icing test will usually be required to verify

overall performance, to determine any local cold spots, and to evaluate e'fects

of runback icing on lift, drag and aircraft handling characteristics.

The hot gas anti-icing and de-iilng systems often require more extensive

tesMing than electrical systems, as the hot gas systems tend to be unique for

each new type of aircraft. The hot gas systems are more integrated with the

airframe thin other types of systems. Tests of anti-icing systems will include

measurement of air flow rates, gas temperature (and duct temperature and

pressure losses) as well as spanwv.se and chordwise temperature distribution.

Tbermal efficiency of the system may also be determined. If the system is not

designed for complete evaporation, the effects of runback icing on aerodynamics

of the suiface or aircraft involved should be evaluated.

Tests of hot gas de-icing systems will require similar tests, plus the mea-

surement of surface and gas temperatures versus time to assess system heat-

ing and cooling characteristics. Icing tests will usually be required to deter-

mine the optimum combination of heat-on versus heat-off times, to assess

possible cold spots, and to determine the amount of runback ice formation.

In the case where no icing protection is used on an aircraft intended for

flight through icing, it wiMA be necessary to determine the effects of the inaxi-

mum likely amount of ice on aircraft performance in terms of increased drag,

decreased maximuM lift coefficient, increased gtall speed, possible damage to
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components and engines, and general effects on aircraft handling qualities,

Many military aircraft with re.atively high power to weight ratios are flying in

icing without airframe protection. Where power to weight ratio is low. how-

ever, airframe ice effects may be intolerable (see Sec*'on 4).

6.3.2 INSTRUMENTATION - Specific instrumentation and data recording

methcds used for tests of ice protection systems will vary widely, depending

upon the type and size of the aircraft arid upon the nature of intended operation

in icing. A general !iscussion of instrumentation is contained in this para-

graph; however, the number and specific types of thermocouples, pressure taps,

?mmeter, etc., must be selected for each specific project.

Evaluation of aircraft flight performance in icing requires measurement of

air speed, altitude, ambient temperature, time, angle of attack, and engine

performance. Measurement of icing intensity may be required, as described

in Paragraph 6.4. Handling qualities may be determined by pilot evaluation

plus any special inor.nentation deemed necessary.

The hot air thermal systems will require measurement of air flow rates and

gas and skin temperatures. Air flow rates can be measured by use of calibrated

duct sections having static pressure, total pressure and gas temperature pickups.

Thermocouples m-v be used for temperature measurements. Typical thermocouple

installations are shown in Figu;."e 6-1. An excellent discussion of thermocouple

installations is conLalned in the SAZ Aero-Space Applied Thermodynamics ý,.anual,

Section C, Part G (Ref. 6-8).

Pressures may be measured directly by gages, or may be recorded electrically

using pressure transducers. Where transient effects are impoivort - as with the

hot gas de-icing system -- continuous multi-channel recorders may be t squired.

For electrical systems, power may be determined by measuring voltage

and current, or where element resistance is not variable with temperature,

current measurement will be sufficient. Surface and internal temperatures

can be measured and recorded by the methods discussed previously.
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Fluid ice pro'ection systems will require measurement of fluid flow rate

and tank or pump pressure. Flow rate can be determined by time duration to

empty the tank, by an orifice or venturi meter, or by any of several other

methods such as a rotameter or a commercially available turbine flow meter.

In any icing test, either wind tunnel or flight, photographic coverage is

essential to document test results. The presence of an icing cloud makes good

pictures particularly difficult to obtain. One solution is to photo•graph the ice

formations in clear air by climbing out of the icing cloud (in the case of flight

testing), by shutting off the spray cloud in ic!ng tunnels, or by operating in

clear air when testing with a tanker. Time correlation of photographs with

other data is e~ssential.

6.4 METHODS OF TESTING

Four methods of testing ice protectio.- systems can be used to determine effec-

tiveness and airworthiness. These are icing tunnel tests, dry air flight tests,

natural icing flight tests, and simulated icing flight tests. The method of test-

ing will vary, depending on the aircraft or components under consideration,

the design requirements, and the amount of previous data available on the

particular aircraft or component. Perhaps one of the methods or more com-

Monly a combination of methods may be used to demonstrate effectiveness and

airworthiness.

6.4.1 ICING TUNNEL TESTING - The icing wind tunnel has an advantage

in that it permits direct, quick comparisomis of the influence of various

design features at a modest cost. On-the-spot modifications can often be

made and tested with minimum delay. Wind tunnel tests on specially

constructed test models can be made while an aircraft is in the design

stage, thus avoiding costly modifications after- the aircraft. f' in produc-

tion. Satisfactory operation with minimum energy requirements (bleed

air, electrical, fluid or other) is the design objective of most ice protection
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uýstems, and can often be r1termined most accurately by icing tunnel tests.

ln the U.S., two icing tunnels are ,n use for testing of ai,-craft 4ce protec-

tion systems. The largest is the ?Lx by nine-foot icing research tunnel at the

NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. The L.,ckh'-e' icirg res-arch

wind tunnel at Burbank, Califo.nia, has two throats: one 2.5 by 4-tt., ,tnd okie

2.5-ft. square. In Canada, icing ttWinels of 4.5 by 4.5 ft. and 12 by 12 ip. are

located at the Low Temperature Laboratory of the Canadian Nationai Research

Council in Ottawa.

6. 4. 1. 1 NASA Icing Tunnel - The maximum airspeed Mn the NASA icing tan-

nel under icing conditions with a large test m(.del is ?40 kt. The tunnel was

designed to operate at temperatures to -40° F; however, operation is currently

limited to -10" F total air temperature. A plan view of the tunnel is presented

in Figure 6-2. This schematic shows the drive fan, ventilating towers, re-

frigeration coils, spray system, heat exchanger and test section. A 4,160-hp

moLor drives a fan, consisting of twelve 25-ft. dia. wooden blades. The venti -

lating tower provides additional cooling load and a location for mi~xing tunnel

air with outside air. The heat exchanger provides a capacity of 5, 000, 000

BTUihr., for regulating tunnel air temperature. The refrigeration system is

jocated in a nearby building ar.d has a 7,700-ton capacity. The spray system

is located just upstream of the lest section. Water for the spray system is

demineralized at the rate of 500 gal. per hour and kept in a 750 - gal. storage

tank. Filtered. heated air for the air - water - spray system is provided

at 120 psi with a capacity of six pounds per second. The test section has

a turntable which can be used to rotate test models during testing. Sidewa.l

trunnion mounts are also available. Large models can be lowered into the tun-

nel through a 48 by 40-in. hatct in the roof of the test section. Thrve heated

oLaervation windows are located on each side of the tunnel and some obser~a-

tions can be m-de through the glass port on the roof, although this is used

primarily for supplying light for photography.
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Heated air for model ice protection systems is supplied by three heat ex-

changers, each with a 1,000 pound per hour capacity with pressure regulation

up to 120 psi.

AC and dc electrical power for icing protection is available; the dc systems

are 28 volts/100 amp. and 12 vcitsi50 amp. ; the ac systems are 29 volts 50 I
amp., 110 volts/single phase, and 208 volts/three-phase/50 amp.

Installation of a typical airfoil model is shown in Figure 6-3.

Current policy on operation of the tunnel is that the test facility is available

for industry use, provided that a government agency will sponsor and recom-

mend that the test be performed, and that no other commercial facility is ade- j
quate for the required tests. Users must provide their own iest models,

engineers and mechanics; a tunnel operator is provided by NASA to operate the

tunnel and spray Eystem. Prospective users should contact:

Director
NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio
Attn: Mr. Joseph 0' Herien

6.4. 1. 2 Lockheed Icing Tunnel - The Lockheed icing tunnel airspeed range

under icing conditions is about 50 to 185 kt. in the main throat (2. 5 by 4-ft.) I
and about 50 to 210 kt. in the alternate (2. 5 by 2. 5 ft. ) throat. Lower speeds

are possible in the alternate throat but experience is limited.

The 70-ton refrigeracion system can provide miniraum total tunn, I air

temperature of -50 F over the above velocity ranges. Figure 6-4 presents a I

schematic 3f the Lockheed icing research tunnel with the main throat. The

alternative throat is shown in Figure 6-5 as it would be installed wi~hin the

main throat.

The 200-hp motor drives the seven-foot, variable pitch, four-blade fan. I
The refrigeration coils are about 15 ft. upstream of the spray system and about
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35 ft. upstream of the test section. The spray system provides water droplets

from 7 to 35 microns (volume median droplet diameter) at liquid water cor-

tents from 0.7 to 4.0 gm/m3 as shown in Figur.% 6-6.

An example of tests conducted by the Lockheed company is shown in Figure

6-7.

j The tunnel is available for rental to industry. Charge is made for man-

power services only (no charge for occupancy and running time). Fýr further

data and operating costs, contact:

Lockheed - California Company
Box 551
Burbank, California
Attn: Mr. G. Sim, Dept. Mgr., Wind Tunnels

Bldg. 201, Plant 2, Rye Canyon

6.4. 1. 3 NRC Icing Tunnel, Ottawa. Canuat - The National Research Council

of Canada operates a 4. 3-foot square icing tunne, as part of the Low Tempera-

ture Laboratory. The general arrangement of the closed circuit tunnel is

shown in Figure 6-8. The working section is 4. 5 ft. square and 11 ft. long.

The maximum velocity in the working section is 200 mph. The tunnel is driven

by a fan with eight wooden, blades operated by a 1,000-hp synchronous motor

which perinits variable speed operation over the range oi 100 to 1, 200 rpm.

Airstream cooling is accomplished by passing the air over banks of liquid

ammonia-refrigerated pipes. Throttling the liquid ammonia regulates the air-

stream temperature. Capacity of !he system is sufficient to permit continaous

operation at full speed at an air temperature of -25'(7 (-iJ. F). Lower air

temperatures can be obtained for short intervals of 15 to 30 minute*s at full

speed or for longer periods at reduced speeds.

The cloud water droplets are produced by an array of 9ir-atomizing water

spray nozzles located at thyt upstream end Of the contraction lekidxig to the

working section. Control of the drop size is obtained by vnarvihg the air pres-

sure and water flow to the nozzle in accordance ,ith ca'ibration data. Water
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content uap to 3 gm/m and median droplet diameters down to 15 microns can

be obtained at the maximum tunnel velocity.

To provide a higher specd otream for basic research and for testing small

components such as guide vanes and icing detectors, an auxiliary tunnel has

been built alongside the main tunnel to take air from the downstream side of

the refrigeration coils and return it to the upstream side. The position of the

auxiliary tunnel is shown in Figure 6-8. The tunnel is constructed of plywood

and is built in sections that can be removed and replaced with others of dif-

ferent shapes. In this way, various component configur. ions may be studied.

The current configuration gives a working section of 46, sq. in. and a velocity

of 500 mph. The tunnel is driven by a 50-hp centrifugal blower on the upstream

side of the spray nozzles. The blower operates at a constant speed. Air

velocities in the tunnel are controlled by variable shutters on the blower intake.

The air stream temperature is controlled by regulation of the same liquid

ammoria refrigeration tubes of the main tunnel.

The National Research Council also has a simulated variable density, high-

speed icing tunnel as shown in Figure 6-9. This tunnel is capable of airspeeds

up to Mach 0.9 and altitudes up to 30,000 ft. Air temperaturcs down to -.400 C

automatically controlled to &-0. 5 C are obtained by circulating cold trichloro-

ethylene in a finned-tube heat exchanger located in the vertical leg of the tun-

nel before the contraction. The trichloroethylene is cooled in a heat exchanger

system employing the Low Temperature Laboratory' s ammonia refrigeration

system. The tunnel is powered by a 750-hp dc motor driving a twvo-stage axial

fan through a 3:1 speed increaser. This timnel, wh h has a test section 12 in.

1,v 12 in., is intended primarily for basic research into high-speed icing prob-

lems and for the test and development of small components such as ice detec-

tors and measuring instruments.

The NRC tunnels normaily are used only for government-sponsored re-

search, or for tests of systems that would fulfill research objectives of the
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National Research Council. For further information, contact:

The National ResearcA Council of Canada
Division of Mechanical Engineering
Low Temperature Laboratory
Ottawa, Canada
Attn: Mr. J. J. Samolewicz

6.4.2 DRY AIR FLIGHT TESTS - Flight tests of a new aircraft and/or ice

protection system are normally made in clear air before the aircraft is com-

mitted to actual flight in icing conditions. These tests check the function and

performance of the systems to ensure that the requirements established in the

initial design have been met. The evaluation should include the full range of

power and speed to determine limiting conditions where systems may not fur-

nish adequate protection. The operation of tWe system ean be compared with

either results of dry-air icing tunnel tests or with analytical values established

during design (with appropriate consideration of the "dry air" condition).

Dry air flight testing of the mechanical pneumatic boot would determine

the installation effects, if any, upon aircraft drag performance. These effects

are a function of previous conditions of the airframe and the type of bo,3t instal-

lation, and thus are difficult to predict (see Sectior 3). During these tests the

functioning of the system may also be demonstrated, as well as any effects

upon lift and drag of inflating the boots. General handling characteristics should

be checked with the boots deflated and inflated.

The fluid coverage and fluid flow rate tests of the fluid ireezing point de-

pressant system may be conducted in dry air. Items to be observed during

the tests are fluid consumption rate, proper fluid dist ibution and adequate

coverage of the surface to be protected. Dyed fluid and/or chalk rubbed on the

su'faces may be used to aid in observation of fluid distribution.

Dry air flight testing of the electro-thermal ice protection system would

establish whether the system function and per-formance are in accordance with

dtýlgn requirements. Power delivered to 4he various circuits should be
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measured. Surface temperatures should be measured at critical areas and

compared with either dry air wind tunnel test data or analytical predictions.

General function of the system, including controls and overheat protect')Ii,

should be determined.

Dry air flight testing of the hot gas anti-icing and de-iciug system serves

the same purpose as in the electro-thermal system. Of concern in the hot gas

system is the availability of hot gas (from either bleed air or an exhaust gas

heat exchanger) durtng periods of reduced power; e.g., during descent or

hold. A combustion heater should provide a constant quantity of hot gas inde-

pendent of flight condttions. During the dry air flight testin, further refine-

ment oi the flow distribution may be made, if neces'iary. Detailed measure-

ments of bleMd flow are normally made for the comaplete range of flight conditions

fi order to assure that engine bleed limits have not been vi-iated and to estab-

lish effects on aircraft performance.

6.4.3 NATURA•L ICING FLIGHT TESTS -- Aircraft intended for use in co:n-

mercial tranaport are usually flight testud in natural icing he,"e receiving

certification. The extent of testing iiecded will dep~cnd on che anount of prior

analysis, testing and flight e;:perienre with the particular aircraft and its ice

protection systems. Becautse of Ohe high cost of conducting natural icing tests

and the fact that the design icing conditions are difficult -- if not impossible

to find, the usual procedure is to find icing conditions of whatever sevwritv

avaiiable and to use previous analyticai and test data to extrap"olate the Toaturnl

icing test data to the design extremes.

C..ýrrent operating costs for jet aircraft are $5,000 to $10 000 per hour.

and a typical icing search will involve 30 to 60 hours of flight to obtain one to

two hours of actual icing experience, resulting in costs of perhaps $150,000 to

$600,000.

The flight test aircraft must have instrumentation to determine liquid water

content and droplet size, or a means of determining ice accretion rate and
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extent of impingement from which these parameters can be established. Rotat-

ing multi-c-ylinders are the standard instruments, but are inconvenient to use

on prepsurized aircraft. The NACA icing rate -neter or any calibrated ice

detector ran be used to determine liquid water content; whereas drop size can

be approximated from extent of impingement on :zny shape with known impinge-

ment characteristics.

The fligit tests in natural icing fall into two categories: functional aad

performance tests of the ice protection systems, and tests of aircraft and en-

gine operating characteristics for the full range of power and flight conditions

to determine system adequacy or limitations. At least minimum instrumenta-

tion is needed 1 measure performance of the ice protection systems. Thermo-

couples on critical surfaces are usually needed for thermal anti-icing and de-

icing systems. A means of observing and photographing ice accreti~on is also

needed.

After icing has bern encountered, operation of the aircraft and ice protec-

tion systems should be observed long enough to obtain data and to observe any

deficiencies in systems operation or loss in aircraft performance and handling

characteristics. Following this, ice should be allowed to form on any, critical

surfaces (such as wings, empennage, and engine inlets) where ice would form

as a result of either a single system failure or the pilot' s failure to recognize

icing immediately. Typical intervals might be two or thre*, minutes in icing

with the engine and engine inlet systems off, and 15 to 30 minutes with wing or

tail ice protection off (if a single failure would cause the system to be inopera-

tive). After the effects of ice have been noted, the systems can be turned 0n

again to determine their recovery characteristics.

Final evaluation of natural icing test results is dependent on a detailed com-

parison of extrapolated test results with original design requirements.

6.4.4 NATURAL ICING SIMULATION IN FLIGHT - Because of the difficultv

in finding suitable natural icing conditAons for development testing and the
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limited size of the icing wind tunnels, test methods have been developed to

create artificial icing conditions for testing large components and complete ice

protection systems inflight. These methods have. 1: en quite useful. although

there are certain Inherent limltations, as described below.

One method that has been used extensively for tests of airfoil ice protec-

tion is to equip an aircraft as a flying laboratory. The test airfoil is mounted

vertically on the upper surface of the fuselage behind a water spray rig in a

setup similar to icing tunnel techniques. The aircraft is then flown at an

altitude where the desired Icitg temperatures exist and water is sprayed from

the nozzles over the tebt bection. Figure 6-.0 Illustrates this technique.

A similar sysram has been used to test propeller and jet engine icing pro-

tection. A spray rig is mcanted ahead of the test engine or propelle , and

water (carried internally in the aircraft) is sprayed to form an icing cloud. A

propeller icing test is shown in Figure 6-11.

These methods have the advantage of allowing control over the icing condi-

tions and, in addition, do not Irvolve the hazard of subjecting the entire air

craft to icing. Thi. disadvantage is the cost and complexity of mounting a spray

rig and test inetriznentation on an aircraft, as well as the high costs associatýd

with flight testing. In addition there is difficulty in measuring the icing conditions.

The two methods just described are adequate for testing components only,

but not the complete aircraft. The third method uses a tanker aircr.aft with a

spray nozzle boom extending downward and aft (see Figure 6-12). The spray

uotz•lea create an artificial cloud into which an aircraft is flown to expose

vario-us parts of the aircraft to icing. The cloud may not be large enough to

envelope the complete aircraft. Several spray nozzle rigs are being used

currently to simulate different icing conditions. A T-bar" water nozzle

(Figure 6-13) id used for low-altitude heavy rain and high-altitude ice cr.stal

tervs where there is no ice accumulation, although a very high liquid water

content (LWC) is required. The T-bar iF also used for icing tests where either



accumulation of ice or rate of acc-umulation is an important test requirement.

The plugs at the ends of the T-bar can be exchanged to decrease or increase

the JWC of the spray. No attempt to control water droplet size has been made

with the T-bar.

A 40-in. diameter spray ring (Figure 6-14) consists of two concentric rings

containing 66 spray nozzles. This arrangement is normally used for icing tests

at ambient temperatures of from 0° to -25* C. Fuel injection nozzles are used

to break up the water into small droplets. The water droplet size from the 40-

in. diameter spray rake has been examined by collection on oil slides. The

mean effective droplet diameter is in the order of 80 to 100 r.micronc- nd is

nearly constant from 500 to 1,500 ft. from the rake. As the c a from the

rake dispe.ries and increases in size, the LWC per unit are will decrease.

Figure 6-15 shows the cloud dispersion rate as a function of distance behind

the tanker.

To obtain specific icing conditions on an aircraft or aircraft component,

thA 'istq-,ce behind the tanker must be mn.intained at a reasonably constant value.

Tke tanker observer usual!y con'rols this condition using some ranging device.

The test airci aft is flown parallel to the cloud until it reaches the right range.

Upon receiving a signa! from the tankor, the aircraft or component is then

flown, into the ici'-g cloud for a predetermined time. The time between takeoff

of the tankei- and test should be kept at a minimum to prevent the water from

freezing in. tht, nozzles.

At present, complete relance on use of the tanker to qualify aircraft for

flight in icing is a question;ble ard contrioversial sabject. The excessive drop

sizes may show mai-y ice prtecticis systems to be inadequate, whereas in

natural Icing the systems would be, adequate. At the same time, tests involving

ic:: accretion on unprctecteo components have not to date be.en capable of p. o -

ducing the double-peaked glaze ice shape that is so damaging to !he aerodynamic

characteristics of an aircraft. Further work is in progress aw increasing ckud
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sizc and improving the droplet size to more nearly conform to natural icing.

Alti•ugh the present simulation is not ideal, the tanker can be a useful tool in

evaluating aircraft and ice protection systems in icing, if proper allowance is

made for the excessive drop size and for the type of ice shape produced on

unprotected rurfaces.

An rxample of light plane simulated icing is shown in Figures 6-16 and 6-17.

6.4.5 TESTING UNPROTECTED AIRCRA7"T -- There may be occasions when

it is desirable to test an airframe for performance with ice accrctions on all

or part of the areas normally ice-protected. This testing may be for certifica-

tion (f an aircr-rb with large pov er reserves for operation in icing with no ice

protection, or to deter'mine whether ice protection may be removed from a

component.

The criterion for determining whether ice proiection is necessary is air-

craft performance with ice a--retion. Performance factors considered in this

respect are flutter, stall, gcneral handling characteristics, effect upon approach

and climb, and effect upon range.

One method of conducting such tests is to seek natural icittg and perform

all necessary maneuvers and speed changes to determine aircraft performance.

This technique involves several difficulties- the first lies in finding natural

icing coaditions of the severity desired for the tests; the second is the problem

of retaining the ice intact while executing the necessary maneuveru. Should

sone of the ice shed it may be necessary to re-enter the icing conditions and

re-accrete the required icing.

An alternative method of icing test may be conducted at anty time of year

and practically anywhe.-e; thW6 involves simulating the l-ng cn the arep in

question by artificial means. The weight and shape ,f the anticipated ice accre-

tion can be formed from some material (e. g.. wocd) and attached to the air-

craft surface. Flights may then be made to determine aircraft performance

with the ice accretions.
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The crit 3ria for the artificial ice shapes will depend upon the aircraft type

and mission. For light aircraft, the flight conditions might be cruise and/or

hold. For turbojet transports, the criterion is for 45 minutes hold - 15 minutes

departure hold and 30 minutes boid at destination. Examples of the ice shapes

and the calculations used to derive them are preRented in Paragraphs 4.1.3 and
i. 2.11.

6.4.6 HELICOPTER TESTING

Several test facilities have been used to test helicopters in icing conditions and

to test helicopter ice protection eystems. Two of these facilities have discon-

tinued these tests. One was the Eglin AFB climatic hangar where tests were

condected by tethering a helicopter under a water spray rig within a hangar.

This test setup had the advantage of being independent of weather for ambient

temperatu'es, but the icing conditions could not be controlled or determined

beceuse of recirculation and ice crystal formation. Too, the tests simulated

only the hover rwode of flight.

The othe" iacility vas located atop Mount Washington in New Hampshire.

There, the hliicopter was tethered and operated in natural icing conditions.

The wind velocity assisted in simulating forward flight, but the temperatures

and liquid water content were dependent upon natural conditions.

A facility currently in use is the helicopter spray rfg at the National

Research Council Low Temperature Laboratory at Ottawa, Canada. An arti-

ficial cloud is created by the spray rig shown in Figure 6-18; the temperature

is dependent upon natural conditions. This facility is operated In wind veloci-

tVes from approximately 5 to 30 mph. The 5-mph minimum velocity stems

from the air movement necessary to move the artificial cloud out over the

helicopter; the maximum velocity, 30 mph, is the structural limitation of the

spra5 rig.

Certain wind directions restrict use of the rig because surrounding struc-

tures prohibit maneuvering larger helicopters. Snow and blowing %now also
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restrict use of the rig by obscuring visibility. The spray rig can supply cloud
3

conditions with liquld water contents up to 0. 9 gm m and droplet size of 30 to

60 microns (median volume diameter). Light freezing rain can also be simu-

4, laýJd under suitable ambient conditions. The facility can create a cloud size

suitable for testing rotors up to approximately 55 ft. in diameter. A helicopter

undergoing tests in the spray rig is shown in Figure 6-19. A tanker aircraft,

using boundary layer control for slow iuight, is being developed for helicopter

testing by WADC. This airplane will permit helicopter .ests in flight regimes

previously possible only in natural icing. In this manner, components as well

as blades may be exposed to severe icing conditions under controlled conditions.

It is expected tha* this facility will be available sometime in 1964.

Much of the testing of a helicopter ice protection system may be accom-

plished in a whirling arta rig. This type of facility is well suited to testing a

"fluid system' s distribution characteristics, because all forces acting upon the

fluid may be simulated. However, icing sirauiation on a whirling arm rig is

not too feasible because of the same difficulties experienced at Eglin - air

recirculation within the closed chamber. Efectroo-thermal systems may be

tested in dry air to measure the heat transfer characteristics. The erosion

characteristics of ice protecticn system materials may also be determined in

the whirling arm rig.
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Frgure 6-14. Forty-Inch Spray Ring
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Figure 6-16. Light Aircraft During Icing Simulation

Figure 6-17. Results of Simulated Icing Tests
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Figure 6-18. NRC Helicopter Spray Rig Framework

Figure 6-19. Helicopter Undergoing Test at NRC Test Site
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Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co. Gordon Street
3450 Wilshire Blvd. London, W. C. I.

Los Angeles 5, Calif. United Contol Corp.

Lockheed-California Co. P. (). Boy 3104
Burbank, Calif. Seattle 14, Wash.
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GLOSSARY

Adiabatic lifting theory - Method of calculating liquid water content by the

adiabatic cooling process (and associated condensation of water droplets) as

a mass of air rises.

Angle of attack - Angle between airfoil chord and line cf filght.

Anti-icing - The prevention of ire formation on airframe surfaces.

CAR-3 - Civil Air Regulation&, Part 3 (aircraft under 12,500 lb.).

CAR-4b - Civil Air Regulations. Part 4b (aircraft over 12,500 lb.).

Collection efficiency - The ratio of actual water collection rate to the water

catch rate when water droplet paths are straight lines.

Continuous maximnum Icing - Icing category from CAR-4b, commonly used for

design of wing, empennage, and windshield ice protection on transport

aircraft.

Cumulus clouds - Massy, piled-up clouds with a flat bape.

Cycled area - In a thermal do-icing system, a section of the protected area

which is heated periodically to remove ice.

Datum temperature - Wet air boundary layer temperature for a body traversing

a cloud containing free moisture.

De-icing - The removal of ice that has formed on airframe surfaces.

Droplet range ratio - The ratio of the true r-inge of a droplet as a projectile

injected into still air to the range of a droplet as a projectile iollowing

Stokes' law.

Droplc Reynolds number - The Reynolds number of a droplet in the air stream,

usually hased cn droplet diameter and free stream velocity.
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Droplet-trajectory - The path of a water droplet with respect to an airfoil.

Equilibrium sairface temperature - Temperature of a surface exposed to

water droplet impingement.

Exceedance probability - The probability that a given parameter will be

equalled or exceeded.

Freezlng fraction - That part of the water catch that freezes.

Freezing rain - Rain at temperature slightly below freezing and charac'erized

by relatively large water droplets that may freeze in contact with airframe

surtaces.
Glaze ice - Clear ice with rapid growth rate and characteristic "double horn"

or "mushroom" formation. (This term is also used by pilots to describe a

smooth film of ice covering leading edges at temperatures just b-low

freezing.)

Heat releaae - In thermal ice protection systems, the amount of heat trans-

ferred to the surface to be used for anti-icing or de-icing.

Hold conditions - Low-speed, high-angle-of-attack flight conditions at a

constant altitude (circling one geographical point).

Ice accretion - A g-vowth or buildup of ice; an ice formation.

Ice cap - An i,•e accretion.

IFR - Instrument flight rules.

ImpUgerment limits - Distance from stagnation to the end of the water

impingement region on both upper and lower surfaces of an airfoil.

Inertia parameter - Dimensionless parameter used to correlate watt r droplet

impingement data.

Inlet guide vanes - Vanes that guide the iniet airflow in a turbine engine.

located at the front face of the compressor.

Intermittent maximum icing - Icing categorn from CAR-4b based on cumuliform

clouds having high liquid water content for short timeq.

Knife edge ice - Ice formed at low temperatures by -ater 1ropiets freeting,

on impact in the shape of a wedge. also called rime ice.
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Liquid water content - Water contained as free moisture In a volume of air

(does not include watcr in vapor form).

Local collection rate - Weight of impinging water per unit time and per unit

ar- - at a given location.

Loiter - Low-speed, high-angle-of-attack flight conditions.

Mean effective droplet diameter - Half the volume of water in a given sample

of air is contained in larger drops, half in smaller drops.

Micron - One millionth of a meter.

Most probable icing temperature - Temperature at which icing is most likely

to occur, based on probability.

Mushroom ice - Clear ice with rapid growth rate and characteristic "double

horn" formation, also known as "glaze ice."

Parting strips - In a cyclic-electrical de-icir.g system, continuously heated

areas about 1 in. wide (either spanwiae ,)r chordwise) which divide the ice

into discrete portions.

Piccolo tube - Tube with small, regularly spaced holes for distribution of

anti-icing air to leading edges.

Power density - Electrical power per unit area.

Prandti numb-,r - Dimensionless group of gas property values used in heat-

transfer correlations.

Projected height - The -airfoil height projected along the line of flight.

Rime ice - Milky white, low-density ice formed at low temperatures with a

relatively streamlined shape; also referred to as spearhead and knife-edge

ice.

Rotating multi-cylinders - Series of rotating cylinders of varying size used to

collect ice for the purpose of determining cloud liquid water content aild

droplet size.

Runback ice - Ice accumulated aft of the protected region, resulting from the

water running back arel freezing (may be found with partially evaporative

anti-icing systems and with de-icing systems).



Running wet - A condition at which an airframe surface is maintained ab1.ve

3? F (by an anti-icing system) so that impinging water droplets will not

freeze.

Spearhead ice - Term used to aescribe both rime and intermediate rime-glaze

types of ice formations.

Stapation - The point on an airfoil at which velocity is zero.

Stratus clouds - Layer-type clouds, usually at low altitudes.

Super-cooled water droplets - Very small water arops suspended in the air a!

temporatures below freezing

Surface, wetness fraction - The fraction of the surface that is wetted- equal to

1.0 in the impingement region and about 0. 25 a, of the impingement area

Total air temperature - Static alr temperature phus kinetic temperature rise.

Volume median droplet diameter - Droplet diameter defined by th? condition

that half the volume of waier in a given sample of air is contained in large

drops, half in small drops.

Water catch - The weight of water impinging on an airframe surface (per unit

length of span and per unit time for an airfoil).
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SUBJECT INDEX

Airfoil matching r-rocedures, 2-18

British design sta-idards, 1-23

Collection efficiency, calculation of, 2-23

Collection efficiency data, 2-12

Commercial transport design criteria, 1-20

Compressor nose cone, turbojet engine, ice protection for, 4.2-20

Controis and indicators for ice protection systems, 5-9

Cyclic electrical de-icing, 3-29, 4. 1-24, 4. 1-32, 4. 2-12

Dedsi; standards meteorological, 1-20

Droplet trajectory equations, 2-21

Dry air flight tests of ice protection systems, 6-13

Effect of installed ice protection systems on aircraft weight and performance,
4.1-45

Electrical anti-icing, 3-15, 4.1-28, 4.1-37, 4.1-44

Electrical de-icing, 3-20, 4. 1-24, 4. 1-32, 4. 2-19

Empennage ice protection, 4. 1-15, 4. 2-5

Engine inlet ice protection, 4. 1-39, 4. 2-17

Flow field, calculation of, 2-20

Fluid ice protection, 3-10, 4.1-26, 4.1-35, 4.2-20, 4.3-16

Foreign icing data, 1-18

Freezing rain, 1-19, 1-24
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Helicopter rotor ice protection, 4.3-13, 4.3-16, 4.3-21

Helicopter testing, 6-19

Helicopters, areas of ice protection, 4. 3-8

High-altitude icing data, 1-17

Hot-gas anti-icing for wings and empennage, 4.1-20, 4. 2-5

For turbojet engine inlet, 4. 1-42, 4. 2-17

hot-gas de-icing, 4.2-8

Ice crystals, 1-24

Ice detectors, 5-4

Ice fa!ls, 4.2-29

Ice shapes on unprotected surfaces, 2-24, 4. i-54, 4. 2-28

Icing tunnel testing, 6-8

Impingement distribution for typical airfoil, 2-17

Impingement limit data, 2-16

4 Impingement limits, calculation of, 2-24, 4.1-15, 4.1-32. 4. 1-39, 4.3-6

Light jet aircraft ice protection, 4. 1-38

Local collect.mn efficiency, calculation of, 2-24

Local collection rate, calculation of, 4. 1-18

Low altitude icing data. 1-17

;Mechanical de-icing systems, 3-8

Military airframe anti-icing design specifications, 1-22

Military engine devign specifications, 1-22

Miscellaneous aircraft components, ice protection for, 4. 2-26

Miscellaneous methods of protection, 3- 30

NACA statistical Icing data, .-12

Natural icing flight tests, 6-14

PitoA tube ice protection, 4. 1-39

Prietimatic de-icing, 3-8, 3-9, 4. 1-19, 4.2-11
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Propeller and spirier protect'.on for turboprop aircraft, 4. 2-27

Propeller ice protection, 4. 1-32

Radome ice protection, 4.2-24

Recognizing icing that exceeds aircraft and ice protection systerit capacity, 5-8

Reserve power, 3-28

Russian design standards, 1-24

Simulated ice shapes, 6-18, 4. 2-28

Silniulated icing flight tests, 3-15

Si•gle-engine aircraft k protection, 4.1-38

Slats and Krueger flaps, ice protoction for wing leading edges having, 4. 2-15

Statistical icing dat. 1-12

Surface neat requiremen t s, ca-Iculation of, 3-11, 4, 1-20, 4, 1-24, 4.1-30,
4.1-37, 4.1-42, 4.3-14

Tanker testing, aerial, 6-15

Test uiethods for testing of ice protection systems, 6-8

Test objectives in testing of ice protection systems, 6-4

Thermal anti-icing systems, 3-15, 4. 3-13

Thermal de-icing aFstems, 3-20, 4. 3-21

Turbojet engine inlet ice protection, 4. 1-39, 4.2- 17

Turboprop aircraft, ice protection for propeller and spinner of, 4.2-27

Unprotected aircraft, testing of, 6-18

Unprotected airframe components, effect of ice on, 4. 1-3, 4. 2-28

Unprotected surfaces, ice shapes on., 2-24, 4. 1-54 4.2-28

Vapor cycle ice protection system, 3-31

Visual ice detection, 5-3

Water catch, calculation of, 4.1-17, 4.1-36, 4.1-40, *.3-11

Weight and performance, aircraft, effect of installed ice protection Pystems
on, 4.1-45
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Windshield ice protection, 4. 1-28, 4. 2-22, 4. 3-22,

Wing ice protection, 4.1-15, 4.2-5

Wooden ice shapes, 6-18, 4.2-28
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